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ABSTRACT
The current work provides a detailed characterization of the turbulence structure in the near-wake of a
blunt-based cylinder aligned at zero angle-of-attack in a Mach 2.49 freestream. Particular emphasis is placed
in this work on the identification of turbulence mechanisms in the flow regions both upstream of, and in the
immediate vicinity of reattachment of the separated shear layer, as these mechanisms are the main drivers of
critical flow properties, such as the low pressure in the separated region. This work was experiment-based,
utilizing non-intrusive optical measurement techniques, including stereoscopic particle image velocimetry
(SPIV), which measures all three components of velocity along a large planar region, and tomographic PIV
(TPIV), which measures all three components of velocity throughout a volumetric region. Large ensembles of
measurement samples were acquired and processed for each set of experiments, which allowed for statistical
convergence in the implementation of various novel turbulence analysis techniques, such as linear stochastic
estimation (LSE), proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), and several others.
The volumetric TPIV data allowed for the identification and characterization of 3-D coherent turbulent
structures within this flow, including upright hairpin vortices, inverted hairpin vortices, and streamwise-
elongated quasi-axial vortices. Upright hairpin structures are demonstrated to commonly exist throughout
this flow, both upstream and downstream of the reattachment point, while the presence of inverted hairpins
was limited to the subsonic flow regions. An LSE-based analysis provided robust evidence regarding the
statistical prevalence, size, and spatial growth of these structures. It is demonstrated that the amplified
shearing mechanism along the inner-arch of these structures generates high-energy velocity fluctuations
aligned with consistent directions, which ultimately dominate the turbulent energy spectrum throughout this
flow. It is also demonstrated, using conditional flow statistics derived from the POD results, that the dynamics
of these coherent structures can be directly linked to the growth rate and subsequent reattachment length of
the separated shear layer, which is well understood in the literature to be a key driver of the large pressure
drag in these massively separated flows through mass entrainment from the recirculation bubble. It was
found that an increased statistical prevalence of upright hairpin vortices acts to reduce the shear layer growth
rate and increase the reattachment length, which is then postulated to result in a significant reduction in the
pressure drag. The inverse was also found for the inverted hairpins, which have a directly opposite influence
on the developing flow. Additionally, an analysis of the turbulence statistics along the interface separating the
shear layer from the recirculation bubble reveals a consistent spatial organization to the upright and inverted
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hairpin structures along this interface, providing further evidence of their strong and direct influence on mass
entrainment.
This work also provides a detailed and high-spatial-resolution characterization of the 3-D Reynolds-
averaged turbulence field, including all components of the kinematic Reynolds stress tensor, the fluctuating
velocity triple product tensor, and the mean flow-induced turbulence production tensor, among others.
This statistical information provides further insights into the spatial development of coherent turbulence
mechanisms, and also serves as a detailed benchmark experimental data set for the comparison and validation
of computational simulations of this flow.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Flow Description and Motivation for Study
The turbulence mechanisms of high-speed separated flows are of fundamental importance in many
practical engineering applications. Pressure loading within massively separated regions of bluff body wakes
can significantly hinder vehicle aerodynamic performance through high pressure drag, unsteady loading
affecting vehicle controllability, and loss of lift. For a separated shear layer reattaching on a wall surface, such
as a backward-facing step flow, the local thermal loading near the reattachment point can be high and dictate
material requirements. For high-speed combustors, the mixing characteristics of the separated shear layer drive
the combustion efficiency and overall performance of the engine. Additionally for high-speed combustors, the
recompression wave structure formed as the separated shear layer approaches reattachment can propagate
downstream in the engine and induce significant pressure losses if not properly mitigated, further driving
inefficiency. This all creates an obvious motivation to study the turbulence of these massively separated
high-speed flows, as obtaining a more detailed understanding of the dominant turbulence mechanisms within
them could lead to more efficient engineering designs, which better mitigate or control these phenomena.
The particular flow of interest for the current dissertation work is the near-wake, massively separated
region downstream of a blunt-based cylinder aligned with a Mach 2.49 freestream. This flow geometry is
typically referred to as a ‘base flow’, and is the axisymmetric extension of the more canonical 2D planar
base flow [1–3]. Typical practical applications where this flow field is directly relevant are the wakes of
ballistic projectiles, and unpowered stages of flight for multi-stage rockets. More generally, however, many
of the dominant features of this specific flow are applicable to a wider variety of high-speed separated flow
geometries. Thus, obtaining further understanding of this specific flow will provide further knowledge in the
more general understanding of high-speed separated flows within the flow physics community.
An experimental data-derived schematic of the Reynolds-averaged features of the current flow
is shown in Fig. 1, utilizing data that will be more formally presented in Chapter 2 of this dissertation.
Throughout this dissertation, the term ‘Reynolds-averaged’ describes a time-averaged quantity, which is
obtained by averaging across a large ensemble of temporally-uncorrelated measurement samples. In the
current flow, the turbulence field is statistically stationary (i.e., statistical quantities are invariant under an
arbitrary shift in time), so an ensemble average of time-random measurement samples provides a valid
representation of time-averaged quantities [4].
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Fig. 1 Data-derived schematic of the Reynolds-averaged near-wake flow field.
In the current flow, which is depicted in Fig. 1, a fully-developed turbulent boundary layer separates
from the cylinder body upon reaching the corner of the base. A strong expansion fan, centered at the
base corner, turns the flow radially-inward, forming the initial condition for a spatially-developing, conical,
separated shear layer, which is bounded above by the non-turbulent supersonic freestream that has been
accelerated by the expansion, and below by the turbulent subsonic recirculation region. This conical shear
layer eventually converges upon itself and reattaches at the rear stagnation point along the central cylinder axis.
The separated region just downstream of the cylinder base exhibits recirculated (i.e., upstream-propagating)
fluid, driven by the viscous interactions with the shear layer, with the Reynolds-averaged depiction of this
motion being a stationary toroidal vortex. Information about the shear layer reattachment process propagates
upstream along the subsonic portions of the shear layer and the recirculation region, which induces a
streamwise-elongated region of flow field recompression (i.e., an adverse pressure gradient or APG), wherein
the flow gradually realigns itself with the central axis. This recompression region begins some distance
upstream of reattachment and extends beyond reattachment into the trailing wake. In the supersonic portions of
the flow, this recompression process manifests itself in the form of weak shocklets, which eventually coalesce
into a finite oblique shock far out in the freestream. Downstream of reattachment, the flow transitions into the
trailing wake, which rapidly recovers the central velocity deficit to become fully supersonic. Throughout this
work, the trailing wake will refer to any region of the flow downstream of the reattachment point. Additionally,
any flow region bounded within the mean sonic line contour (i.e., the dashed black line) in Fig. 1 is subsonic,
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and any region outside of this contour is supersonic.
The geometry of the current flow is deceptively simple. In addition to a time-invariance of statistical
quantities, the flow also exhibits circumferential symmetry (i.e., it is axisymmetric), which means that
Reynolds-averaged turbulence quantities are also invariant along the azimuthal (\) coordinate. However,
instantaneously, the flow field is highly turbulent and convoluted, and is dominated by complex three-
dimensional flow structures [5, 6]. The flow is strongly compressible (i.e., the flow exhibits significant fluid
density gradients), which further complicates the turbulence field compared to lower-speed flows with a
similar geometry. The flow gradients are typically much stronger in compressible flows, which in addition
to the high Reynolds numbers, causes the turbulent energy to be distributed over a very broad spectrum
of spatial and temporal scales. Additionally, in the APG region, the compressibility acts as an additional
source of vorticity production through the generation of baroclinic torque (i.e., a fluid torque produced by
misalignments of the density and pressure gradients producing a non-uniform acceleration of fluid elements),
which further complicates the flow. For incompressible or weakly compressible shear layers, the dominant
instability mechanisms are largely two-dimensional, originating from the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [7].
At higher compressibility levels, however, such as in the present flow, the dominant instability directions
become increasingly oblique, and more three-dimensional in nature [8, 9]. This is well demonstrated with
plan-view qualitative visualizations of turbulent structures in compressible mixing layers by Clemens and
Mungal [10], wherein with increased compressibility levels, the structures continually exhibit a decrease in
spanwise coherence, ultimately displaying highly three-dimensional geometries.
This flow can be separated into several distinct fluid regions, such as the separated shear layer, the
freestream, the recirculation region, the trailing wake, the APG region, etc., all of which have significantly
different fluid properties and turbulence mechanisms. Arguably the most dominant feature in both the
current flow, as well as most separated flows, is the separated shear layer, whose growth and entrainment
characteristics ultimately drive reattachment length, pressure loading in the separated region, and mixing
efficiencies. In-flight pressure measurements of artillery-fired projectiles demonstrated that the time-averaged
pressure drag (i.e., base drag) induced by the separated shear layer in these flows constitutes approximately
40% of the total vehicle drag, with this contribution towards total drag increasing at higher freestream
Mach numbers [11]. This pressure drag is ultimately the result of the turbulent transfers of fluid mass (i.e.,
entrainment) between the separated shear layer and the recirculation region, as the turbulent structures of the
shear layer act to extract fluid mass from the recirculation region, leaving behind a very low-pressure region.
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Additionally, the stability and controllability of vehicles that produce this type of wake are greatly affected by
the dynamic pressure loading on the cylinder base that this highly unsteady entrainment process ultimately
causes.
In order to distinctly separate the various flow subregions discussed above from one another, a set
of defined boundaries must be established between the regions. The high-speed boundary separating the
freestream fluid from both the shear layer and trailing wake fluid regions is defined as the turbulent/non-
turbulent interface (TNTI) [12]. Physically, this boundary represents a location where the flow experiences a
discontinuous jump in local vorticity, as the flow is nominally non-turbulent on the freestream side, and highly
turbulent on the shear layer/trailing wake side. The TNTI constitutes a rigorous definition of the high-speed
flow boundary, as the fluid shearing vanishes across this boundary. Properties of this boundary are discussed
in much greater detail in Chapter 6.
The definition of the low-speed boundary that separates the shear layer from the recirculation region,
however, is less obvious to define, as the mean shearing in this region of the flow only vanishes along the
central axis (as a result of the flow symmetry constraint), which is in the center of the recirculation region.
Therefore, in order to treat the shear layer and recirculation region as distinctly separate flow regions that
turbulently interact with one another, a more arbitrary definition of the boundary between the two regions
must be defined. One logical approach is to define this boundary as the contour defined by zero axial velocity,
which separates recirculated fluid on one side from non-recirculated fluid on the other. This boundary will be
referred to as the recirculated/non-recirculated interface (RNRI). Although this is not a rigorous definition of a
shear layer boundary, the contour defining this boundary is commonly used to establish the reattachment length
in separated/reattaching shear layers [13] (i.e., the axial velocity vanishes at the reattachment location). Thus,
convolutions of this boundary and turbulent interactions across it are surely of importance in the determination
of shear layer growth and reattachment length. Additionally, this definition does meet the criteria for a valid
turbulent surface, given by Pope [14], so its behavior is expected to exhibit similar characteristics to that of
more rigorously defined boundaries, such as the TNTI. Both the high-speed and low-speed flow boundaries
are shown by black contours in Fig. 1, and are utilized in subsequent analyses and figures throughout this
dissertation.
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1.2 Past Works on Supersonic Axisymmetric Base Flows
Supersonic axisymmetric base flows have been a subject of academic study for more than the past
50 years. The highly complex nature of this flow presents a challenging fluid dynamics problem, as the
understanding of the flow physics that can be obtained from experiments are limited by the measurement
technologies available. Additionally, computational simulations of this flow are greatly limited in their
predictive capabilities, as the broad spectra of spatial and temporal turbulence scales makes direct simulation
of all flow scales impractical at realistic Reynolds numbers. This section presents a literature review of the
past works performed to study this specific flow and highlights key findings of these works. Additionally,
many studies have also implemented various flow control methodologies for base pressure manipulation,
most of which were met with limited success. However, even the studies that were ultimately unsuccessful in
modulating the pressure loading revealed important information about the dominant turbulence mechanisms
within the current flow. As such, several of these flow control-focused works are discussed in this section as
well.
1.2.1 Experimental studies
Experimental investigations of the flow structure in axisymmetric, supersonic base flows date back
approximately 50 years to the early works of Demetriades [15–17]. These studies examined the wake structure
of a very small cylinder (approximately 4 mm in diameter) in a Mach 3 approach flow using hot-wire
velocimetry. Because of the low Reynolds number in these experiments, transition to turbulence in the
wake did not even occur for 10 to 15 cylinder diameters downstream of separation. Thus, these experiments
provided no useful information about the near-wake flow structure, such as the separated shear layer or
recirculation region characteristics. These studies did, however, provide insights into the far-wake recovery
mechanisms, and demonstrated that this high-speed wake will eventually approach self-similarity very far
downstream.
The first experimental work to characterize the near-wake flow structure of a supersonic, cylindrical
base flow came in 1977, and was performed by Gaviglio et al. [18]. This study considered a much larger
cylinder (40 mm diameter versus a 4 mm diameter cylinder in Ref. 15), with a Mach 2.3 freestream. In
this study, hot-wire velocimetry was used to obtain two-component turbulence statistics, as well as mean
flow profiles of the near-wake. However, this study intentionally avoided measurements in the subsonic flow
regions, to avoid contamination of the measurements from the presence of the probe in the recirculated flow.
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Thus, only the supersonic portions of the near wake were examined, and the authors of this study envisioned
the recirculation region as a stagnant ‘dead-air’ region, with little fluid movement.
The advent of optically-based, non-intrusive diagnostic techniques led to the important work of
Herrin and Dutton [13] in 1994, which provided the first experimental characterization of the full near-wake
region of a supersonic, cylindrical base flow. This study used two-component laser Doppler velocimetry
(LDV) to acquire point-by-point measurements of turbulent statistics along radial traverses at 21 different
axial locations, extending from approximately 0.06 base radii ('0) to 5.4'0 downstream of separation (with
reattachment occurring at 2.65'0 downstream). These measurements demonstrated that the recirculation
region is not the once-envisioned ‘dead-air’ region, but instead is highly turbulent, with mean reverse flow
velocities of up to 27% of the freestream velocity.
This work by Herrin and Dutton was supplemented by further experimental investigations into
supersonic base flows, by comparing the blunt cylinder case to that of a 5◦ boattailed cylinder case with
the same approach freestream Mach number of 2.46 [19]. Comparisons between these studies provided
significant insights into the turbulent dynamics of these base flows. The addition of the boattail to the rear of
the cylinder allowed the boundary layer to encounter two separate expansion regions to turn it towards the
central axis, with the flow remaining attached after the first expansion. The change in turbulence structure
between the shear layers in these two flows resulted in the mean reattachment point shifting slightly further
downstream for the boattail case than for the blunt cylinder case. Specifically, reattachment occurred 2.65'0
downstream of separation for the blunt cylinder case, and 2.81'0 downstream for the boattail case (i.e., a 6%
increase in the reattachment length). This slight increase in the reattachment length for the boattail case was
accompanied by a large increase in cylinder base pressure, and consequently, a reduction in the measured
base drag of 21% over the blunt cylinder case.
The observed change in pressure loading as a function of reattachment length is directly a consequence
of the spatial growth rates of the separated shear layer, as a faster growing shear layer will entrain more fluid
mass from the recirculation region and reattach further upstream, ultimately resulting in higher pressure loads,
and vice-versa for the slower growing shear layer. The decreased shear layer growth rate for the boattail
case is coupled with a significant reduction in the turbulent energy within the shear layer, with up to an 18%
reduction in turbulent kinetic energy observed in these experiments [19]. This seems to demonstrate that
higher turbulent energy within the shear layer correlates with decreased base pressure (increased drag) as the
more energetic shear layer entrains fluid from the recirculation region at a faster rate. Herrin and Dutton also
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examined the influence of the boattail on the distribution of Reynolds stresses and turbulence organization in
the near-wake flow field [20, 21]. This work found that the weaker expansion encountered at separation in the
boattail case diminished the magnitude of the primary kinematic Reynolds shear stress, with an 8% decrease
in peak shear stress compared to the blunt cylinder case. Although the 8% decrease occurred at the peak
shear stress locations between the two flow fields, a general reduction in kinematic Reynolds shear stress was
experienced throughout the shear layer for the boattail case. Turbulent shear stresses are well-known in the
literature to be caused by large-scale turbulent structures, which also tend to dominate the turbulent energy
spectrum. Thus, this work by Herrin and Dutton demonstrated that a reduction in the expansion strength at
separation induces a lower prevalence of high-energy, large-scale turbulent structures, indicated by reductions
in both turbulent energy and kinematic Reynolds shear stress throughout the flow. This also implies that the
reduction in large-scale structure prevalence within the shear layer correlates with higher base pressures and
reduced shear layer entrainment rates with the recirculation region. This indicates that perhaps there exists
an organized turbulence mechanism related to these large-scale structures that dominates the entrainment
of fluid along the recirculation region boundary, and that disruption of this mechanism acts to reduce its
influence on shear layer entrainment and growth. However, this work by Herrin and Dutton only demonstrates
a correlation between these behaviors, and does not strictly demonstrate a causal relationship between the
presence of large-scale structures and the resulting time-averaged base pressure.
The studies of Herrin and Dutton utilized a point-by-point measurement technique, which provides
no information about the instantaneous topology of the large-scale structures. Bourdon and Dutton [5]
qualitatively studied the topology of these large-scale structures using Mie scattering to illuminate condensed
ethanol droplets. This study obtained images along a side-view plane (i.e., a radial-axial plane) at different
streamwise locations, as well as along multiple end-view planes (i.e., radial-azimuthal planes). A few
examples of these Mie scattering images are shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 2 clearly demonstrates the presence of large-scale structures in this flow, with many instances
of single structures being similar in size to the local shear layer thickness. The azimuthal distribution of
large-scale structures in Fig. 2(c) also shows large convolutions of the instantaneous shear layer profile,
demonstrating that these large structures dominate the instantaneous shear layer geometry. It was also noted
in this work that there was a clear reduction in the number of large-scale structures observed in end views
within the shear layer as it progressed closer to reattachment. This was attributed to the radially-inward
turned flow reducing in cross-sectional area with further streamwise progression up until the reattachment
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Fig. 2 Mie scattering images from Bourdon and Dutton [5]. (a) Side-view of the near-reattachment region,
(b) side-view of the trailing wake region, and (c) end-view just downstream of reattachment.
point, where the near-wake turbulent flow achieves a minimum cross-sectional area. This area reduction
forces the large-scale structures in the separated shear layer to amalgamate and form new structures, possibly
contributing to the formation of the turbulence that Herrin and Dutton demonstrated to correlate with higher
shear layer growth rates and reduced base pressures.
One of the biggest limitations of experimental studies of this flow is the inability to acquire
measurements of time-resolved information of turbulent processes. Thus far, only a few known experimental
techniques have been utilized to acquire time-resolved information of this flow, including Schlieren photography,
high-speedMie-scattering images, and high-speed surface pressure measurements. The Schlieren photography
experiments were performed in-house at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, but the results were
never formally published. The line-integrating nature of Schlieren photography in this cylindrical wake
resulted in the obtained images measuring the density variations throughout the entire transverse extent of the
flow. This, combined with the highly 3-D nature of the turbulent structures, resulted in these experiments
not providing much additional useful information about the turbulent processes in this flow beyond what
has already been noted in the literature, despite having time-resolved capabilities. Kastengren et al. [22]
utilized a pulse-burst high-speed laser system to acquire small sample time sequences of the planar evolution
of turbulent structures in this flow using Mie scattering. Although these Mie scattering images are primarily
qualitative in nature, the time-resolved sequence of images allowed for the use of an autocorrelation function
to estimate the convective velocities of large-scale structures. They found that the convective velocity of
large-scale structures typically decreased with streamwise progression in the shear layer up to the reattachment
point. However, the intensity in these Mie-scattering images is inherently biased towards the high-speed
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portions of the flow, as high static temperatures in the subsonic regions cause the ethanol droplets to vaporize,
resulting in very low signal intensity in these regions of the flow. Thus, detailed information about the
temporal evolution of turbulent structures in the low-speed portions of the flow was not obtained in this study.
A couple of studies have been found in the literature to have acquired time-resolved pressure
measurements along the cylinder base in a supersonic cylindrical base flow. The first study was performed
by Janssen and Dutton in 2004 [23], who noted that the power spectral density of pressure fluctuations on
the base was concentrated in relatively low-frequency fluctuations, below approximately 2000 Hz, with a
strong peak occurring at around 850 Hz. This possibly denotes the existence of a large-scale global flow
mechanism, such as a pulsing or flapping motion, as this frequency range is several orders of magnitude
lower than the characteristic time-scales related to the convection of the turbulent structures. Janssen and
Dutton also noted that this concentration of power spectral density for pressure fluctuations in low-frequency
fluctuations has been demonstrated in other supersonic separated flows as well [24]. An additional study
was performed much more recently by Viji and Vikramaditya [25], wherein they acquired time-resolved
base pressure measurements in both subsonic and supersonic freestream cases. In this study, spectral proper
orthogonal decomposition [26], was used to decompose the turbulent pressure fluctuations measured by 16
Kulite pressure transducers into temporally and spatially-coherent mode shapes, from which they inferred the
turbulent motions of the recirculation bubble relating to the dominant pressure fluctuations. For the supersonic
cases examined, they postulated that the dominant pressure fluctuations were related to a symmetric axial
pulsing of the recirculation bubble.
The current body of experimental works on this flow field has thus far provided significant insights
into the relationship between the turbulence structure of the near-wake flow and the resulting pressure
loading on the cylinder base. However, very little information is currently known about the dominant
turbulent mechanisms within this flow, including the quantitative topologies and formation mechanisms of the
large-scale structures, and thus warrants further study.
1.2.2 Numerical studies
Attempts to numerically simulate this flow have been made for the past several decades. It is
inherently difficult to reduce the model complexity for compressible separated/reattaching flows, as very few
assumptions can be made to simplify the full time-dependent, compressible, 3-D Navier-Stokes equations
in their description of the governing physics. As such, analytical model-based predictions of this flow are
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impractical, and scale-resolving numerical simulations are inherently computationally intensive.
Early numerical studies on this subject attempted to simulate this flow with Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) models, which attempt to predict the statistical behavior of the flow without resolving
any instantaneous temporal information. This technique is relatively computationally inexpensive, but
typically fails at predicting key features of separated flows, even those occurring at much lower Reynolds
and Mach numbers than the current case. Specifically, RANS simulations of the current flow provide poor
predictions of the cylinder base pressure, both in magnitude and distribution, as well as inaccurate predictions
of the shear layer reattachment location [27–29].
Scale-resolving simulation techniques, such as large eddy simulation (LES) methodologies, have
proven more effective than RANS models at predicting key features of these separated flows. However, these
scale-resolving simulations come at greatly increased computational cost over the RANS approaches, which
also places practical limitations on the fineness of the computational grid. Particularly, LES simulations suffer
from poor grid resolution in the vicinity of solid wall surfaces, where the scales of the local turbulence are
much smaller than for other flow regions. In the current flow, this issue with LES grid fineness results in poor
resolution of the turbulence along the cylinder afterbody and base, which then leads to inaccurate predictions
of the afterbody boundary layer development and pressure loading on the base surface [30]. To overcome the
shortcomings of the LES approach, detached eddy simulations (DES) have become more of the standard
approach in attempting to simulate separated flows where pressure loading is an important feature to predict
accurately. DES is a hybrid approach, wherein the large bulk regions of the separated flow utilize an LES
solver, and the near-wall regions of the flow utilize a RANS solver. The scale-resolving LES calculations
continually feed information into the near-wall RANS solvers, resulting in relatively accurate predictions
(compared to experiments) of certain flow properties, such as the time-averaged base pressure distribution
[31–35].
One important work that computationally simulated the current flow is a thorough zDES study (i.e.,
zonal DES) by Simon et al. [9]. This study was able to accurately predict several aspects of this flow, such
as mean flow features and time-averaged pressure loading. Given that this work utilized a scale-resolving
simulation, instantaneous snapshots of the 3-D geometry of turbulent flow structures were available, and an
example image from this work shown in Fig. 3. The white contours in this figure educe the 3-D turbulent
structures with the Q-criterion [36], and the gray background displays spatial density gradients, which creates
a Schlieren-like visualization.
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Fig. 3 Example instantaneous flow structure image from the zDES work of Simon et al. [9]. The white
structures are educed using the Q-criterion, and the background is contoured by spatial density gradients,
which highlights the recompression shock structure.
In Fig. 3, the authors of this work [9] note the presence of several hairpin-shaped vortex structures,
as well as a continual increase in relative structure size with streamwise progression. However, even
though this study accurately predicted some flow features, many of the higher-order Reynolds-averaged
turbulence statistics, such as the kinematic Reynolds stresses, demonstrated significant deviations from the
experimentally-obtained results. This indicates that these computational models still lack in their predictive
capabilities of the detailed turbulence structure within this complicated flow field.
Direct numerical simulations (i.e., DNS) of this flow have also been attempted in recent years
[8, 37, 38]. These models numerically solve the full time-dependent, compressible Navier-Stokes equations
down to the Kolmogorov scales (i.e., the smallest turbulent scales of the flow), which preserves the full range
of spectral information in the simulated turbulence field. As a result, these simulations typically come at great
computational expense, with the required computational resources increasing exponentially with increasing
Reynolds number. In an attempt to circumvent this high computational cost with a DNS approach, Lipanov et
al. [39] attempted a ‘planar DNS’ simulation of this flow, wherein turbulence information was only computed
along a flow symmetry plane, but at a flow Reynolds number matching the experiments of Herrin and Dutton
[13]. The results of this work demonstrated very significant deviations from the experimentally-obtained
results, further highlighting the importance of the 3-D turbulent processes in the development of the near-wake
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of this flow.
When using 3-D computational grids, DNS studies of the current flow have typically been limited
to significantly lower Reynolds numbers than experiments, by a factor of approximately 33. One of these
works (Ref. 38) sought to further understand the dominant instability mechanisms in this flow related to
the generation of pressure drag. This study found that low-order azimuthal instability modes within the
recirculation region greatly contributed to the shear layer entrainment characteristics, and that computational
elimination of these low-order modes acted to greatly decrease the time-averaged pressure drag, as well as
to stabilize the dynamic pressure loading. This theory was tested experimentally by Reedy et al. [40] with
the use of triangular splitter plates, which provides the physical analog for eliminating low-order azimuthal
modes within the recirculation region. Although this study did find that the use of splitter plates did act to
stabilize the dynamic pressure loading, with up to a 39% reduction in the measured RMS base pressure, it did
not have any significant measured influence on the time-averaged base pressure. This could indicate that the
significantly lower Reynolds numbers used in these DNS simulations resulted in an inaccurate prediction of
the dominant turbulent mechanisms within the flow at the Reynolds number of the experiments.
Although these numerical simulation works can provide important information regarding the temporal
development of flow structures, it is important to note the inherent limitations in the predictive capabilities
of these various simulation methodologies. Currently, although these simulations have greatly improved in
accuracy in their predictions of mean flow features, the detailed turbulence structure within this flow is still
not well predicted by these computational simulations. As such, experimental efforts must still be heavily
relied upon to obtain a more thorough understanding of this complicated flow field, as well as for providing
reference data by which to compare and validate the results of future CFD studies.
1.2.3 Flow control studies
Two of the previous flow control studies for supersonic axisymmetric base flows have already been
discussed in this chapter, including the boattail work by Herrin and Dutton [19], as well as the triangular
splitter plate experiments by Reedy et al. [40]. In addition to these studies, there have been many others,
with varying methodologies, that have attempted to modulate the cylinder pressure drag in a favorable way.
Models for several of these flow control methodologies, both passive and active, are shown in Fig. 4.
As was discussed previously, the addition of a 5◦ boattail (Fig. 4(a)) to the rear of the cylinder was able
to successfully reduce pressure drag by approximately 21% [19]. A few other passive flow control methods
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Fig. 4 Models of various flow control studies in the literature. (a) Passive boattailing [19] , (b) passive
triangular tabs [41], (c) passive axisymmetric strip tab [41], (d) active fin-induced swirl (achieved via spinning
of the cylinder model) [42], (e) active pulsed plasma actuation [43], and (f) passive triangular splitter plates
[40].
have also been tested, including the addition of triangular strip tabs (Fig. 4(b)) along the cylinder body to act
as streamwise vortex generators within the boundary layer prior to separation [41, 44]. This methodology
was found to further decrease the time-averaged base pressure (i.e., increase drag) by approximately 2.5%, as
well as produce a slight increase in the RMS base pressure fluctuations. This can be attributed to the added
fluid vorticity within the boundary layer at separation creating a more energetic separated shear layer, which
then entrains fluid more rapidly from the separated region. The authors did note, however, that the addition of
the streamwise vortex generation acted to suppress the relatively low-frequency peak in the power spectral
density of base pressure fluctuations observed in their previous work for a no flow control configuration
[23, 41]. This peak had been attributed to some unknown large-scale (possibly global) flow mechanism, such
as axial pulsing or flapping. This could indicate that this flow control methodology successfully disrupted a
significant large-scale turbulence mechanism within the separated shear layer, even if its influence on the
overall pressure loading was small. Additionally, the effects on the near-wake flow caused by disturbing the
boundary layer prior to separation with an axisymmetric strip tab (Fig. 4(c)) were also tested experimentally
[41, 45]. The axisymmetric tab was found to produce approximately a 5% increase in the time-averaged base
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pressure (i.e., decreased drag), as well as a slightly decreased dynamic pressure loading, which is a favorable,
albeit somewhat marginal, end result.
There have also been several studies in the literature that attempted to modulate the cylinder pressure
loading through active flow control methodologies. A recent study by Weidner et al. [42] examined the
influence of inducing swirl in the flow prior to separation. This was accomplished through a series of
fins placed on the cylinder body (Fig. 4(d)), and the end of the cylinder model was spun about its central
axis. It was demonstrated that the base pressure was directly influenced by the induced swirl, and that
further increasing the swirl by increasing the rate of rotation acted to continually decrease the base pressure
compared to the no swirl case. Another recent study by DeBlauw et al. [43] examined the influence of pulsed
plasma actuation on the near-wake flow structure. This work demonstrated a nearly linear decrease in the
time-averaged base pressure with increased plasma duty cycle, but the changes were small, with only a 3.5%
reduction in the base pressure observed for the highest duty cycle case tested.
Quite possibly one of the most popular methods of active control for this type of flow is the addition
of a mass bleed system, wherein fluid mass is directly injected into the recirculation region through an orifice
in the base surface. This methodology has proven effective experimentally, with a measured reduction in
pressure drag of up to 18.5% [46, 47]. Several computational studies have also demonstrated a reduction in
pressure drag by the addition of a mass bleed system, although the values obtained in these studies differ quite
significantly from experiments [48–50]. However, these mass bleed systems are impractical to implement
in realistic applications, as the added weight, complexity, and geometric constraints of the system would
certainly offset any benefit obtained. The authors of these studies also noted that optimization of the mass
bleed rate is difficult to achieve, and would likely vary as a function of flight speed, requiring an active
feedback loop to control the bleed rate. Additionally, non-optimal bleed rates for a given flight condition can
actually have a detrimental impact on the pressure loading through the generation of additional recirculation
pockets and increased instability within the separated region.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, a practical universal methodology of effective flow control for
pressure drag modulation in these massively separated supersonic base flows has yet to be devised. Both
passive boattailing and active mass bleed systems have demonstrated significant alterations to the pressure
drag, but geometric constraints often render boattailing infeasible, and the added complexity and weight of
a mass bleed system often outweighs its potential benefits. Additionally, many of the recent flow control
efforts have proven to have either minimal influences on the pressure loading, or even produce detrimental
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influences through increased drag production (both static and dynamic). This further highlights an incomplete
understanding in the literature of the dominant turbulence mechanisms related to the generation of pressure
loading in this flow, and warrants a more detailed experimental study aimed at identifying and understanding
these mechanisms. If specific mechanisms relating to the generation of pressure drag (i.e., via turbulent mass
entrainment in the separated shear layer) can be identified and characterized, then perhaps this information
can be exploited in future research aimed at the development of effective flow control methodologies.
1.3 Contributions of the Present Work
From the preceding literature review, it is clear that the current understanding of these massively
separated supersonic flows has many knowledge gaps relating to the dominant turbulence mechanisms.
Although the computational studies show promise in certain aspects, they are still lacking in their predictive
capabilities of the developing turbulence in the near-wake, which greatly influences the predicted flow
properties. As such, experiments currently must still be relied upon to fill in these knowledge gaps. The last
detailed quantitative measurements of this flow were obtained in the studies of Herrin and Dutton 26 years
ago. The LDV technique utilized in those studies, although state-of-the-art at the time, is widely considered
an outdated experimental diagnostic technique by today’s standards. This point-by-point measurement
technique provides no quantitative information about the instantaneous topology of large-scale structures,
which the literature demonstrates are highly 3-D in nature, and seem to have a strong influence on the
developing near-wake flow properties. Thus, spatially dense 2-D and 3-D quantitative velocity vector field
measurements of these turbulent structures within this near-wake region are required to fully characterize
them and understand their impact. The work presented throughout the remainder of this dissertation aims
to fulfill this need by utilizing stereoscopic PIV (SPIV) [51], which measures a spatially-dense map of
three-component velocity vectors along a 2-D plane, and tomographic PIV (TPIV) [52], which measures all
three-components of velocity throughout a volumetric measurement domain. The implementation of, and
details about these measurement techniques are discussed in great detail in the next chapter. Ultimately, the
work presented in the remainder of this dissertation can be broken down into three main contributions to the
literature, which are listed below in no particular order of importance:
1.) The first contribution of this work is that it furthers the general understanding in the literature
of complex turbulent phenomena in highly compressible separated/reattaching flows. Several coherent
turbulent mechanisms are identified and characterized in this work throughout the current flow field utilizing
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various statistical and modal analysis techniques, such as linear stochastic estimation, proper orthogonal
decomposition, and directionally-decomposed swirling strength criteria, among others. Additionally, it
is probable that a few of these coherent turbulence phenomena exist in a variety of other separated flow
fields across a wide range of Reynolds numbers and flow geometries, which ultimately encompasses a very
broad-scope contribution to the flow physics literature. This contribution is novel specifically in the sense
that it provides the first experimental characterization of these 3-D turbulent processes within a supersonic
free-shear flow utilizing robust statistical analyses.
2.) The second contribution of this work is that it provides large quantities of high quality experimental
data for comparison with the results of future CFD studies. The 2-D SPIV results provide spatially-dense
maps of velocity field data extending from just past the point of separation to several base radii downstream
of the reattachment point (see Fig. 1). The statistical axisymmetric nature of this flow field means that these
three-component velocity measurements provide a full 3-D characterization of the Reynolds-averaged flow,
providing all components of various turbulence product tensors, such as the kinematic Reynolds stress tensor
and the fluctuating velocity triple product tensor. This information is paramount in the development and
validation of turbulence modeling efforts. Additionally, many of the TPIV results provide benchmarks for the
statistical geometry, spatial dependence, and strength of 3-D coherent turbulence structures within this flow,
which accurate scale-resolving numerical simulations should be able to reproduce.
3.) The final chief contribution of this work stems from obtaining a more thorough understanding
of the dominant turbulence mechanisms relating to the generation of pressure drag in this flow. Utilizing
novel analysis approaches, robust evidence is provided in this dissertation linking the presence of specific
coherent 3-D turbulent structures to the underlying cylinder pressure loading, and qualitative discussion of
their influence on these flow properties is provided. Therefore, future research aimed at the development of
flow control methodologies can target the formation mechanisms of these specific structures, and if successful
in enhancing or disrupting them, will certainly produce a significant modulation to the pressure loading in
this flow.
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CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGIES
This chapter describes the experimental methodologies utilized throughout this work. First, the wind
tunnel facility, cylinder model, wind tunnel operation, and facility modifications are described in detail. Next,
the experimental diagnostic techniques utilized in this work are outlined and discussed, including various
experimental parameters and calibration techniques. Finally, several metrics of validation and accuracy of the
data are demonstrated and discussed.
2.1 Wind Tunnel Facility
2.1.1 Wind tunnel description
Experiments for this study were performed in the axisymmetric, supersonic base flow wind tunnel,
located at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in the Gas Dynamics Laboratory. A full-scale
CAD model of this facility, including the diffuser geometry downstream of the test section is given in Fig. 5.
Additionally, a more detailed section-view CAD model of this facility is given in Fig. 6.
Fig. 5 Full-scale CAD model schematic of the axisymmetric base flow wind tunnel. Image borrowed from
Ref. 53.
This blow-down facility is driven by an Ingersoll Rand 224 kW electric air compressor, which charges
an external storage volume of 132 m3 to a maximum pressure of approximately 1.03 MPa. The compressed
air is filtered and dried to a dew point of approximately 223 K. These conditions provided up to three minutes
of continuous wind tunnel operation time, although typical experiments were limited to less than two minutes
of continuous run time, as the consistency of operation is more difficult to maintain as the differential pressure
between the air supply and the wind tunnel stagnation chamber decreases during a run. From the high-pressure
main air supply line, the piping was reduced to a 152.4 mm (6 in.) diameter schedule 40 steel pipe. Along this
line was a manually-controlled gate valve and a pneumatically controlled Valtek Mark I globe valve. Either
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Fig. 6 Detailed section-view CAD model schematic of the axisymmetric base flow wind tunnel.
valve provided the capability to throttle the air supply between the main line and the wind tunnel, but previous
work in this facility found that the translational sensitivity and data sampling rate of the globe valve was
insufficient to provide a steady operating condition in this tunnel. Therefore, experiments were performed by
manually throttling the gate valve during operation, with the operator observing live pressure readouts.
After being throttled through the valves, the high-pressure air enters the stagnation chamber through
a 45◦ angled pipe, which impinges flow on the rear flange of the chamber. This promotes flow stagnation
and provides excellent mixing of seed particles, which are injected upstream of this turn. The air then
passes through a screen and honeycomb structure to reduce freestream turbulence, followed by an annular
converging-diverging (C-D) nozzle, which accelerates the flow to a nominal design freestream Mach number
of 2.5 at the exit, with a 145 mm exit diameter.
This facility was designed specifically for the study of axisymmetric base flows, and supports a
constant-diameter (63.5 mm) cylinder model, which runs through the center of the flow-conditioning module
and C-D nozzle, and terminates just after the nozzle exit. This cylinder model is cantilevered with the weight
fully supported upstream of the nozzle. This feature eliminates facility-induced disturbances caused by model
mounts from influencing the boundary layer profile at the cylinder separation point or on the near-wake flow
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field, which have been shown to have a strong influence on the development of this flow field [33, 38].
After exiting the C-D nozzle, the flow enters the test section. Specifically designed and fabricated
for this work, a new test section was installed in this facility. Details of this new test section, as well as a
comparison to the previous test section (i.e., that used in recent works in this facility by Reedy and DeBlauw,
among others [53, 54]) are provided subsequently in this chapter. At the end of the test section, the flow enters
a 22◦ flow catcher (i.e., a linearly converging section), followed by a constant-area supersonic diffuser, and
a diverging subsonic diffuser. Following the subsonic diffuser, the flow is turned 90◦ vertically through an
acoustic-dampening duct section, and is exhausted outside of the building through a muffler.
2.1.2 Cylinder model description
The cylinder model used for this study consisted of a hollow steel tube extending from the rear-flange
of the stagnation chamber to the end of the C-D nozzle (see Fig. 6). At the end of the steel tube, a 76.2 mm
(3 in.) long threaded brass cap of the same diameter was attached and served as the afterbody from which the
flow separates. A CADmodel schematic showing the geometry of this model and static pressure port locations
is given in Fig. 7. The brass cap has four pressure ports along the cylindrical body to measure freestream
static pressure prior to separation, and 16 pressure ports distributed along two radial lines on the base of
the cap to measure the radial base pressure distribution. Pressure measurements were obtained by running
1.6 mm diameter nylon tubing through this sealed, hollow, steel tube, and connecting them to a Pressure
Systems Inc. Netscanner Model 98RK, outfitted with eight Model 9816 modules. The modules are reported
by the manufacturer to have a full-scale measurement accuracy of ±0.05%. Although pressure measurements
were actively acquired in the present work, it should be noted that precise pressure measurements along the
cylinder base were not an objective of this work, as this topic has been studied extensively in the past for
this same flow condition [13, 55]. Pressure measurements were only obtained to provide live readouts of
wind tunnel conditions during operation to ensure that the experiments were producing the desired flow field.
Further details regarding the Netscanner pressure module and measurement accuracy can be found in Ref. 53.
Additionally, for the flow field of this work, alignment of the cylinder model at zero angle of attack
with respect to the freestream flow is desired, which produces a statistically axisymmetric near-wake flow
field. To ensure that this condition was met, the cylinder model was tightened into place using the taper lock
along the rear stagnation chamber flange, and a lubricated slider plate, to which the C-D nozzle is mounted
(labeled ‘Nozzle Adjustment Flange’ in Fig. 6), was translated around the cylinder. The alignment procedure
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Fig. 7 CAD model schematic of the cylinder model and pressure measurement ports. Image borrowed from
Ref. 53.
was iterative, wherein two-component particle image velocimetry measurements of the near-wake flow were
acquired, with the camera imaging through the side window of the test section. A large ensemble of velocity
field measurements (approximately # = 1000) were averaged, and the symmetry of the resulting mean flow
across the central axis was checked. If the mean flow displayed asymmetries, then the nozzle position was
translated, and the process repeated. This iterative process continued until the translational resolution of
the adjustment flange was reached, and further adjustments did not produce any measureable improvements
to the flow symmetry. To ensure 3-D flow symmetry, once the symmetry of the flow imaged through the
side window of the test section was achieved, the experiments were rotated to image the flow through the
bottom window of the test section (i.e., along a plane orthogonal to the original alignment measurement
plane) and the entire process was repeated again. This procedure will be demonstrated in subsequent sections
of this dissertation to have produced a flow field that exhibits excellent axial symmetry for first-order velocity
statistics (i.e., the mean velocity components), and reasonably good symmetry for higher-order turbulence
statistics.
2.1.3 Wind tunnel operation
A LabVIEW virtual instrument (VI) was used as the interface between the measurement equipment
and the computer. This VI was created specifically for controlling the axisymmetric base flow wind tunnel by
Favale [55], and interfaces with a National Instruments USB-6009 14-bit DAQ. A screenshot of this VI is
shown in Fig. 8.
This VI was specifically designed for manual operation of the wind tunnel. This operation is achieved
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Fig. 8 LabVIEW VI front panel screenshot. Image borrowed from Ref. 55.
by providing current to the pneumatic globe valve, which is connected to a pressurized shop-air supply, to
fully open the valve. Manual control of the gate valve to throttle the flow from the high-pressure supply
to the wind tunnel is then performed to obtain the desired wind tunnel operating condition. The operating
condition of the tunnel is determined using live pressure readouts on the LabVIEW VI. In addition to the
pressure ports on the cylinder model in Fig. 7, a pressure port was also installed in the side of the wind tunnel
stagnation chamber, which measures stagnation pressure. An iron-constantan (Type J) thermocouple was also
installed in the stagnation chamber to obtain total temperature measurements. Another static pressure line
was installed directly into the high-pressure supply air to provide a live readout of the remaining supply air
pressure. Four more static pressure ports were installed in the C-D nozzle, as close to the exit of the nozzle as
possible, with the ports offset from each other azimuthally by 90◦. These four pressure lines were directed
into a mechanical averaging port, the output of which was deemed the nozzle exit static pressure, %=>II;4.
In this facility, the walls of the test section are extended away from the nozzle exit, which creates
a volume of air enclosed between the outer perimeter of the supersonic jet and the test sections walls (see
Fig. 6). This volume of air becomes a pseudo-ambient environment into which the supersonic jet is exhausted.
To measure the static pressure of the pseudo-ambient environment, four more static pressure ports were
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installed along the upstream-most wall of the test section, also offset azimuthally from each other by 90◦.
These four pressure lines were also directed into a mechanical averaging port, the output of which was deemed
the ambient static pressure, %0<184=C . Wind tunnel operation is then driven by throttling the gate valve to
maintain a desired differential pressure between the nozzle exit and this pseudo-ambient environment (i.e.,
%=>II;4 − %0<184=C ), which is read as both a bar graph and a numerical value on the LabVIEW VI, and
is updated at 5 Hz. With this condition, negative differential pressures imply an overexpanded supersonic
condition, and positive differential pressures imply an underexpanded supersonic condition.
Theoretically-ideal operation of this wind tunnel to completely remove facility-induced flow features
would be to maintain the perfectly expanded supersonic case (i.e, %=>II;4 − %0<184=C = 0). However, in
practice, this condition cannot be perfectly maintained. If the operating condition were to drop into the
overexpanded supersonic regime, weak oblique shock waves would form at the lip of the nozzle and propagate
into the flow field, causing significant facility-induced disturbances on the flow. Therefore, the wind tunnel
was always operated slightly underexpanded, with a typical mean differential pressure of +2.5 kPa. Over
the length of a typical run, the standard deviation about this mean differential pressure was approximately
0.25 kPa, and the wind tunnel operation never dropped into the overexpanded flow regime during data
acquisition. This creates a fairly constant underexpanded operating condition, which is easily repeatable
between runs of the wind tunnel. Although this operating condition does generate a weak expansion fan at the
nozzle lip which propagates into the flow field, a detailed survey across a range of differential pressures in this
facility was performed by Reedy [53], who demonstrated that positive differential pressures of up to +4 kPa
had no measureable impact on the time-averaged base pressure distribution. This indicates that the presence
of this weak expansion fan, which has diverged significantly before encountering the wake, does not have any
notable impact on the flow field.
2.1.4 Wind tunnel modifications
Optical access is a common limitation when performing experiments in a supersonic wind tunnel.
However, for the scope of the current work, a large amount of optical access is of paramount importance
towards the capabilities of the experiments, as well as the quality and accuracy of the resulting data. For this
reason, a new test section was designed, fabricated, and installed in the axisymmetric base flow wind tunnel
for this study, which provided significant increases in optical access over previously used test sections in this
facility.
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The previous test section had two windows on either side, each with an effective viewing area of
165.1 x 165.1 mm, a smaller window on the bottom with an effective viewing area of 165.1 x 101.6 mm, and
no window access on top. The new test section was designed to add an additional window, and to make all
windows larger than in the previous test section. All four windows were sized equally on the top, bottom, and
sides of the wind tunnel, each with an effective viewing area of 235 x 209.5 mm. This new configuration
increased the total effective viewing area by 276% over the previous test section. Additionally, the new
configuration adds versatility for camera/laser orientations. The previous test section essentially required
laser entrance through the bottom of the tunnel with camera imaging through the sides. The new test section
(having equal window sizing on all sides) provides equal capabilities for imaging through the sides and laser
entrance through the top/bottom, and vice-versa. Either of these arrangements have benefits/drawbacks over
the other, depending on the experiments being performed, but the new test section does provide the option to
switch between them. A photo of the new test section installed in the wind tunnel, as well as a CAD model
comparison between the new and previous test sections (new in black, previous in grey) is shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9 (a) Photo of the new test section being installed in the base flow wind tunnel, (b) side-view CADmodel
comparison of the new (black) and previous (grey) test sections, and (c) 3D-view CAD model comparison.
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From Fig. 9, the large increase in effective viewing area is apparent. The figure also demonstrates that
the new test section extends the streamwise length of the test section before the beginning of the flow catcher.
In the previous test section, the streamwise distance between the nozzle exit and the flow catcher entrance
was 168.9 mm. In the new test section, this distance is 279.4 mm, which allows for further downstream
measurements of the cylinder wake. Additionally, the internal volume changed from 0.012 m3 for the previous
test section to 0.023 m3 for the new test section (i.e., it doubled). This increase in total volume corresponds
directly to an increase in the ambient volume within the test section, external to the supersonic jet. The
pressure within this volumetric region must be lowered to the operating ambient pressure via entrainment into
the supersonic jet during wind tunnel startup. This change resulted in a higher tunnel stagnation pressure
during operation of 409 kPa for the new test section, compared to 390 kPa for the previous test section (i.e., a
4.9% increase).
The walls of the new test section were fabricated from six separate 25.4 mm (1 in.) thick sheets
of stock aluminum, and were designed to directly interface with existing wind tunnel components (i.e., the
nozzle on the upstream end and the flow catcher on the downstream end). The windows were designed using
fused quartz, assuming a nominal yield strength of 4.8 x 107 Pa. With a known viewing area, the thickness of
the windows was designed using a method outlined by Pope and Goin [56]. This method advises using an
arbitrary safety factor for material failure of 10 for standard wind tunnel operating conditions. The typical
static load on the window during wind tunnel operation is around 79.3 kPa, which yielded a window thickness
calculation of 17.5 mm to maintain a safety factor of 10 over the material yield strength. This value was
increased to 19.05 mm (0.75 in.), for ease of manufacturing, which also further decreases the probability of
failure. A worst-case loading scenario was also calculated, in which the internal volume of the test section was
assumed to be at the wind tunnel stagnation pressure (i.e., a window blowout condition). Using the 19.05 mm
window thickness, the factor of safety over the material yield strength was calculated to be approximately three,
indicating that even in the worst-case scenario, the windows should remain structurally intact. Engineering
drawings for all components and assemblies of the new test section are included in Appendix A.
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2.2 Flow Field Diagnostic Techniques
2.2.1 Stereoscopic PIV
One of the two primary experimental diagnostic techniques used in this work is stereoscopic particle
image velocimetry (SPIV). This measurement technique has been used for several decades now, and is well
established in the literature as a robust method for studying a wide range of fluid flows [51, 57, 58]. A
schematic demonstrating the working principle of SPIV is given in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10 (a) Typical one-camera, two-component PIV setup and (b) typical two-camera SPIV setup. Image
borrowed from LaVision [59].
In a typical one-camera PIV setup (i.e., Fig. 10(a)), the 3-D motion of the particle is imaged as a 2-D
projection onto the camera sensor (i.e., any out-of-plane motion is not measured). For flows with significant
out-of-plane fluid motion, such as the highly 3-D turbulent flow field of the current work, this method is
inherently lacking in its ability to fully measure turbulent motions. Utilizing SPIV, however, removes this
limitation for planar measurements. Figure 10(b) demonstrates the working principle of SPIV, in which two
cameras image the same planar region of illuminated seed particles, with their viewing orientations offset from
one another by a some double-camera angle U. Although either camera alone only images a 2-D projection of
particle motions, geometric relations can be derived from the relative orientations of the two cameras which
allow for the resolution of out-of-plane particle motions, as well as in-plane. Thus, SPIV is able to measure
all three components of particle velocities along a 2-D plane. If the camera sensor resolution is fine enough
and the optical access is adequate, this method can be used to acquire simultaneous three-component velocity
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data over a very large field-of-view. From these three-component velocity measurements, all components
of various turbulent statistics tensors (i.e., kinematic Reynolds stresses, fluctuating velocity triple products,
etc.) can be computed for these large fields-of-view, creating maps of critical statistical turbulence quantities
throughout the flow field at high spatial resolution.
2.2.2 Tomographic PIV
The second (and most substantial) experimental diagnostic technique used in this work is tomographic
PIV (TPIV). This measurement technique is newer than SPIV, having only been first introduced 14 years ago
[52]. A schematic demonstrating the working principle of TPIV is given in Fig. 11.
Fig. 11 Working principle of TPIV. Image borrowed from Scarano [60].
Both two-component PIV and three-component SPIV are planar techniques to measure velocity,
and thus can only resolve 2-D slices of turbulent structures. TPIV provides a 3-D extension of the general
PIV method, in which it has the capability to acquire three-component velocity measurements throughout
a volumetric region. In TPIV, a minimum of three cameras images an illuminated volumetric region of
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fluid particles. TPIV can theoretically use any number of cameras greater than three, but cost and optical
access limitations typically limit experiments found in the literature to four cameras. Each of these cameras
records a 2-D projection of the 3-D volumetrically-illuminated particle distribution. Then, using principles of
optical tomography, the collection of these 2-D projections can be computationally reconstructed to produce
a 3-D map of particle intensities. The cells of these 3-D particle volumes are referred to as ‘voxels’, as
opposed to ‘pixels’ for a camera image. It is then in this computationally reconstructed voxel space that
the cross-correlation algorithm can be applied to produce a volumetric map of three-component particle
velocities for the illuminated measurement region. This then allows for the full resolution of 3-D turbulent
structures, as out-of-plane velocity derivatives can now be computed in addition to the in-plane derivatives, in
order to determine 3-D motions.
One of the key differences between SPIV and TPIV is the addition of the volumetric reconstruction
step for TPIV. In SPIV, particle projections are recorded along a warped plane (i.e., it is warped because of the
off-axis viewing perspective of the camera). Using a geometric mapping function between the camera sensor
and the image plane, the image is then dewarped, and cross-correlations to calculate velocities are performed
directly on the particle images. The addition of the tomographic reconstruction step prior to performing
cross-correlations in TPIV introduces a potentially large source of measurement error, depending on many
different parameters of the experiment, including the number of cameras used, particle seed density, angular
orientation of the cameras, and calibration accuracy, just to name a few. Details about how these potential
sources of error were mitigated in the current work are discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter.
2.3 PIV Data Acquisition and Processing
2.3.1 Stereoscopic PIV
Large ensembles of SPIV data were acquired along three characteristic planes in this flow field. The
first plane was aligned with the cylinder central axis and represents a symmetry plane of the flow (i.e., a
A0380; − 0G80; plane intersecting the cylinder axis at a fixed azimuthal location). Data along this plane were
acquired utilizing two simultaneously acquired fields-of-view, which were stitched together to form a large
composite field-of-view. Additionally, SPIV experiments were performed along two end-view planes (i.e.,
A0380; − 0I8<DCℎ0; planes at fixed axial locations). This notation uses a standard cylindrical coordinate
system, with the origin defined as the center of the cylinder base (i.e., see Fig. 7), where the axial coordinate
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is denoted as ‘G’ to maintain consistency with the notation that the G-direction typically follows the dominant
flow direction. Additionally, throughout this dissertation, all spatial coordinates are normalized by the radius
of the cylinder model ('0 = 31.75 mm), and all velocity values are normalized by the freestream velocity,
measured at the nozzle exit just upstream of separation from the cylinder base (+∞ = 565 m/s).
It should be noted that the experiments which acquired the symmetry plane SPIV data were not
performed by the author of this dissertation, and that these experiments were the subject of the Master’s thesis
work by Favale [55]. However, all analyses performed on these data within this document (with the exception
of the experimental uncertainty quantification), as well as the end-view SPIV experiments and subsequent
analyses, are original work by the current author of this dissertation. Additionally, it should be noted that the
symmetry plane SPIV data were acquired in the previous test section configuration of the wind tunnel, and all
TPIV data, as well as the end-view SPIV data, were acquired in the new test section, the differences of which
were discussed in Sec. 2.1.4.
Figure 12 shows both a CAD model schematic of the symmetry plane SPIV experiments (Fig. 12(a)),
as well as a photo of the end-view SPIV experiments (Fig. 12(b)). As mentioned previously, the symmetry
plane data were acquired as two separate fields-of-view, which were imaged simultaneously. The two
fields-of-view shared a spatially-overlapping measurement region, with the width of this overlap region
spanning approximately 30% of the image width of each camera. This system utilized four cameras (two for
each field-of-view), and the resulting vectors fields were merged during post-processing to form a single,
composite, large field-of-view. This composite measurement region spans a streamwise extent between
G/'0 = 0.06 and G/'0 = 5.2, and a radial extent of approximately 1.1'0, both above and below the central axis.
A total of 3000 planar snapshots of the flow were obtained in these experiments, with the Reynolds-averaged
flow field obtained by these measurements depicted in Fig. 1. For the end-view SPIV experiments, the first
measurement location was at a fixed axial location of G/'0 = 1, and the second measurement location was at
a fixed axial location of G/'0 = 1.75. For both of these end-view locations, the in-plane measurement region
spans the full A0380; − 0I8<DCℎ0; extent of the wake. Additionally, 1591 planar snapshots were acquired at
the first end-view location, and 1822 planar snapshots were acquired at the second end-view location.
For all PIV experiments throughout this dissertation (both SPIV and TPIV) the same cameras,
laser, delay generator, and particle seeder were used, and all data were acquired at a 15 Hz acquisition rate.
Synchronization of all digital signals was achieved using a LaVision Programmable Timing Unit Model X
(PTU X), which was interfaced with the LaVision DaVis 8.4.0 software. The cameras were all the same
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Fig. 12 (a) CAD model schematic of the stitched symmetry plane SPIV experiments and (b) photo of the
end-view SPIV experiments
model, LaVision Imager sCMOS, with a sensor resolution of 2560 x 2160 pixels, and a physical pixel size
of 6.5 x 6.5 `m. Images are digitized to 16-bit, which provides a large dynamic range of recorded particle
intensities. Additionally, due to the high spatial resolution capabilities of the cameras, the image of a single
seed particle typically occupied a 3 x 3 pixel region on the camera sensor, which eliminated the concern of
pixel locking in the vector processing.
In order to control these experiments, a custom 12-core computer with 128 GB of high-speed DDR3
RAM was built to interface with the equipment. High bandwidth cables allowed the cameras to transfer
recorded images rapidly to the computer RAM at the laser-limiting 15 Hz acquisition rate (each camera is
capable of 50 Hz double-frame image acquisition). While images are being transferred to the computer RAM,
the computer RAM simultaneously offloads the recorded images and writes them to a hard drive. Once the
RAM of the computer fills up, the experiments must stop. When all four cameras are recording double-frame
images, the transfer speed to the computer RAM is much greater than the offload speed to the hard drive, and
the system is typically limited to acquiring 1000 double-frame images for each of the four cameras before
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the computer RAM is filled. When only one or two cameras are recording, however, the data offload rate
from the RAM to the hard drive is only slightly less than the data transfer rate from the cameras to the RAM,
so substantially more than 1000 double-frame images for each of the cameras can be recorded before the
computer RAM is filled. However, the alternate experimental limitation on this is wind tunnel run time, which
is only approximately two minutes long after steady-state operating conditions have been reached. Either way,
with this system of equipment, tremendous quantities of data can be acquired within a single run of the wind
tunnel, which limits the total number of wind tunnel runs required for a full set of experiments, thus limiting
the amount of run-to-run variation in the resulting data.
Particle seeding was provided by a Concept Smoke Systems ViCount 1300 aerosol generator, which
provides an easily tunable, high-density stream of mineral oil-based seed particles. These particles have
a mean diameter of 200-300 nm, as reported by the manufacturer. Additionally, in-house particle sizing
experiments have been performed for this machine, wherein two-component PIV data were acquired of the
flow across an oblique shock wave generated by a compression ramp. The measured lag response across the
shock was compared to the analytical solution, and a spherical drag law was used to determine the particle
size. These experiments confirmed that the mean diameter of particles produced by the seeder was consistent
with the lower end of the range published by the manufacturer (i.e., 200 nm). Using this calculated particle
size, as well as using the shear layer minimum thickness measured near separation as the characteristic length
scale, the maximum flow field Stokes number (i.e., the ratio of particle response time to eddy turnover time)
was found to be 0.03. Further downstream from separation, the characteristic length scales (and flow time
scales) increase as both the shear layer and turbulent structures grow spatially (i.e., flow gradients decrease),
so the Stokes number will correspondingly decrease as well. Samimy and Lele [61] found that seed particles
with a Stokes number less than 0.05 were dynamically indistinguishable from actual fluid particles. This
demonstrates that the current particles track turbulent motions accurately in this flow, and that particle lag
errors are negligible.
The seed particles for these experiments were injected and dispersed into the air stream with a supply
of ultra-high-purity nitrogen at an input gauge pressure of approximately +83 kPa, relative to the wind tunnel
stagnation pressure. The particles were injected upstream of the 45◦ elbow in the stagnation chamber (see
Fig. 6) through a 6.35 mm diameter steel tube, and were uniformly dispersed throughout the chamber before
entering the flow-conditioning module and C-D nozzle. Thus, the injection of seed particles had no influence
on the underlying flow field.
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Particle illumination for all experiments was achieved using a double-pulsed New Wave Research
SOLO PIV Nd:YAG laser, which produces light with a wavelength of 532 nm. This laser is capable of
double-pulsing at up to 15 Hz, with a maximum single pulse energy of 175 mJ, measured at the output
of the laser head using a Newport optical power meter. Temporal separation (i.e., Δt) of laser pulses was
empirically determined for each set of experiments, in order to limit the maximum pixel displacement of
particles within a given cross-correlation interrogation window to approximately 1/4 of the width of said
window. Table 1 outlines further various details of the three sets of SPIV experiments, including measurement
domain size, physical image scaling, and the double-camera angle for stereoscopic imaging, U, which is
defined in Fig. 10(b). Additionally, for all PIV experiments (both SPIV and TPIV), the laser pulse Δt was
measured using a photodiode and an oscilloscope, with no significant laser jitter observed. The azimuthal
coordinate is defined as \ = 0◦ pointing to the right in Fig. 12(a) (i.e., horizontal in the wind tunnel).
Table 1 SPIV experimental parameters
Symmetry plane-view End-view #1 End-view #2
Axial domain 0.06 ≤ G/'0 ≤ 5.2 G/'0 = 1.0 G/'0 = 1.75
Radial domain −1.1 ≤ A/'0 ≤ 1.1 −0.9 ≤ A/'0 ≤ 0.9 −0.85 ≤ A/'0 ≤ 0.85
Azimuthal domain \ = 90◦ 0◦ ≤ \ ≤ 360◦ 0◦ ≤ \ ≤ 360◦
# of measurement planes 3000 1591 1822
Vector field size 284 x 125 171 x 171 166 x 167
Vector spacing [mm] 0.577 0.335 0.325
Laser pulse energy [mJ] 140 175 175
Laser pulse Δt [ns] 583 706 706
Laser sheet thickness [mm] 1.2 2.0 2.0
Final PIV window size 32 x 32, 4 passes 48 x 48, 4 passes 48 x 48, 4 passes
PIV window overlap 50% 75% 75%
Image scale [pixel/mm] 28.7 36.0 37.1
Double-camera angle (U) 40◦ & 60◦ 125◦ 137◦
For the symmetry plane experiments, the laser beam was formed into the desired profile using four
lenses. First, an 5 = 500 mm spherical lens was used to collapse the beam axially. The beam profile was then
expanded rapidly in the streamwise direction using three successive diverging cylindrical lenses, with focal
lengths of 5 = -25, -50, and -100 mm, respectively. Images for these experiments were acquired with the
cameras in a side-scatter orientation with respect to the direction of laser propagation.
For the end-view experiments, limitations of the test section geometry prohibited measurements of
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the shear layer further downstream than G/'0 = 1.75 (i.e., the second end-view location). This was because
of the large double-camera angle (U) required to image the flow stereoscopically in this region. For this
furthest downstream location, the double-camera angle was measured to be 137◦, indicating significant
optical distortions in the recorded images. For these end-view experiments, the cameras were also oriented in
side-scatter with respect to the direction of laser propagation. The laser sheet was formed into the desired
profile with an 5 = 500 mm converging spherical lens, and a single diverging 5 = −100 mm cylindrical lens.
Given the fact that, in these end-view experiments, the dominant flow direction was aligned out-of-plane,
the laser sheet thickness was set to approximately 2 mm, to allow for large out-of-plane particle motions.
Additionally, given the very large imaging angles, a zero-order half wave plate was used to adjust the
polarization direction of the incident laser light. To determine the optimal polarization setting, the test section
was sealed on both the upstream and downstream ends and filled with seed particles (i.e., seed with no flow),
and images of these seed particles were acquired and viewed on the computer monitor while simultaneously
adjusting the angular orientation of the half-wave plate. Once a maximum image intensity was found, the
angle of the half-wave plate was tightened in place. Implementing this technique yielded an approximate
increase in recorded signal strength of 15% compared to not adjusting the default polarization direction.
Additionally, for these end-view experiments, the laser power was set to maximum (175 mJ/pulse), which
resulted in a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of approximately 3-4 (i.e., the typical particle intensity divided by
the background intensity) for the raw, unprocessed particle images. A typical particle seed image for the
second end-view location is shown in Fig. 13. Note that the full circumferential extent of the near-wake can
be identified from the seed densities within this image, as the seed density in the freestream and shear layer is
much higher than that of the recirculation region.
The processing of SPIV particle images into vector fields was performed using the DaVis 8.4.0
software. An accurate, 3-D spatial calibration was achieved using a LaVision Type 11 multi-level calibration
target. A third-order polynomial mapping function was used to create the mapping between the camera
sensor and physical space in the measurement domain. The calibration was then iteratively corrected using a
self-calibration procedure, which was performed on the particle images, with a separate calibration created
for each individual run of the wind tunnel to account for variations in camera/laser alignment between wind
tunnel runs. For all SPIV experiments, particle images were filtered prior to processing, in order to remove
background noise. First, a ‘subtract sliding minimum’ filter over a 3 x 3 pixel kernel was used to bring the
background intensity to a near-zero value. Then, a constant value intensity was subtracted from every pixel in
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Fig. 13 Typical particle seed image for the end-view #2 SPIV experiments.
an image to floor the background intensity.
Vector fields were obtained using a multi-pass and adaptive cross-correlation algorithm, which
utilizes a bicubic spline fit of the polynomial calibration function for high-accuracy calculations in the final
passes. For the symmetry plane SPIV data, two window passes were performed at 64 x 64 pixels, and four
final passes at 32 x 32 pixels, with each pass having 50% spatial overlap. For both locations of end-view data,
two window passes were performed at 96 x 96 pixels, and four final passes at 48 x 48 pixels, with each pass
having 75% spatial overlap. Resulting vector fields were then postprocessed to remove spurious vectors, with
the same postprocessing filters used for all SPIV data. A minimum threshold Q-ratio (i.e., the ratio of the
two tallest peaks in the cross-correlation map, normalized by the noise floor of the cross-correlation map) of
1.75 was used to remove vectors created by ambiguous cross-correlations. A ‘nearest-neighbor’ filter based
on the standard deviation of calculated velocity values in a 5 x 5 vector window was then used to filter for
discontinuities in the flow field data. Even for the strict post-processing filters used, the percentage of vectors
removed by these filters per measurement plane was typically around 0.25% for the symmetry plane data, and
0.5% for the end-views, indicating that these data are all of excellent quality.
As mentioned previously, the symmetry plane data were obtained as two separate fields-of-view,
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which were processed separately in DaVis, and later merged in MATLAB. This was done by extending the
grid of the upstream field-of-view, and using a bilinear interpolation to place the downstream field-of-view
data onto this common grid. Velocity vectors in overlapping regions were averaged between the two views.
To validate that this interpolation did not have any significant influence on the underlying data (as it is an
additional filter applied to the velocity vectors), second-order turbulence statistics (i.e., the kinematic Reynolds
stresses) were computed for the downstream field-of-view data both before and after interpolation. Note that
the upstream field-of-view data were not subject to this interpolation filter. Point-by-point comparisons of
these sensitive second-order statistics before and after interpolation displayed maximum percentage differences
of approximately 3%, with most locations having percentage differences of much less than 1%, indicating that
the effect of the interpolation filter on the underlying data was inconsequential.
2.3.2 Tomographic PIV
The most significant contributions of this work stem from the TPIV data acquired in this flow field,
which encompasses three-component velocity vector field measurements throughout a volumetric region at
high spatial resolution. This section outlines various details regarding the TPIV experiments of this work, as
well as how potential sources of error, as identified in the literature, were mitigated in these experiments.
TPIV requires a minimum of three cameras for particle triangulation. However, tomographic
reconstruction techniques, such as the multiplicative-algebraic-reconstruction-technique (MART), have no
upper limit on the number of cameras that can be used [60]. These reconstruction techniques operate via
line-of-sight projection models. For example, imagine you want to reconstruct the intensity value of a single
voxel location in 3-D space. Using the calibration model for a camera, which is essentially just a mapping
function between the camera sensor and the physical measurement domain, you can trace back a straight line
between that voxel and all of the pixels on the camera sensor that imaged a portion of that voxel. If you do this
for all cameras at this same voxel location, then the information from all cameras can be used to reconstruct
what the measured intensity at that location is. Weighting functions are applied to each of the cameras during
this reconstruction, depending on their orientations and distances relative to the imaged voxel, as well as their
recorded intensities along their line-of-sight paths to the voxel.
Given that the particles are imaged as 2-D projections of the 3-D measurement region, the presence
of a particle creates a ‘shadow region’ behind it that the camera sensor cannot see. If any of these shadow
regions from a camera intersect with shadow regions from all other cameras at a finite region in physical space,
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then the reconstruction algorithm suffers from an ambiguity. None of the cameras have any information about
recorded intensity in this region, but the line-of-sight projection models tell the reconstruction algorithm that
there is a non-zero intensity in this region, because all cameras recorded a non-zero intensity value along
their lines-of-sight to that voxel location. This causes the reconstruction to place a particle in this spot in
the reconstruction volume, even though no particle may actually exist there in physical space. These false
intensities are referred to as ‘ghost particles’. This is why the reconstruction weighting functions take into
account the intensity values recorded along a line-of-sight path to a voxel location. In a four-camera system,
three cameras can record a non-zero intensity along their line-of-sight paths to a voxel, but if the fourth
camera records a near-zero intensity along its line-of-sight path to that voxel, then the algorithm will know
not to place a particle there in the reconstructed volume.
Because of this ghost particle effect, it is beneficial to have as many cameras as possible imaging the
same volumetric region simultaneously. The influence and mitigation of ghost particles has been studied
extensively in the literature since the introduction of TPIV to the fluids community [52, 60, 62, 63], with
an extensive survey on the influence of camera number performed in a 12-camera TPIV study by Lynch
and Scarano [64]. The general consensus in the literature is that more cameras will always yield a higher
accuracy reconstruction, but the relative improvement in quality rapidly diminishes with an increase in the
number of cameras at a fixed particle seed density. For reasonably low seed densities, many studies have
demonstrated that a four-camera system is sufficient to produce very high-quality reconstructions [52, 60]. An
increase in particle seed densities within a flow for a fixed number of cameras directly increases the number
of ghost particles that will be reconstructed. Therefore, a balance of these parameters to obtain high quality
measurements is typically obtained by fixing the number of cameras and then iteratively adjusting the particle
seed density until it falls within published values demonstrated to produce low ghost particle influences in
the resulting data. For a four-camera system, particle per pixel seed densities of around 0.05 or less have
been demonstrated to produce high-quality reconstructions using the MART algorithm [52, 60] (i.e., for
approximately every 20 pixels on the camera sensor, there should be one imaged particle). In the current
work, the quantity of seed injection was iteratively adjusted for each experiment such that a majority of the
measured flow field had approximately 0.05 particle/pixel measured seed densities. In the highest-speed
regions of the flow (i.e., the freestream), where seed densities are naturally larger, this value was closer to
0.07, but low turbulence levels in these regions mitigate the higher prevalence of ghost particles by producing
stronger cross-correlation peaks, as particle motions are fairly uniform across the entire window in this case.
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In addition to seed densities and number of cameras used, the orientation of the cameras relative to
both the measurement volume and to one another also influences the production of ghost particles. In general,
it has been found that the more geometrically unique of a viewing-perspective that each camera can provide
of the measurement region, the higher quality the reconstruction will be. Therefore, for all of these TPIV
experiments, cameras were placed with the largest possible angular displacements between one another that
the optical access of the test section would allow (with the constraint of all cameras being in a forward-scatter
orientation). This typically resulted in angular displacements of approximately 60◦ or greater between any two
cameras. A photo of a typical TPIV experiment in this facility is shown in Fig. 14. To achieve optimal camera
placement for these experiments, a custom framework was fabricated from 80/20 T-slotted aluminum rails to
fit around the test section of the wind tunnel. Swivellink® mounting hardware (i.e., the blue arm-like structures
in Fig. 14) was then used to attach the cameras to this framework. The Swivellink® hardware was paramount
for these experiments, as it provided easily obtainable six degree-of-freedom motion for each camera, with a
rigid locking system to ensure that the cameras would not move once fixed in place. No part of the system
came into contact with the wind tunnel, and all components were mounted to a vibrational-dampened Newport
optical table.
Laser pulses for these TPIV experiments were formed into a desired volumetric profile along a 4 m
long optical path using three dichroic turning mirrors and a single diverging cylindrical lens ( 5 = −200 mm).
The diameter of the beam at the output of the laser head was already quite large (approximately 7 mm), so the
natural divergence of the laser system was exploited to obtain a desired volumetric thickness (approximately
10 mm), instead of using a second diverging cylindrical lens. The laser profile was trimmed to a desired
rectangular cross-sectional profile prior to entering the test section using stereolithography 3-D printed
rectangular apertures, fabricated using a Formlabs Form 2 printer. Additionally, limitations of TPIV (namely
camera sensor size and laser power limitations) only allow for the measurement of small subregions of this
flow within a given measurement region. Therefore, these measurement volumes needed to be precisely
located within desired subregions of the flow. To achieve this, laser volumes were precisely located with a
desired measurement region in the test section using 3-D printed rectangular slots. These 3-D printed parts
were designed to mount directly to the cylinder model, and CAD models of these parts overlaid with the
previous SPIV symmetry plane data allowed for precise positioning of the slot within a desired flow region.
Placing fluorescent laser detection material around the outer perimeter of these slots allowed for both easy
and precise alignment. A photo of one of these 3-D printed tools mounted to the cylinder model in the test
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Fig. 14 TPIV experimental setup in the axisymmetric base flow facility.
section is shown in Fig. 15.
TPIV is an inherently laser-power-limited technique, as particle illumination must occur throughout a
thickened volumetric region, as opposed to a thin sheet. The optical energy at a given location will drop off
with the inverse of the thickness of the laser sheet, so a 10 mm thick laser volume will produce 1/10Cℎ of the
scattered light intensity from a particle than a 1 mm thick laser sheet of the same width and pulse energy.
Additionally, high-speed flows require the use of small seed particles for accurate particle tracking, and the
intensity of scattered light from a particle falls off with the inverse of the square of its diameter. And on top
of that, the cameras are all imaging an approximately 10 mm thick region, which must be completely in focus
on the camera sensors. Achieving that in practice requires large 5 /#’s on the camera lenses, which decreases
the aperture of the lens, and thus, decreases the intensity of scattered light reaching the camera sensor. All of
this highlights the inherent difficulty in acquiring TPIV measurements of a supersonic flow. In fact, to date,
the author of this dissertation has only found a small number of examples in the literature in which TPIV
measurements were successfully obtained in a supersonic flow [65–70].
Typically, TPIV experiments in the literature have relied on high-power lasers (on the order of
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Fig. 15 3-D printed laser alignment tool mounted to the cylinder model
400 mJ/pulse) to achieve quality measurements. However, as stated previously, capabilities of the current
experimental hardware limit laser pulse energy to approximately 175 mJ/pulse. Therefore, several techniques
were implemented to maximize the recorded signal strength. First, all cameras were arranged in a forward-
scatter orientation with respect to the direction of laser propagation, which was found to provide a profound
increase in signal strength over a side-scatter orientation. Second, a double-pass laser systemwas implemented,
in which a planar mirror was placed on the far side of the test section to reflect the laser back through the
measurement volume a second time. This technique has been successfully implemented in other TPIV
studies, such as those performed by Scarano and Poelma [71], and Schröder et al. [72]. Implementing this
technique in the current TPIV experiments was found to increase the signal strength by 12% compared to
single-pass lighting. To control the divergence of the laser thickness along this reflected path, a second
rectangular aperture of equal size was placed on the far side of the test section as well. A CAD model
schematic demonstrating the double-pass lighting system in this facility is shown in Fig. 16.
The third technique used to maximize signal strength was to achieve a sharp focus of particles
throughout the measurement volume at the minimum possible lens 5 /# (i.e., largest possible aperture)
for all cameras. This was achieved through exploitation of the Scheimpflug focusing principle. In a 2-D
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Fig. 16 (a) 3-D view CAD model schematic of TPIV experiments in the base flow facility and (b) top-down
view schematic of the double-pass illumination system.
representation, this principle requires that a line emanating from the imaging object plane, the camera sensor
plane, and the lens plane all intersect at a single point. If this condition is met, then the entire object plane can
be in sharp focus along the camera sensor [73]. A model depicting this simplified 2-D representation of the
Scheimpflug principle is shown in Fig. 17.
Fig. 17 Schematic of the 2-D representation of the Scheimpflug focusing principle.
In many PIV experiments, the 2-D representation of the Scheimpflug condition in Fig. 17 is easily
obtained for side-scatter camera orientations, such as in the SPIV experiments of the previous section. In a
more complex camera arrangement, however, where the cameras are offset from the object plane by rotations
about multiple principal axes (such as the camera arrangement depicted in Fig. 16(a)), the Scheimpflug
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condition needs to be met in its more generic 3-D form. In arbitrary 3-D space, the Scheimpflug condition
is met if a plane parallel to the camera sensor, a plane parallel to the lens surface, and the object plane all
intersect along a single line. In practice, this 3-D extension can be much more difficult to implement than the
simplified 2-D representation, depending on available camera mounting hardware and test section optical
access. A schematic depicting the full 3-D Scheimpflug focusing condition for these conditions is shown in
Fig. 18
Fig. 18 (a) Camera field-of-view intersecting the illuminated measurement region, (b) measurement object
plane (green), camera lens plane (blue), and camera sensor plane (red) all intersecting along a single axis in
3-D space, and (c) the same imaging system viewed along the length of the intersection axis.
Figure 18(a) depicts a single camera from the CAD model of Fig. 16(a), and its field-of-view
intersecting the illuminated measurement region. Figure 18(b) shows this same camera, with the measurement
object plane (green), the camera lens plane (blue), and the camera sensor plane (red), all intersecting along a
single axis in arbitrary 3-D space. If the model is rotated to view the imaging system along the length of this
intersection axis (i.e., Fig. 18(c)), then the model of the imaging system reduces to the 2-D representation
depicted in Fig. 17. This figure demonstrates how the Scheimpflug condition can be met for an arbitrary 3-D
measurement object plane in these experiments. In practice, this is achieved by ensuring that the axis of
rotation between the lens plane and camera plane (i.e., the rotation axis of the LaVision Scheimpflug mount)
is parallel to the object plane. In the example of Fig. 18, the object plane is horizontal, so the Scheimpflug
mount axis must also be horizontal.
As mentioned previously, limitations of TPIV measurement volume size in these experiments required
precise positioning of the measurement region. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the shear layer upstream of
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reattachment is turned radially-inward by the expansion generated at separation, and has an angled orientation
of approximately 14.7◦ relative to the global coordinate axes. Therefore, in order to maximize the utility of
measurement volumes located within this shear layer, two volumetric regions were rotated to align with this
tilted orientation. Focusing all four cameras in a forward-scatter orientation viewing these tilted measurement
volumes required precise implementation of the generic 3-D Scheimpflug condition described above. A
photo of the LaVision Type 11 calibration target (which was used to visualize the object plane when aligning
cameras) mounted to the cylinder model and oriented to overlap with the tilted shear layer is shown in Fig. 19.
Note that this figure also defines another coordinate system, the BCA40<F8B4 − =>A<0; or B − = coordinate
system, which will be further described and used in subsequent chapters in this dissertation.
Fig. 19 Calibration target mounted to the cylinder model and aligned with the angled shear layer.
Once a precise focus of the desired object plane was achieved for each camera, the lens 5 /# was
empirically determined by illuminating particles only along the extreme edges of the measurement volume,
and finding the minimum 5 /# that allowed images of these particles to match the sharp focus of particles
imaged in the center of the volume. Two typical raw images of seed particles in these experiments are shown
in Fig. 20. The first of these images (Fig. 20(a)) was acquired in a tilted measurement volume within the
shear layer, and the second image (Fig. 20(b)) was acquired in the low-density recirculation region of the flow.
Note that in both images, sharp focus of particles was achieved throughout the camera images, with both
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measuring volumes of approximately 10 mm thickness. Also note that in Fig. 20(b), the boundaries of the
low-density recirculation region can be observed in contrast with the higher-density shear layers above and
below this region, further demonstrating the spatial dependencies of particle seed densities within these TPIV
experiments.
Fig. 20 (a) Typical raw seed particle image acquired in a tilted shear layer measurement volume and (b)
typical raw seed particle image acquired in the recirculation region.
Fig. 21 Sample region of TPIV recorded seed particles (a) before image filtering and (b) after image filtering.
Similarly to the SPIV experiments, TPIV particle images were filtered prior to calibration and vector
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field processing. All processing of particle images for TPIV experiments was performed in the LaVision
DaVis 10.0 software. A ‘subtract sliding minimum’ filter over a 3 x 3 pixel window set the background
intensity to a near-zero value, a ‘normalize with local average’ filter over a 250 x 250 pixel window provided
spatially-normalized particle intensities, and a constant pixel value was subtracted from the entire image to
floor the background intensity. A sample region of imaged seed particles both before and after filtering is
shown in Fig. 21.
Initial mapping between physical space and the camera sensors was performed using a single-view of
the LaVision type 11 multi-level calibration target, which has a displacement of 2 mm between calibration
planes (i.e., the same target shown in Fig. 19). The volumetric calibration was then extrapolated throughout the
measurement volume using a third-order polynomial function. A volumetric self-calibration procedure [74]
was then used to refine the mapping accuracy. For all TPIV experiments, disparity vectors were computed on
a 9 x 9 x 5 grid, and the self-calibration procedure was iterated until the final average disparity vector length
over the entire grid was less than 0.03 pixels. Data acquired in each separate run of the wind tunnel were
calibrated separately to mitigate errors from camera or laser misalignments between wind tunnel runs. Volume
reconstruction was then performed using the MART algorithm with seven iterations. Cross-correlation
windows to determine particle velocities were spherical in shape, with a Gaussian weighting function, and
used 75% spatial overlap between regions. The cross-correlation utilized multi-pass adaptive windows, with
four different window sizes used for each measurement volume. The earlier passes used large windows
(160 voxels in diameter) and utilized voxel binning to search for a correlation peak over a large search radius
in a computationally efficient manner. Successive window passes were reduced in size, with the final window
size having three adaptive-geometry passes and no voxel binning. The size of the final cross-correlation
window was empirically determined for each measurement region, depending on the measured seed density,
and each final window typically contained between 5-10 tracer particles. A ‘universal outlier detection’ filter
was then applied in a local 5 x 5 x 5 vector neighborhood to remove spurious vectors. Typically, significantly
fewer than 1% of velocity vectors were removed by this filter.
Ultimately, six different TPIV volumetric regions were measured to create an extensive 3-D survey of
this flow field. A schematic depicting the location of these six volumetric regions is shown in Fig. 22. Note
that this figure shows the cross-section of these volumes along the flow field symmetry plane, and that the
full volumetric extent of these regions extends both into and out of the page. The black contours in Fig. 22
represent the same shear layer boundaries depicted in Fig. 1. The acronym ‘FOV’ in this figure denotes
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‘field-of-view’, and defines a labeling system for each of the six regions, which will be referenced throughout
the remainder of this dissertation. The data acquired in FOV 1 and FOV 2 in Fig. 22 represent the tilted shear
layer measurement volumes described previously.
Fig. 22 Locations of all six TPIV measurement volumes intersecting the spanwise symmetry plane. The
solid black contours depict the mean shear layer boundaries.
After performing the self-calibration procedure for all six measurement regions, an 0 − ?>BC4A8>A8
approach was used to determine the spatial limits of each reconstruction volume in the thickness direction.
For this procedure, a reconstruction volume is created of greater thickness than that of the actual measurement
volume. The average intensity across each 2-D plane of this reconstructed volume is then obtained and
projected as a line plot of intensity across the volume thickness direction. The reconstructed intensity value
outside of the physical measurement volume then gives a measure of the ghost particle intensity created
through the reconstruction process. The ratio of the signal intensity within the measurement volume to that of
this ghost intensity region outside of the volume defines the reconstruction SNR. Scarano [60] recommends a
minimum reconstruction SNR of two in order to qualify as a good quality reconstruction. For the present
study, in all cases, this minimum reconstruction SNR of two was used to determine the volume thickness
limits for each measurement volume location. However, typically these values were between 5-10 within an
instantaneous reconstruction volume. Figure 23 shows three sample graphs with this intensity projection for
instantaneous reconstruction volumes as a function of volume thickness from FOV 1, FOV 3, and FOV 6 data.
In this figure, the brackets denote the region where the reconstruction SNR meets the minimum threshold of
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two, and represents the chosen volume thickness limits for each case. The reconstructed ghost signal outside
of these physical measurement volumes is also labeled for each case.
Fig. 23 Projection of reconstructed voxel intensity as a function of volume thickness for instantaneous
reconstruction volumes in (a) FOV 1, (b) FOV 3, and (c) FOV 6.
For each of the six measurement regions, between 2100 − 3300 measurement volumes were obtained
and processed. Using the processing procedures outlined above, a typical single measurement volume was
processed in 10 − 12 minutes on a custom-built computer with an AMD Ryzen Threadripper 2950X 16-core
processor, and 64 GB of high-speed 3200 MHz DDR4 RAM. As a fairly complete summary of the data,
various parameters for each of the six TPIV measurement regions are outlined in Table 2. These include
final cross-correlation window size, physical image scaling, and dimensions of the measurement volumes. In
total, the entire ensemble of data across all six fields-of-view encompasses approximately 5.8 billion velocity
vectors and required nearly six months of continuous CPU processing in DaVis.
2.4 Data Validation
The SPIV symmetry plane data were subject to an extensive uncertainty quantification. This analysis,
however, was originally the work of Favale [55], and is simply replicated and described in this dissertation for
both reference and comparison. The uncertainty of measurement accuracy was quantified using a method
originally described by Lazar et al. [75], with further improvements made thereto for stereoscopic imaging.
This technique was developed to provide an uncertainty estimate at each vector location within the PIV data,
which provides a 2-D uncertainty map, rather than using a single value to describe the global uncertainty. For
this analysis, four sources of error were considered, including the equipment used, particle lag, data sampling,
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Table 2 TPIV experimental parameters
FOV 1 FOV 2 FOV 3 FOV 4 FOV 5 FOV 6
Window Diameter (voxels) 56 64 64 64 56 56
Image Scale (pixel/mm) 40.6 41.2 46.7 42.6 37.1 46.5
Number of volumes acquired 2687 2409 2525 3283 2451 2169
Volume length (mm) 52.4 53.2 46.2 33.4 57.5 27.4
Volume width (mm) 36.1 41.9 41.0 40.9 30.5 38.9
Volume thickness (mm) 9.4 9.8 9.3 9.1 11.4 9.4
Vector spacing (mm) 0.347 0.391 0.345 0.379 0.381 0.304
Number of vectors along length 152 137 135 89 152 91
Number of vectors along width 105 108 120 109 81 129
Number of vectors along thickness 28 26 28 25 31 32
Number of vectors per volume 446,880 384,696 453,600 242,525 381,672 375,648
and cross-correlation processing. The uncertainty maps of the mean axial and radial velocity components,
including contributions from all four sources of error considered, are presented in Fig. 24. Because of
limitations in the uncertainty technique, the upstream and downstream fields-of-view were processed and are
presented separately, instead of as a composite image.
Although the uncertainty maps presented in Fig. 24 represent the contributions from all four sources
of error considered, the contribution from the particle lag to the total uncertainty was dominant throughout
the flow field, especially in the thin portions of the shear layer, where velocity gradients are strong. It should
be noted that the estimate of particle lag error, described by Lazar et al. [75], was updated in this analysis to
include a particle drag law better suited for a larger range of instantaneous particle Reynolds numbers, and
this updated drag law is described in Clift et al. [76].
The second largest contribution towards the total uncertainty stemmed from processing error. This
source of uncertainty was estimated using a method of synthetic particle images. For a given instantaneous
vector field, a set of synthetic particle images is generated, and random noise is added to create an ensemble
of 36 sets of synthetic particle images per instantaneous vector field. These synthetic particle images are
then processed using the same parameters as the original particle images. The ensemble of 36 synthetically
produced vector fields is then averaged, and the difference between the original vector field and the averaged
synthetic vector field provides a point-by-point estimate of the processing uncertainty for that instantaneous
measurement plane. This process was repeated for 50 randomly selected vector fields from the full ensemble
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Fig. 24 Experimental uncertainty estimation maps of the mean velocity, as a fraction of +∞ for (a)
+G , upstream field-of-view, (b) +G , downstream field-of-view, (c) +A , upstream field-of-view, and (d) +A ,
downstream field-of-view.
of 3000 to produce the mean processing error contribution to Fig. 24. Additionally, the estimate of processing
error using the method of correlation statistics, proposed by Wieneke [77], was also considered. Both methods
were found to provide similar estimates of processing error throughout much of the global flow field, with the
only notable difference being that the method of correlation statistics provided a slightly larger estimate of
uncertainty in the near-base region where laser reflections were present in the particle images. Both remaining
sources of measurement error, the equipment error and data sampling error, were found to be an order of
magnitude smaller in contribution towards the total uncertainty than the particle lag and processing errors.
Figure 24 demonstrates that the uncertainty in the mean +G velocity component is well below 2%
of +∞ everywhere besides the initial portion of the shear layer, and the uncertainty in the mean +A velocity
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component is below 1% of +∞ across the entire flow field. The uncertainty estimate of the mean out-of-plane
velocity component, +\ , can be obtained using the equation derived by Prasad [51], and given by Eq. 1. In
this equation,,+G represents the uncertainty in the mean axial velocity component,,+\ is the uncertainty in






Equation 1 shows than the uncertainty in the azimuthal velocity component is simply the uncertainty of
the axial component multiplied by a constant factor. For these experiments, the upstream field-of-view cameras
had U/2 = 20◦, and the downstream field-of-view cameras had U/2 = 30◦. This gives the uncertainty maps of
,+\ equal to 2.75,+G and 1.73,+G for the upstream and downfield measurement regions, respectively.
The end-view SPIV data of this work were not subject to this same uncertainty analysis. Primary
turbulence statistics quantities throughout this dissertation (i.e., turbulent kinetic energy, kinematic Reynolds
stresses, fluctuating velocity triple products, etc.) are all derived from the symmetry plane SPIV data. The
end-view data are utilized in this work simply as an identifier of instantaneous large-scale motions across
the azimuthal extent of the shear layer, and not as a method for precise measurement of sensitive statistics.
For this reason, as well as the fact that all experimental equipment, seeding, and PIV processing algorithms
were approximately the same as for the symmetry plane SPIV data, the uncertainty estimates of the end-view
data are not expected to yield significant differences from that of the symmetry plane data. The exception
to this comparison is that the double-camera angles of the end-view data are significantly larger than for
the symmetry plane data, and are both larger than 90◦, from which Eq. 1 yields in-plane measurement
uncertainty estimates that are higher for both end-view locations than the out-of-plane uncertainty. Using this
equation, the estimate of out-of-plane uncertainty, ,+G , would be 0.52,+\ and 0.39,+\ for the first and
second end-view locations, respectively.
Obtaining accurate estimates of measurement uncertainty for the TPIV data is substantially more
challenging than for the SPIV data. Similar methods to that of Lazar et al. [75] could be easily implemented to
obtain estimates of equipment error, data sampling error, and particle lag error, but the processing error is much
more difficult to obtain. The computational expense of the synthetic particle method, described above, grows
significantly in the extension from 2-D to 3-D PIV, which renders this technique impractical. Additionally, the
DaVis 10.0 software does not provide estimates of processing error using Wieneke’s method of correlation
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statistics [77], as cross-correlation map data are not stored during TPIV processing, due to computer memory
limitations. The inability to utilize either of these methods would exclude this component of error from an
estimate of TPIV measurement uncertainty, which was found to be large for the SPIV data. Additionally,
TPIV has the added processing step, compared to planar techniques, of tomographic reconstruction, the
accuracy of which is heavily dependent on calibration accuracy and many other experimental parameters
[52, 60, 74]. To the author’s knowledge, no studies have sought to provide an uncertainty quantification of
TPIV experimental data that specifically included cross-correlation and tomographic reconstruction errors
specifically, which are undoubtedly two of the largest contributors to total measurement error.
Therefore, to provide validation of the TPIV data of this work, comparisons are provided between the
TPIV data and the symmetry plane SPIV data, the latter of which have detailed uncertainty estimates. This
validation is obtained via point-by-point comparisons of sensitive second-order turbulence statistics along
radial traverses of data at fixed streamwise locations. The chosen metrics for comparison were the primary
kinematic Reynolds shear stress, and the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). Velocity fluctuations are defined by
the standard Reynolds decomposition, given by Eq. 2, the kinematic Reynolds stress tensor, '8 9 , is given as
the Reynolds-averaged second-order fluctuating velocity product, defined by Eq. 3, and the TKE (or :) is
given as one-half of the trace of '8 9 , shown in Eq. 4.
+8 = 〈+8〉 ++ ′8 (2)




('AA + '\ \ + 'GG) (4)
These two chosen metrics of comparison are particularly sensitive to measurement error, as the shear
stress represents the correlation between two simultaneously acquired fluctuating velocity components, and
the TKE represents the accuracy of all three fluctuating velocity components. Comparisons of these two
metrics between the symmetry plane SPIV data and three measurement volumes of the TPIV data are shown
in Fig. 25. In these figures, the ‘dash-dot’ black contours represent the same shear layer boundaries as in
Fig. 1, and the vertical dashed black lines represent the zero value for each quantity at that axial station.
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Additionally, the Reynolds shear stress in the shear layer (Fig. 25(a)), is presented in a tilted shear layer
coordinate frame (i.e., 'B= for BCA40<F8B4 − =>A<0; or +B −+= velocity components), with the B-component
of velocity following the mean shear layer angle (i.e, 14.7◦ below the horizontal), and the =-component of
velocity being transverse to the mean shear layer direction (i.e., orthogonal to +B). The Reynolds shear stress
in the trailing wake (Fig. 25(b)) is presented in the global cylindrical frame (i.e., 'A G for +A − +G velocity
components), as the mean flow has been turned back in this region to realign with the cylinder axis. The TKE
comparison is also broken up into these separate regions (Figs. 25(c) and 25(d)) for consistency, although the
coordinate definitions are irrelevant for this quantity, as it is coordinate-invariant. Also, only half of the TPIV
data points in Fig. 25 are shown along the radial traverses (i.e., every other point was skipped), due to the high
spatial density of the data. The TPIV data presented in Fig. 25 stem from the FOV 1, FOV 2, and FOV 5
data sets, and these data were only obtained along the TPIV plane that intersects the spanwise symmetry
plane (i.e., these statistics were not azimuthally-averaged across measurement volumes to increase effective
ensemble sizes).
From Fig. 25 it can be seen that the comparison of these sensitive turbulence statistics between the
SPIV and TPIV data is excellent. There are only minor differences in magnitude throughout much of this
extended region, with trends and locations of peak values captured very well by the TPIV measurements.
The locations where the SPIV and TPIV comparisons differ the most occur near the corners of the TPIV
measurement volumes, where the laser pulse energy (and thus, signal intensity) is weakest. Near the centers
of the volumes, however, the SPIV and TPIV data are nearly indistinguishable. Thus, this comparison
demonstrates that the TPIV data of this work are of an uncertainty comparable to that of the SPIV data, which
has been shown to be quite small. Therefore, the validation analysis of the current section provides confidence
that subsequent results in this dissertation drawn from these SPIV and TPIV data are trustworthy.
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Fig. 25 Comparison between SPIV data (red lines) and TPIV data (blue circles) for (a) 'B= in the shear
layer/recirculation region, (b) 'A G in the trailing wake, (c) TKE in the shear layer/recirculation region, and (d)
TKE in the trailing wake. Note that a scale is included for each separate figure. ‘Dash-dot’ contours define
the mean shear layer boundaries.
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CHAPTER 3: PLANAR FLOW FIELD STATISTICS
This chapter presents and discusses planar flow field Reynolds-averaged statistics of this flow utilizing
the symmetry plane SPIV data. With the circumferential symmetry of this flow, all Reynolds-averaged
quantities presented in this chapter represent the full 3-D spatial extent of these statistics throughout the
entire near-wake flow field. These quantities are useful in identifying and understanding important statistical
turbulence properties throughout the near-wake, as well as providing detailed maps for comparison to
computational simulations of this flow. Topics of this chapter include the nozzle exit flow conditions (such as
the boundary layer at separation and facility-induced freestream turbulence levels), Reynolds-averaged velocity
(i.e., the mean flow), quantification of the shear layer growth and levels of compressibility, higher-order
Reynolds-averaged turbulence quantities, as well as a detailed turbulent quadrant analysis.
3.1 Nozzle-Exit Flow Conditions
In addition to the SPIV and TPIV experiments described in detail in the previous section, a separate set
of experiments was performed to characterize and document the nozzle-exit flow (i.e., freestream) conditions
prior to separation from the cylinder base. As mentioned previously, one objective of this dissertation work is
to provide an accurate and detailed reference experimental data set for validation and comparison of future
computational studies of this flow. Many past computational studies have demonstrated the high degree of
sensitivity that the developing near-wake of this flow has to these approach flow conditions [30, 33, 38].
In particular, the boundary layer that develops along the cylinder model forms the upstream boundary
condition for the spatially developing separated shear layer, and has a significant influence on the near-wake
flow properties. Thus, a separate set of two-component PIV experiments was performed to document the
Reynolds-averaged behavior of this boundary layer near separation, as well as to characterize the intensity of
freestream turbulence induced by the facility, which also can have a non-negligible influence on the developing
near-wake flow field.
Due to experimental difficulties (i.e., laser reflections near the cylinder surface) three-component
SPIV measurements of the boundary layer were not able to be obtained. The results of the two-component
experiments are demonstrated in Fig. 26. The boundary layer in Fig. 26 was measured along the cylinder
body just upstream of separation (G/'0 = −0.08), and was produced by the ensemble-average of 1250
non-time-resolved velocity field snapshots. Additionally, since the boundary layer was found to be fully
developed, the statistics of the boundary layer can be well approximated to be independent of the G-coordinate,
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and the ensemble size was increased by a factor of five (i.e., producing an effective ensemble size of 6250
snapshots) by averaging five different nearby radial traverses in the planar PIV data, ensuring that these
locations did not share any spatial overlap in the PIV cross-correlation processing. Additionally, the 99%
velocity thickness (X!) was measured to be 3.53 mm, demonstrating that the boundary layer is quite thin at
separation.
Fig. 26 Approach boundary layer profile at G/'0 = −0.08 showing data points from the currentmeasurements,
as well as the curve fit using the Sun and Childs model [78]. (a) Velocity profile in outer (global) coordinates,
(b) velocity profile in inner (wall) coordinates, and (c) turbulence intensity for axial and radial velocity
fluctuations.
Figure 26(a) demonstrates the measured boundary layer profile in global (outer) coordinates, Fig. 26(b)
shows this same profile in wall (inner) coordinates, and Fig. 26(c) shows the turbulence intensity (i.e., the local
RMS value of fluctuating velocity) for both velocity components in global coordinates. The inner-coordinate
scaling for Fig. 26(b) follows typical turbulent boundary layer definitions for the H+ and D+ variables, where
the wall properties were determined from the adiabatic Crocco-Busemann relation and Sutherland’s law using
the measured stagnation temperature and freestream velocity. Additionally, in Figs. 26(a) and 26(b), because
data could not be acquired all the way down to the wall surface (the closest data point is approximately 0.7 mm
or H+ = 250 above the wall), a modified wall-wake velocity profile fitting method, developed by Sun and
Childs [78] for compressible, turbulent boundary layers, was used to obtain the critical near-wall profile of the
boundary layer. The reader is referred to Ref. 78 for a detailed description of this curve-fitting method.
From the turbulence intensity plots in Fig. 26(c), the streamwise velocity fluctuations were found
to be stronger than the radial fluctuations, which is an expected result in supersonic boundary layers. Far
away from the wall, these measurements also quantify the freestream turbulence intensity within the cylinder
nozzle, produced by the wind tunnel facility. The turbulence intensities for both velocity components can be
seen in Fig. 26(c) to approach constant values in the freestream region. The freestream turbulence intensity
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was found to be 0.008+∞ for + ′G and 0.004+∞ for + ′A . However, it should be noted that these intensity values
are well within the estimated uncertainty bounds for these PIV measurements, so it is possible that the
facility-induced freestream turbulence is significantly lower than these values. Additionally, using the curve-fit
profile for the boundary layer, typical boundary layer parameters were calculated, such as the displacement
(X∗
!
) and momentum (\!) thicknesses, the shape factor (!), the wake strength parameter (Π!), and the
skin friction coefficient ( 5 ). These parameters are all summarized in Table 3. In order to avoid making
assumptions about the wall-normal density distribution within the boundary layer, the integral parameters in
Table 3 were calculated using their incompressible definitions. Using these incompressible definitions, the
shape factor was found to be 1.33, which is consistent with expected values for fully-developed, compressible,
turbulent boundary layers [79].










Given that this section outlines the approach flow conditions prior to separation from the cylinder
surface, for completeness, several additional parameters quantifying the nozzle-exit flow conditions, as well
as their estimated uncertainties are outlined in Table 4. These parameters include the freestream Mach
number ("∞), the freestream velocity, the freestream unit Reynolds number (i.e., '4/< = d+∞/`), the
stagnation pressure (%0), and the stagnation temperature ()0). Note that these approach flow measurements
were conducted in the same test section (i.e., the old test section), and under the same operating conditions
as the symmetry plane SPIV data. The differences in operating conditions for the two test sections were
discussed in Sec. 2.1.4.
3.2 Planar Instantaneous and Mean Flow
The Reynolds-averaged near-wake flow field was initially presented in Fig. 1 using the symmetry
plane SPIV data. This figure displayed contours of velocity magnitude with overlaid mean-flow streamlines.
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Table 4 Various approach flow parameters with uncertainty estimates
Parameter Value Estimated uncertainty
"∞ 2.49 2.0%
+∞ 565 m/s 0.5%
'4/< 44 x 106 m−1 6.5%
%0 389.6 kPa 0.3%
)0 287 K 1.4%
To better gauge individual velocity components in the mean flow, Fig. 27 demonstrates all three components
of Reynolds-averaged velocity for the same symmetry plane SPIV data. Note that each separate contour plot
in Fig. 27 has its own color scaling, and that Figs. 27(a) and 27(b) are presented symmetrically on a diverging
red-blue color scale, so that white indicates a zero-valued contour.
The mean +A contours in Fig. 27(a) demonstrate large negative values throughout the upstream
regions of the freestream and shear layer, with a peak value of approximately −0.25+∞, which is a result of
the inward-turning expansion at separation. As the flow progresses downstream through reattachment, the
radial velocity gradually increases to a near-zero value in the trailing wake, which is a result of the flow field
recompression process realigning the mean flow with the central cylinder axis. The mean radial velocity
along the A/'0 = 0 line can also be observed to be zero in Fig. 27(a), which is enforced by the flow symmetry
constraint.
The mean +G contours in Fig. 27(c) clearly demonstrate that this is the dominant flow velocity
component. After being accelerated by the expansion fan at separation, the freestream accelerates to a velocity
magnitude of approximately+ = 1.065+∞, with a corresponding Mach number of 2.9. Conversely, the reverse
flow within the recirculation region also reaches a significant magnitude, with a maximum mean reverse
velocity of +G = −0.26+∞ at a corresponding location of G/'0 = 1.52 and A/'0 = 0. These large differences
in velocity (corresponding to approximately 750 m/s) across the shear layer generate very high levels of
compressibility within this flow, which will be discussed in more detail in the next section of this chapter.
Additionally, the reattachment/rear stagnation point in this flow is defined using Fig. 27(c) as the streamwise
location where the mean axial velocity vanishes along the centerline. This location was determined to be
G/'0 = 2.61, and will commonly be referenced throughout this dissertation document.
From both Figs. 27(a) and 27(c), the symmetry of the mean flow is apparent, as contours of both of
these components of velocity depict mirror images across the centerline. Additionally, the mean +\ contours
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Fig. 27 Reynolds-averaged velocity fields for the symmetry-plane SPIV data. (a) 〈+A/+∞〉, (b) 〈+\/+∞〉,
and (c) 〈+G/+∞〉
of Fig. 27(b) (which is analytically zero in this axisymmetric flow), demonstrate very small values everywhere,
with typical measured values of 〈+\/+∞〉 < 0.02. The only exception to this is in the far upstream portions of
the shear layer. However, the uncertainty maps of Fig. 24 demonstrated that this flow region had significantly
higher measurement uncertainty than the rest of the flow. Even so, the mean azimuthal velocity in this region
was still found to be within these uncertainty estimates of a zero-value. Thus, all three contour plots of Fig. 27
demonstrate that the model alignment procedure described in Sec. 2.1.2 produced a near-wake flow field
which exhibits excellent circumferential symmetry for the first-order Reynolds-averaged velocity fields.
In addition to the mean flow, two separate instantaneous velocity field measurements from the
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symmetry plane SPIV data are demonstrated in Fig. 28, which both demonstrate the highly unsteady turbulent
nature of this flow. In both figures, the vectors display the in-plane velocity, and are sampled to display
one out of every six vectors in the G-direction, and one out of every three in the A-direction. Additionally,
the example in Fig. 28(a) is colored by the instantaneous +G/+∞ contours, and the example in Fig. 28(b) is
colored by the instantaneous +\/+∞ contours.
Fig. 28 Two separate instantaneous symmetry-plane SPIV velocity fields. (a) Example one, color contoured
by +G/+∞ and (b) example two, color contoured by +\/+∞. Both examples show vectors depicting the
in-plane velocity. For clarity, the vectors are sampled to display only one out of every six in the G-direction
and one out of every three in the A-direction.
Both instantaneous examples in Fig. 28 depict a highly turbulent flow, with indications of large-scale
structures in the vicinity of reattachment. In Fig. 28(a), at a streamwise location of approximately G/'0 = 3.5,
a very large-scale velocity fluctuation is present, where two lower-speed velocity contours bifurcate, and a
pocket of higher-speed fluid fills the void in between. However, this is only a 2-D planar representation of this
type of event. Subsequent results in this dissertation displaying TPIV measurements in this region of the flow
will demonstrate that this commonly occurring event is highly 3-D in nature, with several 3-D bifurcations of
lower-speed fluid occurring within a single velocity field snapshot. The unsteady behavior of the recirculation
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region is also apparent in Fig. 28(a), as multiple pockets of relatively high-speed fluid reversal are present,
with the recirculated fluid not aligned with the cylinder central axis.
Figure 28(b) demonstrates instantaneous values of +\ of up to ±0.35+∞, which is quite significant
given that the mean value of this component of velocity was measured to be approximately zero in this flow,
as demonstrated in Fig. 27(b). As the flow passes through reattachment and transitions into the trailing wake,
there appear to be a significant number of pairings of velocity fluctuations with oppositely signed azimuthal
velocities inclined at a consistent angle relative to the flow. This behavior was consistently observed across
many instantaneous velocity field measurement planes, and may be representative of coherent large-scale
turbulent structures.
In addition to the instantaneous examples of Fig. 28, which were measured via the symmetry plane
SPIV experiments, Fig. 29 depicts instantaneous velocity field measurement examples from the two end-view
SPIV experiments. Both examples in Fig. 29 are colored by the instantaneous+G/+∞ contours, with Fig. 29(a)
showing an example from the end-view #1 location, and Fig. 29(b) showing an example from the end-view #2
location. Both of these examples demonstrate that the full azimuthal extent of the near-wake flow at these
constant axial locations was measured in both of these end-view SPIV experiments.
Fig. 29 Two separate instantaneous end-view SPIV velocity fields. (a) Example velocity field at the end-view
#1 measurement location and (b) example velocity field at the end-view #2 measurement location. Both
examples are color contoured by +G/+∞.
In the further upstream end-view SPIV example (at G/'0 = 1 in Fig. 29(a)), the convolutions of
the shear layer contours are relatively small-scale, with a large number of these convolutions occurring
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simultaneously. Further downstream at the location of the second end-view SPIV experiments (G/'0 = 1.75 in
Fig. 29), the shear layer convolutions become much larger, and simultaneously decrease in number compared
to the further upstream example. Qualitatively, these results are consistent with the Mie scattering imaging
experiments of Bourdon and Dutton [5], who also observed a similar reduction in the number of end-view
turbulent structures with streamwise progression. This reduction in the number density of turbulent structures
results from the flow forcing them to amalgamate, as the cross-sectional area of the near-wake decreases
with streamwise progression between boundary layer separation and shear layer reattachment, which is a
result of the inward-turned flow. It is likely that this forced amalgamation mechanism of turbulent structures
contributes to a rapid spatial growth of these newly-formed structures, and could significantly contribute to
the high-energy turbulence in the near-reattachment region.
3.3 Shear Layer Growth and Compressibility
The time-averaged behavior of the separated shear layer in this flow is investigated here by examining
its growth. The metric used here to define the shear layer thickness is the vorticity thickness, or the
‘velocity-profile maximum-slope’ thickness [7], which is commonly used to characterize the growth of









In this flow, the separated shear layer is turned radially-inward by the expansion fan at separation.
Therefore, to analyze the spatial growth of the shear layer, the mean flow data upstream of the reattachment
point (G') were rotated into the B − = coordinate system, the definition of which is given by Fig. 30. This
rotated coordinate system was originally introduced at the end of Chap. 2, but is formally defined here, as it
will be utilized throughout the remainder of the current chapter, wherein data upstream of the reattachment
point (G') will be presented using +B − += velocity components, and data downstream of this point will
be presented using +G − +A velocity components. In Fig. 30, the solid contours represent the shear layer
boundaries, the dashed contour represents the mean sonic line (" = 1), and only one out of every five vectors
in each direction was plotted (i.e., only one out of every 25 total vectors is shown). The turning angle of the
B − = coordinate system relative to the cylindrical G − A coordinate system is 14.7◦, which was measured to be
the mean flow orientation in the center of the shear layer.
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Fig. 30 Mean flow vector plot demonstrating the B − = and G − A coordinate systems. G' depicts the mean
reattachment location, solid contours depict shear layer boundaries, and the dashed contour depicts the sonic
line. The vectors are sampled to display only one out of every five in both the G and A directions.
In Eq. 5,*1 = 1.065+∞, which is the freestream velocity after being accelerated by the expansion fan.
Two separate choices of*2, however, are examined here. The first definition,*2 = 0, fixes the numerator of
Eq. 5 as a constant, which models the growth of the shear layer to be purely a function of the streamwise
rate of decay of the maximum shearing (i.e., the denominator of Eq. 5). In this definition, a rapid decay of
maximum shearing implies a rapid spreading of the shear layer, which in turn drives a high vorticity growth
rate. The second definition has*2 equal to the minimum value of +B along an = traverse, which make this
definition of vorticity growth dependent on the local reverse flow velocity as well as the streamwise decay of
maximum shearing. The vorticity thickness plots using both of these *2 definitions are shown in Fig. 31.
Using Eq. 5, the vorticity thickness was found at each B-location by taking a traverse along the =-coordinate,
which is orthogonal to the direction of mean shear layer convection. This B-location was then mapped back to
the global G-coordinate for plotting, at the =-location corresponding to the center of the shear layer.
In Fig. 31(a), there are a few distinct regions in the shear layer growth. From the upstream-most
data point to approximately G/'0 = 1.7, the shear layer is characterized by a region of very uniform linear
growth, with a slope of 0.13. This trend is similar to unseparated planar shear layers, which exhibit a linear
growth for both incompressible and compressible cases [81]. The sharp drop-off in growth rate after this point
is attributed to the onset of the adverse pressure gradient (APG) associated with flow field recompression.
Although there are not pressure measurements in this region to confirm the onset of the APG, this location is
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Fig. 31 (a) Shear layer vorticity growth rate with with*2 = 0 and (b) vorticity growth rate with*2 = <8=(+B)
along traverses in the =-direction.
consistent with the onset of mean streamline curvature in the velocity field data, as well as visualizations of
shocklets in schlieren images of this flow. Throughout the APG region of the flow, which extends between
approximately 1.7 < G/'0 < 3.75, the shear layer encounters so-called ‘extra strain rates’ in addition to the
mean shearing, such as bulk compression and concave streamline curvature, as well as radial streamline
convergence near reattachment. These extra strain rates have been studied in high-speed boundary layers, with
bulk compression and concave streamline curvature having been shown to further destabilize the flow and
increase turbulent activity, while radial streamline convergence has been shown to have a stabilizing influence
on the flow [82–84]. These effects are consistent on the turbulence in this flow, as rapid increases in TKE
have been demonstrated in the shear layer downstream of the onset of the APG, with reductions in the TKE
occurring as the shear layer approaches reattachment [13, 85].
In the context of vorticity thickness, however, the APG induces this reduction in growth rate as
the flow is turned into itself, inhibiting the spread of the high-shear region of the shear layer, and reducing
the streamwise rate of decay of maximum shearing. Further downstream near reattachment, however, the
influence of the streamline convergence effect becomes more dominant, and drives a rapid spreading of
the shear layer, which in turn drives a rapid streamwise decay in the maximum shearing. This results in a
large jump in the vorticity growth rate just upstream of reattachment. In comparison to previous results for
compressible, unseparated, two-stream shear layers, however, this result is seemingly counter-intuitive. A
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recent study by Kim et al. [81] demonstrated that reduced shear layer TKE directly correlated with reduced
shear layer growth rates across a wide range of compressibility levels. However, in the shear layer of this flow,
in the presence of the extra strain rates, the increased TKE region correlates with reduced shear layer growth,
and the reduced TKE region near reattachment correlates with increased shear layer growth. This is indicative
of stark differences in the turbulence mechanisms, such as entrainment, which drive the growth of the shear
layers in these flows. This is perhaps due to the increased importance of coherent large-scale structures
along the shear layer boundaries in this flow. In a DNS study of unseparated shear layers with varying
compressibility levels, Jahanbakhsi et al. [86] found that small-scale ‘nibbling’ mechanisms dominated the
entrained mass flow across the turbulent/non-turbulent interface separating the viscous shear layer fluid from
the inviscid freestream for both incompressible and compressible cases. In unseparated shear layers, both the
low-speed and high-speed boundaries separate it from inviscid freestream fluid, but in the current separated
flow, the low-speed shear layer boundary borders a highly turbulent recirculation region. Subsequent chapters
in this dissertation will demonstrate the prevalence of coherent large-scale turbulent structures along this
low-speed shear layer boundary, and it is quite probable that they significantly influence the shear layer growth
characteristics, and produce stark differences in the growth mechanisms between separated and unseparated
shear layers.
The second definition of vorticity thickness (Fig. 31(b)), displays similar features as Fig. 31(a), but
the upstream portion of the shear layer is now characterized by two separate regions of linear growth, with
growth rates of 0.14 and 0.19, respectively. This definition also experiences a drop-off in growth rate at the
onset of the APG, but the drop-off is more pronounced in this definition, reducing to 0.05 versus 0.08 for
Fig. 31(a). A DNS study of this flow by Sandberg [38] found similar trends in vorticity growth rate to that of
Fig. 31(a), while the trends in Fig. 31(b) compare well to a DES study by Simon et al. [9], who also observed
these two separate regions of linear growth in the upstream portions of the shear layer. Although the general
trends were similar in both cases, the actual computed growth rates were quite different from the current
experimental data, as Sandberg found a growth rate in the single linear region of 0.25, and Simon et al. found
growth rates in the two linear regions to be 0.25 and 0.38, respectively.
In addition to growth rates, an important factor that influences shear layer development is the amount
of compressibility present, which is typically characterized by the convective Mach number, "2 [87], and is
given by Eq. 6. In this definition, 21 is the local speed of sound at*1, and 22 is the local speed of sound at
*2. Additionally, the compressibility of the trailing wake is also characterized here using the relative Mach
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number, "A , which is the analogous compressibility factor for wakes [9]. The definition of "A is given by
Eq. 7, where*3 is the freestream velocity above the trailing wake (which has been locally decelerated by the
streamwise-elongated recompression process), 23 is the local speed of sound at*3, and*0G8B is the velocity









Using the definition of*2 for Fig. 31(a), "2 takes on a constant value of approximately 1.1 throughout
the entire shear layer. However, this parameter describes the Mach number of the flow in the convective frame
of reference of the local large-scale structures, so this parameter is more aptly defined here using the second
definition of*2, which was used in Fig. 31(b). This gives "2 as a function of G within the shear layer, which
is shown by Fig. 32(a). Additionally, all three parameters in the definition of "A are functions of streamwise
position within the flow, so "A as a function of G within the trailing wake is shown by Fig. 32(b).
Fig. 32 (a) Convective Mach number in the shear layer and (b) relative Mach number in the trailing wake.
Figure 32(a) demonstrates that, throughout the entire streamwise extent of the shear layer, "2 is
greater than unity, which indicates very high levels of compressibility. Near the mean onset location of
the APG, the local "2 peaks at a value of 1.38, and then decays to a value of 1.17 at the reattachment
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location. The values of "A in the trailing wake are significantly higher than "2 in the shear layer, but this is
simply because of a difference in definitions, wherein the denominator in Eq. 6 is much larger than for Eq. 7.
Nevertheless, the trend in "A demonstrates that the compressibility of the trailing wake decays approximately
linearly following shear layer reattachment. There is a slight deviation in the linear trend near G/'0 = 4.2
in Fig. 32(b), but the trend quickly returns back to a near-linear decay. This deviation is perhaps related to
the central wake velocity transitioning from subsonic to supersonic in this region, with the flow being fully
supersonic at all radial locations downstream of G/'0 ≈ 4.5, which is demonstrated by Fig. 30. Additionally,
far downstream, the trailing wake of this flow is known to approach a self-similar turbulence state [15],
although this occurs much further downstream than the current experiments can measure.
3.4 Reynolds-Averaged Turbulence Statistics
This section presents and discusses higher-order (second-order and above) turbulent velocity statistics,
which describe the statistical nature and transport of turbulent processes in this flow. These quantities
include the TKE, the kinematic Reynolds stress tensor, the anisotropy of the kinematic Reynolds stress
tensor, third-order fluctuating velocity triple products, as well as turbulence skewness and kurtosis profiles.
Additionally, for completeness, the turbulence production tensor is also presented and discussed in this section.
Furthermore, because of statistical flow symmetry, as well as to conserve page space, all contour plots in this
section are presented displaying only the half of the symmetry plane SPIV data.
3.4.1 Turbulent kinetic energy
The TKE was originally presented in Sec. 2.4, being defined by Eq. 4 (i.e., : = 12 CA024('8 9)), as a
method of validation for the TPIV data, but it is more formally presented and discussed in the current section.
Figure 33 displays the Reynolds-averaged TKE for this flow. Because the TKE is simply one half of the trace
of the '8 9 tensor (Eq. 3), it is a directionally-invariant quantity, so the contour plot of TKE is shown as one
continuous figure, as opposed to subsequent figures, which are broken up spatially to align with the two
coordinate systems described by Fig. 30.
Far upstream in the shear layer, Fig. 33 demonstrates that the TKE is small and is restricted to the
subsonic portions of the shear layer. This is a remnant of the turbulent boundary layer upstream of separation,
where the relatively high-energy turbulent activity is limited to the near-wall region. As the flow progresses
downstream, the TKE increases in magnitude and branches out to envelope more of the transverse extent
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Fig. 33 Turbulent kinetic energy contours. Solid black lines depict the shear layer boundaries and the dashed
black line depicts the sonic line.
of the shear layer, although the TKE remains strongest in the subsonic regions. At G/'0 ≈ 1.3, the high
TKE contour near the center of the shear layer branches out downward towards the recirculation region,
with a region of relatively high TKE existing along the low-speed shear layer boundary between G/'0 ≈ 1.4
and the reattachment point. This rapid change in turbulent energy distribution is indicative of a change
in the spatial distribution of dominant turbulent structures, which is likely due to the changing mean flow
boundary conditions imposed on the shear layer. Between separation and G/'0 ≈ 1.3, the mean flow entrains
into the shear layer from both sides (i.e., from both the freestream and the recirculation region), and the
turbulence of the shear layer in this region is similar to that of compressible unseparated two-stream shear
layers. Downstream of this point, however, the mean flow detrains (i.e., removes) fluid from the shear layer
along the low-speed boundary (see the streamlines in Fig. 1) to satisfy the Reynolds-averaged continuity
requirement. Thus, the mean flow is constrained in the downstream half of the shear layer such that the
shear layer must deposit fluid mass back into the recirculation region. This changing boundary condition is
attributed here to cause the rapid spatial redistribution of turbulent energy in this downstream region of the
shear layer.
The TKE continues to increase with streamwise progression until it reaches a maximum value of
0.032+2∞ at a location of approximately G/'0 = 2.2. Downstream of this point, the TKE continually decays
with further streamwise progression. The contour depicting the highest TKE region in the subsonic portion
of the shear layer aligns with the region identified in Sec. 3.3 where the destabilizing extra strain rates (i.e.,
bulk compression and concave streamline curvature) act on the flow and increase turbulent activity. Between
G/'0 = 2.2 and reattachment, the reduction in TKE is attributed to the stabilizing influence of the extra
strain rate induced by radial streamline convergence. This peak TKE value upstream of reattachment is in
contrast to solid wall shear layer reattachment flows, which do not experience streamline convergence-induced
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strain rates to stabilize the local turbulence, and have been demonstrated to have a continual increase in TKE
through reattachment, with a peak occurring just downstream of reattachment [88]. Finally, the elongated
region of high TKE in the subsonic portion of the shear layer extends some distance into the trailing wake,
near the central axis, and contributes to the rapid wake recovery just downstream of reattachment.
3.4.2 Kinematic Reynolds stresses
The kinematic Reynolds stress tensor, '8 9 , originally defined by Eq. 3 (i.e., '8 9 = 〈+ ′8+ ′9〉) in Sec. 2.4,
is formally presented and discussed in the current section. This second-order tensor is symmetric, so it
contains six independent components. The normal (i.e., diagonal) components of '8 9 simply represent the
square of the turbulence intensity of the fluctuating velocity components, whereas off-diagonal components
of '8 9 (i.e., the kinematic shear stresses) represent spatial correlations between different fluctuating velocity
components. The Reynolds-averaged circumferential symmetry of this flow prohibits any non-zero correlation
of velocity fluctuations which contain odd products of + ′
\
, so 'A \ , 'G\ = 0, which leaves '8 9 with four
analytically non-zero components. The two analytically zero components of '8 9 were each measured to be at
least an order of magnitude smaller than any of the other four measured components, indicating that they
are dominated by measurement noise, and exhibit the expected flow symmetry. Each of the four non-zero
components of '8 9 are shown in Fig. 34, where upstream of reattachment the components are presented
in the B − = − \ coordinate system, and downstream of reattachment the components are presented in the
G − A − \ coordinate system. Note that the three normal components of '8 9 (Figs. 34(a)-34(f)) are plotted
on the same color scale, while the primary shear stress (Figs. 34(g) & 34(h)) has its own separate color
scaling. Furthermore, the discontinuities in the contour plots across the reattachment point stems from the
discontinuous change in coordinate system definition, and not from any physical mechanisms in this region.
Examining the normal components of Fig. 34, it is clear that + ′B is the dominant velocity fluctuation
throughout much of this flow, primarily in the high TKE regions of the shear layer. '== is near zero throughout
the entire upstream flow region, which is indicative of the very high levels of compressibility. The recent
work by Kim [58] demonstrated that increased compressibility levels in shear layers acted to further suppress
transverse velocity fluctuations, and that the turbulence tended towards one-component dominance for
increasing "2 . For the current axisymmetric shear layer, however, the out-of-plane velocity fluctuation also
appear quite strong within the shear layer (Fig. 34(e)), although not as much so as the streamwise component.
The regions of significant '\ \ in the shear layer directly overlap with regions of high 'GG , indicating that
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Fig. 34 Primary components of the kinematic Reynolds stress tensor, '8 9 : (a) 'BB upstream of reattachment,
(b) 'GG downstream of reattachment, (c) '== upstream of reattachment, (d) 'AA downstream of reattachment,
(e) '\ \ upstream of reattachment, (f) '\ \ downstream of reattachment, (g) 'B= upstream of reattachment,
and (h) 'GA downstream of reattachment.
there may be a similar turbulence mechanism driving both of these components of '8 9 . Additionally, '\ \
also displays a strong non-zero value within the center of the recirculation region, corresponding to the region
of relatively high reverse flow velocity, which demonstrates the 3-D unsteady nature of the recirculation
region. Although '== is near-zero throughout the shear layer, immediately downstream of reattachment, 'AA
demonstrates a significant non-zero value near the central axis, but quickly dissipates past approximately
G/'0 ≈ 4.5 as the trailing wake recovers to become fully supersonic.
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The primary kinematic shear stress (Figs. 34(g) & 34(h)) also demonstrates significant non-zero
values within the shear layer, which also correlate with regions of high TKE from Fig. 33. These values are
also dominant throughout the subsonic portions of the shear layer and trailing wake, and seem to dissipate far
downstream of reattachment. Additionally, the shear stress contours rapidly vanish near the central axis as the
flow enforces a symmetry constraint across A = 0. Note that the values of the shear stress are negative, which
demonstrates an anticorrelation of the two velocity components. This indicates that either + ′B < 0 fluctuations
correlate with + ′= > 0 fluctuations, + ′B > 0 fluctuations correlate with + ′= < 0 fluctuations, or both. This
directional relationship of velocity components will be explored further in subsequent sections of this chapter.
It is well agreed upon in the literature that kinematic shear stresses are dominated by large-scale
turbulent structures. Additionally, the high shear stress regions of Figs. 34(g) & 34(h) correlate with regions
of high TKE from Fig. 33, and regions of high streamwise normal stress from Figs. 34(a) & 34(b). This all
indicates that the large-scale structures driving the shear stress in this flow also dominate the turbulent energy
contributions, and that these structures are fairly one-component dominant.
3.4.3 Kinematic Reynolds stress anisotropy
The anisotropic behavior of the '8 9 tensor is examined in this section. The normalized kinematic
Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor, 8 9 , is defined by Eq. 8, where : is again the TKE, and X8 9 in the Kronecker
delta tensor.
8 9 =
'8 9 − (2/3):X8 9
2:
(8)
Physically, the diagonal components of the 8 9 tensor provide a measure of dominance (or lack
thereof) of the three fluctuating velocity components relative to one another. Although this can be inferred
in some regions of the flow by examining the components of '8 9 in Fig. 34, the components of 8 9 are
normalized by the local TKE, which makes the comparison of these components much clearer in a global
presentation. With this definition of 8 9 , a positive value for a normal (i.e., diagonal) component indicates a
dominant contribution towards the local turbulent energy from that corresponding velocity component, and a
negative value indicates that the corresponding velocity component is less significant towards the local TKE.
A zero value of all three diagonal components of 8 9 indicates that all three components of velocity have
equal contributions towards the local TKE, which is then, by definition, isotropic turbulence.
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By the definition of 8 9 , the non-zero off-diagonal component of '8 9 also has a non-zero anisotropy
value. Physically, however, all this component of 8 9 represents is the local kinematic shear stress normalized by
twice the local TKE. In addition to physical interpretations of the anisotropy, measurements of accurate spatial
distributions of kinematic Reynolds stress anisotropy provide valuable information for computationalists who
seek to construct an accurate turbulence model to simulate this complex flow. All four non-zero components
of the 8 9 tensor are presented in Fig. 35, again using the split coordinate system definitions on either side
of the reattachment point. These contour plots are presented on a diverging red-blue color scale, such that
white contours indicate zero values, red contours are positive values, and blue contours are negative values.
Additionally, the freestream regions beyond the contour line that defines the high-speed near-wake boundary
have been masked in this figure, because the definition of 8 9 creates a local discontinuity in regions where
: ≈ 0.
From Fig. 35, it is clear that the streamwise velocity component is the dominant contributor of
turbulent energy throughout much of this flow, while + ′A remains mostly insignificant. There are a few
exceptions to this, however, such as in the far upstream subsonic portions of the shear layer, where Fig. 35(e)
indicates that + ′
\
is dominant. However, it is not clear if this is a real physical result, or an artifact of the
high experimental uncertainty in this region. Along the central axis downstream of reattachment, the radial
velocity fluctuations seem to dominate the local turbulent energy, as the structures in this region primarily act
to recover the central wake deficit. Additionally, in the relatively high-speed recirculated flow region, + ′
\
appears to be the dominant contributor of turbulent energy, demonstrating the primary turbulent motion of
the recirculation bubble is out-of-plane. Finally, the non-zero off-diagonal component of 8 9 demonstrates a
nearly constant value throughout the entire shear layer (Fig. 35(g)), with this value decaying in magnitude
with streamwise progression in the trailing wake (Fig. 35(h)).
3.4.4 Fluctuating velocity triple products
Third-order fluctuating velocity products can also be computed and examined with the current data.
The fluctuating velocity triple product tensor, )8 9: , is defined by Eq. 9. In general, for a symmetric tensor





(i.e., = + < − 1 ‘choose’ <). Therefore, the third-order symmetric )8 9: tensor has 27 total
components, but only 10 independent components. Additionally, the circumferential symmetry of this flow
dictates that any odd-ordered Reynolds-averaged products of + ′
\
must be analytically zero. Therefore, this
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Fig. 35 Primary components of the kinematic Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor, 8 9 : (a) BB upstream of
reattachment, (b) GG downstream of reattachment, (c) == upstream of reattachment, (d) AA downstream of
reattachment, (e) \ \ upstream of reattachment, (f) \ \ downstream of reattachment, (g) B= upstream of
reattachment, and (h) A G downstream of reattachment.
flow only requires six independent and analytically non-zero components to fully describe the )8 9: tensor, all
of which are provided by the current data. Contour plots of all six of these components are shown in Fig. 36.
It should be noted that the uncertainty of these higher-order turbulence statistics increases for each subsequent
product order (i.e., third-order products have significantly higher uncertainty than second-order products).
With the current ensemble size (# = 3000), it is likely that the computed quantitative values of third-order
velocity statistics have not thoroughly converged towards their true value. Therefore, the author believes that
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the qualitative trends depicted in Fig. 36 are accurate and informative, but the exact quantitative values should
be taken with some mild skepticism. This higher uncertainty is attributed to be the reason for the noisiness of
the contours in Fig. 36, as opposed to the much smoother contours of the previously presented second-order
Reynolds-averaged velocity products.
)8 9: = 〈+ ′8+ ′9+ ′:〉 (9)
The individual components of the )8 9: tensor can be physically interpreted as the turbulent transport
of the normal stress components of the '8 9 tensor. For example, )GGA describes how axial velocity fluctuations
(i.e., the structures that dominate 'GG) are transported in the radial direction relative to the local mean flow,
and )GAA describes how radial velocity fluctuations are transported in the axial direction. Given that there can
be no component of )8 9: that exhibits a non-zero transport of turbulent structures in the \-direction, the six
components of Fig. 36 depict the transport of the three normal '8 9 stresses in both the axial and radial (or
streamwise and normal for the upstream data) directions.
Figures 36(c)-36(i) were all found to be similar in magnitude to one another, and are all plotted on
the same color scaling. However, the )BBB and )GGG components of Figs. 36(a) & 36(b) were found to an
order of magnitude greater than all other components of )8 9: , which is unsurprising, as previous figures have
demonstrated the turbulence to be streamwise dominant in this highly compressible flow. In comparison to
compressible unseparated two-stream shear layers, such as those studied by Kim [58], the upstream regions of
this flow (i.e., between separation and G/'0 ≈ 1.3) exhibit similar trends for all six components of )8 9: . )BBB
is positive near the low-speed boundary and becomes negative traversing towards higher-speed fluid, )BB= is
negative near the low-speed boundary and becomes positive traversing towards higher-speed fluids (etc. for
the other four components), which are qualitative trends directly matching those presented by Kim [58] across
a wide range of compressibility levels.
Further downstream, however, similarly to the components of the '8 9 tensor and the TKE, the high
magnitude contours of )8 9: branch out to envelop the entire shear layer with a uniformly signed contour. For
example, )BBB and )BB= exhibit strong negative and positive contours, respectively, throughout the high-energy
downstream portions of the shear layer, indicating that the axial velocity fluctuations in this region are typically
transported upstream (i.e., negative )BBB) and transversely outward (i.e., positive )BB=), relative to the local
mean flow. These same trends (i.e., negative streamwise transport and positive normal transport) are true
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Fig. 36 Primary components of the fluctuating velocity triple product tensor, )8 9: : (a) )BBB upstream of
reattachment, (b) )GGG downstream of reattachment, (c) )=== upstream of reattachment, (d) )AAA downstream
of reattachment, (e) )BB= upstream of reattachment, (f) )GGA downstream of reattachment, (g) )B== upstream of
reattachment, (h) )GAA downstream of reattachment, (i) )B\ \ upstream of reattachment, (j) )G\ \ downstream
of reattachment, (k) )=\ \ upstream of reattachment, and (l) )A \ \ downstream of reattachment.
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within the shear layer for both the normal and azimuthal velocity fluctuations, although the radial structures
were demonstrated in previous sections to be fairly insignificant towards turbulent energy contribution. These
strong contours extend beyond reattachment and into the trailing wake for some distance, before typically
dissipating in magnitude far downstream.
Near the central axis, downstream of reattachment, the signs of these )8 9: contours are reversed for
each component relative to the values in the higher-speed portions of the trailing wake. Axial structures
typically transport faster than the local mean flow (i.e., positive )GGG) and towards the central axis (i.e.,
negative )GGA ), which is indicative of turbulent activity acting to recover the central wake deficit. Although
analytically non-zero, the radial transport of both radially and azimuthally fluctuating structures (i.e., )AAA
and )A \ \ ) appear to be the most insignificant components, which further demonstrates the high degree of
compressibility in this flow acting to suppress turbulent activity in the radial direction.
3.4.5 Turbulence skewness and kurtosis
Thus far, the turbulence statistics have been presented using a global normalization factor (i.e., +∞ for
first-order products, +2∞ for second-order products, etc.). Alternatively, certain statistical quantities are better
represented using a local normalization factor. Specifically, the third and fourth order Pearson moments,
which describe skewness and kurtosis, respectively, require a normalization based on the local RMS value of
a fluctuating velocity component (i.e., the turbulence intensity), denoted f+ ′
8
for the 8Cℎ component of velocity.















In a physical interpretation, the skewness and kurtosis values describe the local statistical distribution
of turbulent fluctuations for a given component of velocity. Typically, skewness and kurtosis values are
examined relative to a perfectly symmetric Gaussian normal distribution, which has a skewness of zero and a
kurtosis of three. The skewness provides a measure of symmetry for the local fluctuations (i.e., symmetry
between positive and negative-valued fluctuations), in that a negative skewness implies a distribution that is
energy-biased towards negative velocity fluctuations for that given component of velocity, and vice-versa for a
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positive skewness. The kurtosis, alternatively, provides a measure of intermittency for the local distribution of
velocity fluctuations for each separate component of velocity. Given that a perfect Gaussian distribution has a
kurtosis value of three, a local kurtosis value of less than three describes a distribution of velocity fluctuations
that is less intermittent (i.e., has fewer statistical outliers) and is more consistent than a perfect Gaussian, and
vice-versa for a kurtosis value higher than three. The skewness contour plots for all three components of
velocity are shown in Fig. 37, and the kurtosis contour plots are shown in Fig. 38. Note that, for both of these
figures, the freestream regions above the high-speed flow boundary were masked because of the discontinuity
induced by the local f+ ′
8
values.
Fig. 37 Fluctuating velocity component skewness profiles: (a) (B upstream of reattachment, (b) (G
downstream of reattachment, (c) (= upstream of reattachment, (d) (A downstream of reattachment, (e) (\
upstream of reattachment, and (f) (\ downstream of reattachment.
The skewness values of the azimuthal velocity fluctuations (Figs. 37(e) & 37(f)) are very small
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Fig. 38 Fluctuating velocity component kurtosis profiles: (a)  B upstream of reattachment, (b)  G
downstream of reattachment, (c)  = upstream of reattachment, (d)  A downstream of reattachment, (e)  \
upstream of reattachment, and (f)  \ downstream of reattachment.
throughout the flow, which is expected, as the circumferential symmetry of the flow constrains the distribution
of this component to be directionally symmetric. The only exception to this is in the high-speed flow regions
downstream of reattachment, where the local turbulence is highly intermittent. In the far upstream portions of
the shear layer (i.e., between separation and G/'0 ≈ 1.3), the skewness of the streamwise-oriented turbulence
is positive near the low-speed boundary and becomes negative when traversing towards higher-speed fluid.
Additionally, the opposite trend in this region is observed for the normally-oriented turbulence. Both of
these results are also consistent with the trends demonstrated by Kim [58] for compressible unseparated
shear layers. Further downstream, the entire transverse extent of the shear layer becomes negative for the
streamwise velocity skewness (Fig. 37(a)), which extends throughout the trailing wake as well. The magnitude
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of the skewness also appears to be largest in the higher-velocity regions of both the shear layer and trailing
wake. Near the central axis, the sign of the axial velocity skewness (Fig. 37(b)) is positive, indicating a clear
difference in the dominant turbulence between these regions.
The kurtosis profiles shown in Fig. 38 demonstrate that the high-velocity regions of both the shear
layer and trailing wake are highly intermittent, exhibiting a significant number of high-energy statistical
outliers. The entire subsonic region of this flow, however, exhibits very low levels of statistical intermittency,
with kurtosis values either at or below the reference Gaussian value of three. This demonstrates that the
turbulence mechanisms in these flow regions, which Fig. 33 demonstrated were the highest-energy regions of
the flow, behave in a rather consistent manner (i.e., low intermittency). For both the streamwise and azimuthal
kurtosis profiles (Figs. 38(a) & 38(e)), the recirculation region exhibits very low levels of intermittency.
However, as mentioned previously, the exact quantitative values of high-order fluctuating velocity moments
should be interpreted cautiously, as the uncertainty in computing these moments (especially the fourth-order
kurtosis) are relatively high.
3.4.6 Turbulence production
The turbulence production tensor is a metric typically used to quantify the amount of energy
transferred to the turbulence field by the mean flow. Computing the components of this tensor across the entire
flow field provides a map of where local mean flow-induced instabilities produce high-energy turbulence that
contributes to the corresponding components of the '8 9 tensor. The full turbulence production tensor, %8 9 , is
defined by Eq. 12.
%8 9 = −〈+ ′8+ ′:〉
m〈+ 9〉
mG:




This second-order tensor is symmetric, so it has six independent components. Additionally, the
circumferential symmetry constraints on the flow reduce this down to only three analytically non-zero
components, as opposed to four non-zero components for the '8 9 tensor. This is because %8 9 describes how
the mean flow transfers energy to produce turbulence, and in the Reynolds-averaged sense, the mean flow
cannot produce turbulence in the azimuthal direction. This implies that the non-zero Reynolds azimuthal
normal stresses of Figs. 34(e) & 34(f) are produced by instantaneous flow instabilities, such as obliquely
inclined instabilities relative to the local instantaneous flow, which have been found to be a significant
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mechanism in high compressibility shear flows such as this [8, 9]. The expansion of the three non-zero
components of %8 9 (excluding all terms that are analytically zero) are given by Eqs. 13-15. Note that, in these
equations, the subscripts for G and A can be directly substituted by B and = to describe the streamwise and
normal components of turbulence production, respectively. Also note that differentiation was performed here
on the experimental data using the method of Savitsky-Golay filtering [89], which is described in detail in
Appendix D. Additionally, spatial derivative quantities that do not align with the data grid (e.g., the data
rows and columns do not align with the =-coordinate to directly compute m〈+B〉/m=) were computed using



































Additionally, as the TKE is simply one-half of the trace of the '8 9 tensor, and each normal component
of the %8 9 tensor directly relates to the production of each corresponding component of '8 9 , then the direct
production of TKE, %: , can be represented as one-half of the trace of the %8 9 tensor, shown by Eq. 16. The




(%AA + %\ \ + %GG) =
1
2
(%AA + %GG) (16)
Figure 39 demonstrates that the bulk production of TKE and streamwise turbulence, %: and %BB,
respectively, occurs within the shear layer, concentrated near its center. This is expected, however, as this
production is a result of the high-shearing of the mean flow producing turbulence through Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities. This figure also demonstrates that, although not analytically zero, the production of normal-
direction turbulence within the shear layer is approximately zero, which indicates that %: ≈ 1/2%BB in this
region. Additionally, the high magnitude production contours of %BB and %: branch downward to envelop
the low-speed, high-energy portions of the shear layer, in a similar manner to previously discussed figures.
These same production contours remain significant throughout the entire streamwise extent of the shear
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Fig. 39 Primary components of the turbulence production tensor, %8 9 , and the production of TKE, %: : (a)
%BB upstream of reattachment, (b) %GG downstream of reattachment, (c) %== upstream of reattachment, (d)
%AA downstream of reattachment, (e) %B= upstream of reattachment, (f) %GA downstream of reattachment, (g)
%: upstream of reattachment, and (h) %: downstream of reattachment.
layer, but rapidly dissipate downstream of reattachment, as the mean flow gradients decrease with streamwise
progression of the flow. Although insignificant upstream, immediately downstream of the reattachment point,
the %AA contours become large near the central axis, demonstrating the rapid production of radial turbulence
structures, which act to recover the central wake deficit. Additionally, the production of Reynolds shear stress
(Figs. 39(e) & 39(f) is primarily concentrated in the subsonic regions of the shear layer and trailing wake,
where Fig. 33 demonstrated that the TKE was highest.
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3.5 Turbulent Quadrant Analysis
To examine the directionality and consistency of turbulent events in more detail, a turbulent quadrant
analysis is outlined and performed in this section using the symmetry plane SPIV data. This analysis, first
introduced by Wallace et al. [90] for the study of directionally organized wall-bounded turbulence, is simple
in its construction. It is a logical sorting algorithm, whereby instantaneous turbulent fluctuations are plotted
on a local shear plane (i.e., + ′A versus + ′G or + ′= versus + ′B), and the turbulent events are conditionally sorted
into bins depending in which quadrant they exist on that shear plane. Willmarth and Lu [91] introduced
the concept of the ‘hyperbolic hole’ to the quadrant analysis, which is a fifth bin in the conditional sorting
algorithm, designed to filter out the influence of weak fluctuations. A threshold value  is chosen such
that if a velocity fluctuation event satisfies |+ ′A+ ′G | < , then the event is sorted into the hole bin, or if the
event satisfies |+ ′A+ ′G | > , then the event is deemed a sufficiently strong fluctuation, and it is sorted into the
corresponding quadrant bin.
This type of quadrant analysis was initially performed for this flow by Herrin and Dutton [20, 21]
using LDV data. However, they only presented quadrant analysis data at a few select locations, making
it impossible to draw conclusions about spatial trends of the various quadrant fluctuations. They simply
identified that turbulent structures in the shear layer and trailing wake typically induced quadrant 2 (denoted
Q2) events, which are defined as satisfying + ′A > 0 and + ′G < 0, or quadrant 4 (denoted Q4) events, which
are defined as satisfying + ′A < 0 and + ′G > 0. The current analysis examines the directional consistency of
organized turbulence throughout the entire near-wake flow field. For this analysis, two separate conditions are
examined. The first does not include a hyperbolic hole filter (i.e., the same sorting method as above, just with
 = 0), and thus, examines the unconditional turbulence field, including the influence of seemingly random
small-scale turbulence. The second condition implements the hyperbolic hole filter into the analysis, utilizing
what will be demonstrated as a very stringent filtering condition in order to highlight the dynamics of only the
very large-scale, directionally organized turbulent structures.
3.5.1 Analysis without hyperbolic hole filter
This section presents the unconditional directional turbulence field by examining the quadrant analysis
without the inclusion of the hyperbolic hole filter. To first gauge where in the near-wake flow field the
directional consistency of turbulence is most significant, Fig. 40 displays a contour map of the primary shear
stress correlation coefficient, which is defined by Eq. 17. This coefficient, bounded between −1 ≤ dGA ≤ +1,
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describes how well correlated the local + ′A velocity fluctuations are with the local + ′G fluctuations. Note that
negative correlation coefficient values imply an anticorrelation of fluctuating velocity components, which
indicates turbulent events aligned in the Q2 and Q4 directions. Also note that the freestream region has been





Fig. 40 (a) Shear stress correlation coefficient using +B −+= velocity components upstream of reattachment
and (b) shear stress correlation coefficient using +G −+A velocity components downstream of reattachment.
Far upstream in the shear layer in Fig. 40(a), the local dB= value is strongest near the center of the
shear layer, but this high-valued contour quickly branches out to envelop the subsonic portions of the shear
layer, as well as a portion of the supersonic region. The value of dB= in this region is approximately −0.5,
which is fairly consistent with unseparated compressible planar shear layers [58, 92]. This high degree of
turbulence organization exists along the low-speed shear layer boundary, all the way up to reattachment, but
quickly dissipates when traversing the =-direction into the recirculation region. The discontinuous jump in
contour value when transitioning into the trailing wake is due to the different definition of the local correlation
coefficient, but it is clear that the directionally-organized turbulence remains significant into the trailing wake.
However, dGA does seem to dissipate with streamwise progression in the trailing wake, indicating a loss of
directional coherence of the organized turbulence downstream of reattachment. Additionally, dGA rapidly
decreases to zero near the central axis of the trailing wake, which is required by the flow symmetry constraint.
The contour plots of Fig. 40 demonstrate where the turbulence is directionally organized within this
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flow, and how consistently organized it is, but dGA only identifies correlations within pairs of quadrants (i.e.,
negative dGA implies a correlation aligning with the Q2 and Q4 quadrants, but cannot distinguish between
the two quadrants within that pair). Therefore, to determine the consistency of turbulent events within each
separate quadrant, Fig. 41 presents the contribution of each of the four quadrants towards the local turbulence.
In this figure, the contour plots represent the percentage contribution for each quadrant towards the local
〈|+ ′A+ ′G |〉. By construction, this analysis is subject to the constraint that, at each separate spatial location,
&1 +&2 +&3 +&4 = 100%. Also note that the quadrants are aligned according to the local coordinate system
definition (i.e., G − A coordinates versus B − = coordinates), which are also defined in Fig. 41.
From Fig. 41, it is clear that Q2 and Q4 events dominate the unconditional turbulent energy throughout
the majority of this flow. Q1 and Q3 events appear to have only insignificant contributions towards the
local turbulent energy, with the small non-zero values in the shear layer and trailing wake most likely due
to directionally random small-scale turbulence. The exception to this is in the near-base region of the
recirculation region, where the high local contributions of Q1 and Q3 are most likely due to the cylinder
surface forcing the deceleration and turning of the relatively high-speed recirculated fluid. Additionally, Q1
events appear to have a local significance near the central axis of the trailing wake, along with the Q4 events
in this region, demonstrating that the turbulence in this region is typically directed downstream (i.e., Q1 and
Q4 events both have + ′G > 0), which is consistent with the )GGG plot of Fig. 36.
Although Q2 and Q4 events appear to dominate the high-energy regions of the flow, there are clear
differences in the spatial distributions of the events for these two quadrants, which could not be identified
by Fig. 40. For example, Q2 events appear to be significant throughout most subsonic regions of the shear
layer and trailing wake, but they appear to be the singular main source of turbulent energy in the supersonic
regions. Additionally, the Q4 events appear to have a high significance throughout the subsonic portions of
the shear layer and trailing wake, with a lesser influence in the supersonic regions. It also appears that the
local Q2 and Q4 turbulence remains constant along the G-coordinate in the trailing wake, without dissipating
in contribution towards the local TKE with further streamwise convection.
3.5.2 Analysis with hyperbolic hole filter
This section will now examine the same analysis as Fig. 41, but instead modified to utilize a very
stringent hyperbolic hole filter. The purpose of this is to isolate the influence of only very strong directional
turbulent events, as they are the most significant drivers of the primary Reynolds shear stress and TKE, and
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Fig. 41 Unconditional (no hyperbolic hole) quadrant analysis contours. Percentages represent fractional
contribution of each quadrant towards 〈|+ ′B+ ′= |〉 upstream of reattachment, and 〈|+ ′G+ ′A |〉 downstream of
reattachment.
are likely the result of a strong coherent turbulence mechanism within the flow. In this analysis, the turbulent
fluctuations were normalized by a global normalization factor, which was chosen as the RMS value of + ′G at
the mean reattachment point, f, which was found to be approximately 0.1+∞. Using this normalization, a
global threshold value of  = 2 was empirically chosen. It should be noted that this global threshold choice
of , although very stringent in this analysis, is not a robust threshold definition based on local statistics. Its
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value was empirically chosen such that it removed the influence of a vast majority of smaller-scale velocity
fluctuations from the analysis at all locations throughout the flow. Due to large variations in the turbulence
organization throughout the flow, utilizing a statistically based thresholding method proved to be as arbitrary
in its implementation to extract the desired physics with this quadrant analysis as simply using the global
 = 2 threshold method. It should also be noted that, by definition, correlations of velocity in quadrants two
and four drive negative values of Reynolds shear stress, which are shown in Figs. 33 & 34 to be dominant
throughout the high TKE regions of this flow.
For this analysis, the contour maps represent the same percentage contribution as in Fig. 41, only
now, any turbulent event that satisfied |+ ′A+ ′G |/f2 < 2 was sorted into the hole bin, and the quadrant bins only
represent events that both existed in that quadrant and satisfied |+ ′A+ ′G |/f2 > 2. Thus, now the constraint on
the local turbulence at each spatial location for this analysis is such that &1 +&2 +&3 +&4 + >;4 = 100%.
The Q1, Q3, and hole contributions towards the turbulence field in this analysis are shown in Fig. 42.
From Fig. 42 it can be seen that once the conditional filter is applied, the influence of Q1 and Q3
events within the shear layer and trailing wake reduces to essentially zero, as opposed to Fig. 41, which
demonstrated small but non-zero contributions. However, the near-base Q3 turbulence and the central axis Q1
turbulence in the trailing wake still demonstrate non-zero values of approximately 20%, indicating a fairly
significant number of high-energy organized turbulent events aligned with these quadrants in these regions.
The hole contours (Figs. 42(e) & 42(f)) demonstrate that the turbulent events in the far upstream region of the
shear layer and much of the recirculation region are almost entirely captured by the hyperbolic hole filter.
Throughout a large extent of the subsonic shear layer, as well as the trailing wake, however, the influence of
the hole bin is significantly lessened, indicating a large number of turbulent events in these regions depicting
very high-energy velocity fluctuations. Far downstream in the trailing wake, the influence of the hole category
increases with further streamwise progression, demonstrating that the influence of the organized large-scale
turbulence eventually dissipates. This region of increased hole contributions in Fig. 42(f) appears to align
with the end of the APG (G/'0 ≈ 3.75), indicating that the APG may actually aid in sustaining the coherence
of these directionally organized structures. The remaining two quadrants, Q2 and Q4, are presented in
Fig. 43. Additionally, to examine the local energy balance more clearly between the Q2 and Q4 turbulence, a
normalized ratio of these two quadrants is also presented in Fig. 43.
From Fig. 43(c), it can be clearly seen that the sonic line is a divider within the shear layer for the
high-energy Q4 turbulence, as these events are highly influential in the subsonic regions, but have essentially
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Fig. 42 Conditional ( = 2) quadrant analysis contours for Q1, Q3 and hole categories. Percentages
represent fractional contribution of each quantity towards 〈|+ ′B+ ′= |〉 upstream of reattachment, and 〈|+ ′G+ ′A |〉
downstream of reattachment, where the quadrant contributions only include events that exceeded the  = 2
threshold.
no influence in the supersonic portions of the shear layer. This perhaps indicates a physical limitation (i.e., due
to the fact that high-energy Q4 events cease to exist right at the sonic line) on the formation mechanisms of the
organized turbulent structures that induce these events. The high-energy Q4 events extend into the subsonic
portions of the trailing wake, but continue to dissipate further downstream. Conversely, the high-energy
Q2 events appear to be centered along the sonic line in the shear layer, and are significant in both subsonic
and supersonic portions of the downstream half of the shear layer. Downstream of reattachment, the Q2’s
appear most significant in the supersonic regions of the flow, but appear to dissipate in influence with further
streamwise progression. This is opposed to the unconditional quadrant analysis of Fig. 41, which indicated
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Fig. 43 Conditional ( = 2) quadrant analysis contours for Q2 and Q4 categories. Percentages represent
fractional contribution of each quantity towards 〈|+ ′B+ ′= |〉 upstream of reattachment, and 〈|+ ′G+ ′A |〉 downstream
of reattachment, where the quadrant contributions only include events that exceeded the  = 2 threshold. (e)
Normalized ratio of Q2 to Q4 upstream of reattachment and (f) normalized ratio of Q2 to Q4 downstream of
reattachment. White dots depict the location of the scatter plots in Fig. 44.
that the influence of both Q2’s and Q4’s remained constant in the far downstream regions of the flow with
further streamwise progression.
To examine the local dominance of Q2 and Q4 turbulence, Figs. 43(e) & 43(f) display a normalized
ratio of the two quadrants. For this normalized ratio, which is defined in Fig. 43(e), a white contour
indicates a local energy balance between Q2 and Q4 turbulence, red indicates a local Q2 dominance, and blue
indicates a local Q4 dominance. In the upstream regions of the shear layer, it appears the Q2’s dominate the
supersonic regions, and the Q4’s dominate the subsonic regions. Further downstream, the local dominance of
Q4 turbulence transitions further inward, towards the recirculation region, with the shear layer eventually
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displaying a fairly even energy balance of both events (with only a very slight Q4 dominance) near the
low-speed shear layer boundary. The Q2 turbulence, however, dominates all supersonic regions of the flow,
with the only exception being the far wake turbulence near the central axis, where the Q4’s are clearly
dominant.
To better gauge the dynamics at specific locations, as well as visually understand how stringent the
chosen value of  is, Fig. 44 examines a few select locations from the contour plots of Fig. 43. Figures 44(a)-
44(c) represent three different streamwise locations in the supersonic portions of the shear layer and trailing
wake, while Figs. 44(d)-44(f) represent three different streamwise locations in subsonic portions of the flow.
All locations are marked by white dots in Fig. 43, with their actual locations given in the upper-right-hand
corner of each figure. In each of these scatter plots, the full ensemble of fluctuation events at that location is
plotted, with the red hyperbolae representing  = 2. As such, any event that exists between the hyperbolae
and the axes was deemed a weak turbulent event, and was filtered into the hole category of Fig. 42.
From the supersonic locations in Figs. 44(a)-44(c), it can be seen that there is a clear preference
toward strong Q2 events, with essentially no Q4 activity existing outside of the hyperbolae, which is in
agreement with Fig. 43. This behavior, from a statistical distribution interpretation, is highly intermittent,
and gives rise to the high kurtosis values observed in this region of the flow in Fig. 38. Figure 44(b) depicts
much stronger Q2 events than Fig. 44(a), which indicates that the turbulent structures inducing these events
are larger and stronger further downstream in the shear layer. Traversing further downstream (after the
APG region ends), Fig. 44(c) demonstrates these same strong Q2 events, but with a reduced magnitude,
demonstrating that the structures inducing these events eventually decay in strength further downstream.
Additionally, the high-energy Q2 events in the further downstream supersonic regions appear to be more
spread out within quadrant two, as opposed to Fig. 44(a), where the events follow a very consistent direction,
which demonstrates a reduced directional consistency of these high-energy structures further downstream.
The subsonic portions of the flow (Figs. 44(d)-44(f)), however, show that strong Q2 and Q4 events
both coexist in these regions, further demonstrating that the organization of dominant turbulence mechanisms
differs significantly between subsonic and supersonic portions of the shear layer. There are regions where the
Q2 and Q4 fluctuation events appear to statistically balance one another (such as Fig. 44(d)), and there are
also regions where the Q4 events seem to slightly dominate the Q2 events (Fig. 44(e)). Far downstream in the
trailing wake (Fig. 44(f)), however, a clear preference of orientation seems to disappear, as there is only a
slight preference toward Q2 and Q4 events, but also with an increased prevalence of Q1 and Q3 events. The
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Fig. 44 Scatter plots of turbulent events at six select locations. The locations of each scatter plot are included
in the upper-right hand corner of each figure, and are also shown by the white dots in Fig. 43. (a)-(c) depict
supersonic flow locations and (d)-(f) depict subsonic flow locations. All fluctuations were normalized by f.
The red hyperbolae represent  = |+ ′G+ ′A |/f2 = 2.
magnitude of velocity fluctuations in Fig. 44(f) shows that the turbulence in this region is large-scale, but
statistically lacks any clear coherence, indicating that a significant redistribution of turbulent energy between
the velocity components has occurred this far downstream, as the trailing wake approaches a more isotropic
turbulent state near the central axis.
It is clear from this analysis, however, that directionally organized, high-energy turbulencemechanisms
commonly exist within this flow, and are likely indicative of coherent large-scale structures. The inclusion
of the hyperbolic hole filter isolates the influence of turbulent events towards the TKE induced by these
mechanisms, and allows the quadrant contour plots of Fig. 43 to act as spatial maps identifying local regions
of the flow where these mechanisms are dominant.
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CHAPTER 4: COHERENT 3-D TURBULENT MOTIONS
This chapter presents and discusses coherent 3-D turbulent motions within this flow utilizing the
volumetric TPIV data. Several instantaneous measurement volumes are presented from all six of the TPIV
fields-of-view to demonstrate the highly convoluted 3-D nature of the turbulence within this flow. Several
different types of coherent 3-D turbulent structures, such as upright hairpin vortices, inverted hairpin vortices,
and elongated quasi-streamwise vortices, are all commonly observed throughout various subregions of this
flow. Robust statistical evidence of the frequent existence of these coherent structures is provided using linear
stochastic estimation (LSE), and the statistical geometry, strength, and sizes of these structures are quantified
and discussed.
4.1 Volumetric Instantaneous and Mean Flow
4.1.1 Instantaneous TPIV measurement volumes
In this section, the volumetric instantaneous flow is examined. Visualizations of 3-D velocity surfaces
can provide useful information about turbulent motions, but visualizations of the 3-D geometry of the
turbulent structures themselves is typically far more interesting. Throughout this dissertation, the geometry of
turbulent structures is educed using the swirling strength criterion (_28), which is a commonly used metric to
visualize turbulent structures in 3-D CFD data. In a fluid region exhibiting rotational motion, computing
the eigenvalues of the local velocity gradient tensor will produce one real-valued eigenvalue and a complex
conjugate pair. The swirling strength criterion is then defined as the magnitude of the imaginary component
of that complex conjugate eigenvalue pair, which Zhou et al. [93] present as being proportional to the strength
of local rotational motions, and provides a more distinct visualization of individual turbulent structures
than the vorticity magnitude. Additionally, Kolar [94] demonstrated that of the many different turbulent
structure visualization criteria commonly used in the literature (i.e., _28 , &-criterion, _2-criterion, etc.), the
_28-criterion was one of the few that could be accurately applied towards the study of compressible turbulence,
such as the high levels of compressibility present in the current flow.
As discussed in Sec. 2.3.2, six different volumetric regions were measured within this flow utilizing
TPIV. An instantaneous snapshot from FOV 1, which captures the higher-speed regions of the shear layer
near reattachment and along an angled orientation, is shown in Fig. 45. Figure 45(a) shows the location of
the measurement volume, and Figs. 45(b) & 45(c) show instantaneous +G/+∞ contours. Additionally, the
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turbulent structures within this measurement volume are shown in Fig. 45(d). The geometry of the structures
in Fig. 45(d) is defined by _28, but the coloring is that of the local +G/+∞ values, which demonstrates the
velocity gradients present across individual structures.
Fig. 45 Example instantaneous TPIV measurement volume from FOV 1. (a) Location of FOV 1 within
the flow, (b) subregion of velocity contours for H/'0 > 0, (c) full field-of-view velocity contours, and (d)
turbulent structures within the measurement volume, educed by _28 = 2. The coloring of contours for (b)-(d)
is defined by +G/+∞.
Figure 45(c) shows the full volumetric extent of the instantaneous +G/+∞ isocontours. However,
due to the conical nature of this flow, the lower-speed contours tend to nest within the boundaries of the
higher-speed contours, which makes visualization difficult. To circumvent this, one-half of the data in
Fig. 45(c) was masked across the H/'0 = 0 plane, and the sliced velocity region is shown in Fig. 45(b). This
figure formatting is similar for subsequent figures that also exhibit this conical nesting of velocity isocontours.
The highly 3-D instantaneous nature of the shear layer can be easily observed by the velocity contours
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in Fig. 45, with many convolutions of varying size and geometry present. In the downstream portions of the
measurement volume, the highest-speed contour (i.e., the red contour) gets cut-off along the edges of the
volume, which is a result of the APG in this region turning the flow radially-outward, and beyond the range of
the measurement region. Additionally, it can be observed that a large azimuthal extent of the 3-D flow in this
region is obtained within a single measurement volume. This fact becomes useful in later statistical analyses
because the circumferential symmetry of the flow makes statistical quantities independent of the azimuthal
coordinate. Thus, any statistics computed on these data can be averaged across both the ensemble, as well as
across the azimuthal coordinate in 3-D space, which increases the effective measurement ensemble size, and
aids in the convergence of statistics.
Many of the turbulent structures educed in Fig. 45(d) are fairly large-scale, and seem to be most heavily
concentrated in the downstream portions of the measurement volume, which is where the bulk compression and
streamline curvature extra strain rates act to destabilize the flow and increase turbulent activity. Additionally,
many coherent structure geometries can be observed in Fig. 45(d), such as upright hairpin vortices (which
will be discussed in greater detail in later sections of this chapter), and streamwise-elongated structures. The
largest of these structures also appear to exist in the lower-speed portions of this measurement volume (i.e.,
the blue contours), which is also in agreement with the previous SPIV results, as the subsonic portions of the
shear layer were shown to exhibit the highest energy turbulent activity.
An example instantaneous snapshot from FOV 2 is shown in Fig. 46, following the same style as
Fig. 45. This measurement volume is similar to FOV 1, except it has been translated along the =-direction
towards the recirculation region, and is centered about the low-speed shear layer boundary (i.e., +G/+∞ = 0).
Thus, this measurement region captures significant portions of both the shear layer and recirculation region,
as well as capturing turbulent interactions occurring between these two regions.
The high-speed conical contours of Fig. 46(c) are cut off by the edges of the measurement volume
throughout the entire streamwise extent of the FOV 2 region, and only small portions of the high-speed flow
are measured along the edges of the spanwise (i.e., H-direction) extent of the volume. Relatively high-speed
recirculated fluid is typically measured in this region (i.e., the negative dark blue +G/+∞ contours), with these
velocity contours also exhibiting highly convoluted 3-D geometries. The turbulent structures in Fig. 46(d) are
also fairly large-scale, similar to Fig. 45(d). However, in this example, many of the structures have a ‘flat-top’
appearance, which is a result of the measurement of these structures being cut-off by the upper edges of the
measurement volume. Additionally, as with Fig. 45(d), many of the largest structures in the example shown in
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Fig. 46 Example instantaneous TPIV measurement volume from FOV 2. (a) Location of FOV 2 within
the flow, (b) subregion of velocity contours for H/'0 > 0, (c) full field-of-view velocity contours, and (d)
turbulent structures within the measurement volume, educed by _28 = 2. The coloring of contours for (b)-(d)
is defined by +G/+∞.
Fig. 46(d) seem to exist in the lower-speed portions of the shear layer (i.e., the green and light-blue regions).
The FOV 3 measurement region captures the highest magnitude reverse-velocity regions of the
recirculation region, and is centered radially about the cylinder axis. An example snapshot from this region is
shown in Fig. 47. This figure follows a similar style as the previous two figures, except it does not include a
cross-sectional slice of velocity isocontours.
Only a very small portion of the high-speed shear layer fluid is measured along the far spanwise
extent of the FOV 3 measurement volume, with the bulk of the volume capturing the recirculated fluid.
The example shown in Fig. 47 shows a highly asymmetric recirculation region, with the highest magnitude
reverse-velocity fluid being shifted towards the negative H/'0-valued side, similarly to the 2-D instantaneous
example of Fig. 28(a). Many other example snapshots, however, were also observed to have the high magnitude
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Fig. 47 Example instantaneous TPIV measurement volume from FOV 3. (a) Location of FOV 3 within the
flow, (b) full field-of-view velocity contours, and (c) turbulent structures within the measurement volume,
educed by _28 = 2. The coloring of contours for (b) & (c) is defined by +G/+∞.
reverse-velocity fluid shifted towards the positive H/'0-valued side as well. In Fig. 47, many of the turbulent
structures appear much smaller than in the previous two figures, indicating that the structures within the
recirculation region are typically of a smaller size than in the shear layer. In fact, the largest structures within
the example shown in Fig. 47 are along the far spanwise edges of the volume, which extends into the shear
layer. Additionally, the further upstream portions of this example measurement volume exhibit either no
turbulent structures, or very small-scale structures, demonstrating relatively low levels of turbulent activity in
this region.
The FOV 4 measurement volume is centered about the mean reattachment location along all three
coordinate directions, which allows it to measure how turbulent structures transition through the shear layer
reattachment process. An example snapshot from this measurement region is shown in Fig. 48, following the
same formatting as Fig. 47.
As the width of the flow has contracted in this further downstream region than FOV 3, the spanwise
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Fig. 48 Example instantaneous TPIV measurement volume from FOV 4. (a) Location of FOV 4 within the
flow, (b) full field-of-view velocity contours, and (c) turbulent structures within the measurement volume,
educed by _28 = 2. The coloring of contours for (b) & (c) is defined by +G/+∞.
width of this measurement region is able to capture the full extent of the high-speed flow on either side, as
opposed to FOV 3, which only measured a very small portion of the high-speed flow. The reattachment
location is typically dictated by the +G/+∞ = 0 contour, which Fig. 48(b) demonstrates is highly convoluted
instantaneously. This can make it difficult to establish an instantaneous reattachment location and track the
typical trajectory of the reattachment point, which can actually exist at multiple locations simultaneously, as
will be discussed further in Ch. 6. As opposed to Fig. 47(c) from the recirculation region, which demonstrated
very few large-scale structures, Fig. 48(c) from the reattachment region demonstrates many large-scale
structures throughout the entire measurement volume, in both the high-speed and low-speed flow regions.
Similarly to Fig. 45, several hairpin-shaped and streamwise-elongated structures can be observed in Fig. 48,
demonstrating a high level of coherent large-scale turbulent activity in the vicinity of the reattachment point.
The high-speed portions of the trailing wake, downstream of reattachment, were measured by FOV 5.
An example measurement volume from this region is shown in Fig. 49. The velocity isocontours in this region
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also tend to nest conically as they did in Fig. 45, so a cross-sectional slice of the velocity contours is also
included in this figure.
Fig. 49 Example instantaneous TPIV measurement volume from FOV 5. (a) Location of FOV 5 within
the flow, (b) subregion of velocity contours for H/'0 > 0, (c) full field-of-view velocity contours, and (d)
turbulent structures within the measurement volume, educed by _28 = 2. The coloring of contours for (b)-(d)
is defined by +G/+∞.
It can be observed that the instantaneous 3-D convolutions of the velocity isocontours in Fig. 49(c) are
much larger in size in this region of the flow than they were in the shear layer (Fig. 45(c)). Additionally, the
low-speed velocity contours quickly disappear further downstream in this measurement volume (Fig. 49(b)),
as the wake rapidly recovers the central velocity deficit. The turbulent structures of Fig. 49(d) are also very
large-scale in this region of the flow, and many large hairpin-shaped and streamwise-elongated structures
can be observed. Additionally, although large-scale, the turbulent structures in this region appear relatively
fewer in number than in other TPIV regions, with a sparse distribution of them in the further downstream
portions of this example measurement volume. This behavior was commonly observed in many other
instantaneous snapshots in this region. This is indicative of the low levels of turbulence production (Fig. 39)
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in the higher-speed portions of this far downstream region of the flow. Because flow gradients and turbulence
production are relatively small in this region, it is possible, and perhaps likely, that many of the large-scale
structures in Fig. 49(d) were formed further upstream in the shear layer, and had sufficient inertia to traverse
through the APG intact, as opposed to forming locally in the trailing wake.
Finally, FOV 6 measured the downstream portions of the trailing wake, centered about the cylinder
axis. An example volumetric snapshot from this measurement region is shown in Fig. 50.
Fig. 50 Example instantaneous TPIV measurement volume from FOV 6. (a) Location of FOV 6 within the
flow, (b) full field-of-view velocity contours, and (c) turbulent structures within the measurement volume,
educed by _28 = 2. The coloring of contours for (b) & (c) is defined by +G/+∞.
Although the turbulence production for all velocity components was small in the higher-speed portions
of the trailing wake, the production of radial turbulence (Fig. 39(d)) was shown to remain significant along
the central axis, even in the far downstream region of the flow measured by FOV 6. This is attributed to be the
reason for the higher spatial density of turbulent structures in Fig. 50(c) compared to Fig. 49(d). However,
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only a few of the structures in Fig. 50(c) appear relatively large-scale. Even so, the largest structures in
Fig. 50(c) appear in the higher-speed flow regions, where the intermittency of turbulent structures appears
greater, near the far spanwise edges of the measurement volume. A majority of the structures (in both the
current example snapshot as well as many others) in lower-speed portions of this measurement region appear
smaller in size, and typically lack any clear coherence of geometry.
4.1.2 Large-scale trailing wake turbulent motions
Examination of instantaneous velocity field snapshots in the high-speed trailing wake TPIV region
(FOV 5) commonly revealed a very large-scale turbulent behavior, wherein the lower-speed portions of the
measurement volumes would typically branch off from one another and split into multiple distinct flow
segments. When these lower-speed segments branch apart, the void in-between them is filled with a region
of higher-speed fluid. Two examples of this behavior are shown in Fig. 51, where the flow in both of these
examples branches off into two distinct segments. Additionally, two more examples are shown in Fig. 52,
where one of these examples shows a branching of the flow into three distinct segments, and the second
example in this figure shows the flow exhibiting a near-mean behavior, with no velocity contour branching.
In both Figs. 51 & 52, the green isocontours represents +G/+∞ = 0.65, and the red isocontours represent
_28 = 2.25, to educe the turbulent structures present in the vicinity of these large-scale turbulent motions.
In the first example (Figs. 51(a) & 51(b)), there is a clear branching of the flow into two distinct
segments, where the white region in-between them is filled with higher-speed fluid than the +G/+∞ = 0.65
contours. The conical nesting of velocity contours makes simultaneous visualizations of both the high
and low-speed flow segments difficult. One of the branched segments appears to be surrounded by many
large-scale vortical structures, while the other region displays only a few smaller-scale structures. This
indicates that the lower branched region in Fig. 51(a) exhibits tendencies closer to the mean flow behavior,
with little turbulent activity, while the upper branched region in Fig. 51(a) is a very large-scale turbulent event,
accompanied by many large-scale structures. However, not all instantaneous snapshots that exhibited this
branching behavior displayed one of the branches behaving similarly to the near-mean flow. The example
measurement volume shown in Figs. 51(c) & 51(d) demonstrates both of the branched flow regions exhibiting
a high spatial density of large-scale vortical structures, with these large structures present throughout the
entire streamwise extent of Figs. 51(c) & 51(d).
The third example TPIV snapshot (Figs. 52(a) & 52(b)) demonstrates the flow branching off into
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Fig. 51 Two example instantaneous TPIV measurement volumes from FOV 5. Green isosurfaces depict
+G/+∞ = 0.65 and red isosurfaces depict _28 = 2.25. (a) Top-down view of example one, (b) 3-D view of
example one, (c) top-down view of example two, and (d) 3-D view of example two.
three distinct regions. The central flow branch, similarly to the example of Fig. 51(a), demonstrates very
little vortical activity, with the few structures surrounding this region being relatively small-scale. The upper
and lower branched flow regions in Figs. 52(a) & 52(b), however, both exhibit much higher levels of vortical
activity, with many large-scale structures present. Similarly to the previous two examples of Fig. 51, the white
regions in-between the three branched regions of Figs. 52(a) & 52(b) are filled by higher-speed fluid than the
+G/+∞ = 0.65 contours. Additionally, in all examples shown, the higher-speed fluid region in-between the
branched flow segments exhibited practically no vortical activity, demonstrating that the turbulent structures
typically tend to accompany the relatively lower-speed flow segments in this region.
Although this branching behavior was a commonly observed phenomenon, there were also many
instances where the velocity contours in this flow region did not branch off or deviate far from the mean
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Fig. 52 Two additional example instantaneous TPIV measurement volumes from FOV 5. Green isosurfaces
depict +G/+∞ = 0.65 and red isosurfaces depict _28 = 2.25. (a) Top-down view of example three, (b) 3-D
view of example three, (c) top-down view of example four, and (d) 3-D view of example four.
flow behavior, but still exhibited a relatively high number of large-scale structures, such as is shown in
Figs. 52(c) & 52(d). This demonstrates that the very large-scale branching behavior of the trailing wake
flow is indicative of high-energy turbulent events in this region, but that there are also separate instances,
wherein the flow does not branch into separate segments, but still exhibits a significant number of high-energy
turbulent structures.
4.1.3 Reynolds-averaged 3-D flow
For completeness, the Reynolds-averaged 3-D flow obtained in two of the TPIV measurement regions
(FOV 1 & FOV 5) is shown in Fig. 53, with the data from both regions spatially overlaid in the same figure.
The other four TPIV regions were excluded from this figure for clarity, as the spatial overlap of the additional
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regions crowds the velocity isocontours and makes the figure difficult to interpret. Figure 53(a) shows
the Reynolds-averaged axial velocity isocontours (〈+G/+∞〉), and Fig. 53(b) shows the Reynolds-averaged
radial velocity isocontours (〈+A/+∞〉). As originally mentioned in Tab. 2, the ensemble size to produce the
Reynolds-averaged flow in Fig. 53 is 2687 snapshots for FOV 1, and 2451 snapshots for FOV 5. Additionally,
as was the case with Figs. 45 & 46, wherein the velocity contours tended to nest conically within one another,
making visualization difficult, the data in Fig. 53 were sliced along the H/'0 = 0 plane, and only data for
H/'0 > 0 are shown (i.e., one-half of the data is excluded from Fig. 53).
Fig. 53 Reynolds-averaged 3-D flow field from FOV 1 and FOV 5. (a) Isocontours of 〈+G/+∞〉 and (b)
isocontours of 〈+A/+∞〉. Only data for H/'0 > 0 are shown in each region, for visual clarity.
As the Reynolds-averaged flow is axisymmetric, the analytical value of the Reynolds-averaged
azimuthal velocity component is zero everywhere in this flow. Thus, any non-zero measurement of 〈+\/+∞〉
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in these TPIV data represents either cylinder model alignment asymmetries, a measure of experimental
uncertainty, or a combination of both, which is why the 3-D contours of this velocity component were
excluded from Fig. 53. Throughout a vast majority of all six TPIV fields-of-view, the measured values of
〈+\/+∞〉 were found to be less than approximately 0.02, with maximum values in any region not exceeding
0.05. This, combined with previously presented results in Chapters 2 & 3, demonstrates excellent alignment
of the cylinder model to produce a statistically axisymmetric wake, as well as the high degree of accuracy of
the current TPIV measurements.
From Fig. 53(a), it can be seen that the Reynolds-averaged velocity contours are very smooth,
demonstrating that these statistical values have converged well for the large ensemble sizes used. A smooth
transition of the contours can also be observed between the upstream region (FOV 1) and the downstream
region (FOV 5), demonstrating a clear consistency in measurement quality and alignment between the
separate regions, which were each acquired with separate experimental setups and during separate runs
of the wind tunnel. The highly conical nature of these contours can also be observed, demonstrating the
relatively large azimuthal spatial extent measured by these volumes. As mentioned previously, this fact is
useful for later analyses in this chapter, as the statistical convergence of various quantities can be further
improved by assuming statistical independence of the \-coordinate, and averaging across this coordinate as
well as across the ensemble. Furthermore, the highly 3-D nature of the mean flow field is highlighted by the
〈+A/+∞〉 contours of Fig. 53(b), wherein the concave curvature of the mean flow contours can be observed
throughout the APG region, with the radial velocity also gradually increasing throughout this region as the
mean flow is reoriented radially-outward to align with the central axis. Additionally, similar peak values in
the measurement of 〈+A/+∞〉 for FOV 1 were obtained when compared to the SPIV symmetry plane data,
with peak measured values of around 〈+A/+∞〉 = −0.25, further demonstrating consistencies between the
different data sets and different measurement techniques.
4.2 Hairpin Vortex Structures
4.2.1 Background on hairpin structures in the literature
Horseshoe or hairpin vortex structures were first conceptualized by Theodorsen [95] as a coherent,
3-D vortical structure that evolved from a sequence of instabilities in a turbulent sheared flow. This type of
structure was first thought of as a mechanism for generating the commonly observed high-energy turbulent
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events in boundary layers, wherein large bulk-masses of fluid were observed to ‘burst’ or ‘eject’ away from
the wall at an inclined orientation aligning with the Q2 direction (referencing the previous quadrant analysis
nomenclature). The structure was conceptualized to initially form as an elongated spanwise roller, generated
by Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities induced by the mean flow shearing. A wall-normal perturbation would
then deflect a portion of this roller structure away from the wall, into a region of higher-speed flow, inducing
a velocity gradient across the structure itself. The shearing generated by this velocity gradient would then
stretch the structure three-dimensionally, as the portion of the structure in the higher-speed region would
convect at a faster rate than the portions in the lower-speed region. If the segments of the structure remained
attached to one another throughout this process (i.e., the vortex did not break apart into segments while being
stretched), then this stretching process draws the lower-speed portions of the roller inwards (in the spanwise
direction), and the resulting 3-D vortex shape would resemble a horseshoe or hairpin, with a continuously
rotating profile about the vortex core line. This continuously rotating profile in 3-D space creates a region of
magnified shearing along the inner arch of the hairpin structure, where the bulk-fluid in this region is rapidly
accelerated and ejected away from the structure, perpendicular to its orientation. A model depiction of this
structure and the described dynamics in a wall-bounded flow is shown in Fig. 54, where the image in this
figure was borrowed from Sabatino & Maharjan [96].
Fig. 54 Model depiction of the geometry and dynamics of a wall-bounded upright hairpin vortex. Image
adapted from Sabatino & Maharjan [96].
The aspect ratio of these structures (i.e., the ratio of structure length to leg separation distance) is
typically Reynolds number dependent, wherein higher Reynolds number flows induce a larger differential in
convection rates between the head and legs of the structure, which causes the legs to contract further inward
during formation. Lower Reynolds number flows typically exhibit these structures as having a larger distance
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between the legs, with the structure resembling a horseshoe. In higher Reynolds number flows, however, the
legs are drawn in closer together, causing the structure to more closely resemble a hairpin. Additionally,
during the stretching process that forms the horseshoe/hairpin shape, it is possible that local inertial forces
overpower the viscous interactions along the vortex core, and a portion of the structure can break off or detach,
which causes the final structure to exhibit an asymmetric ‘cane’ shape. Throughout this dissertation, the term
‘hairpin vortex’ will refer to any variant of the type of structure formed via the process described above. This
includes any terms typically used to describe these structures in the literature, such as ‘horseshoe vortex’,
‘hairpin vortex’, ‘arched vortex’, or ‘cane vortex’.
The observations of strong Q2 turbulence in wall-bounded turbulent flows has long been a topic of
study and debate [97–100]. Hairpin vortices became the commonly agreed upon mechanism for inducing
these motions, but experimental diagnostic techniques lacked the capability to fully measure or resolve these
inherently 3-D structures. The advent of dense planar velocity field measurements (i.e., PIV) began providing
more convincing evidence in the early 2000’s to support the postulate that these structures were indeed driving
the high-energy turbulence [100–102]. Adrian [103] provides an excellent review of both computational
and experimental evidence of hairpin vortices in turbulent boundary layers up until 2007. The invention of
volumetric velocity field measurement techniques (i.e., TPIV), however, allowed for the first quantitative
measurements of the full 3-D geometry of these hairpin structures inducing the previously documented
high-energy motions. These structures were first measured using TPIV in a subsonic boundary layer in 2007,
and later in a supersonic boundary layer in 2010 [68, 104]. The structures were found to typically exist at an
orientation of about 45◦ relative to the wall, in both subsonic and supersonic flows, which caused them to
induce these high-energy turbulent events via their magnified shearing mechanism in the Q2 direction (i.e.,
ejections) away from the wall, with unfocused Q4 turbulent events (referred to in the literature as sweeps)
existing along the outer perimeter of the structure, which directed fluid towards the wall.
Hairpin vortices are now generally accepted as a dominant mechanism in turbulent boundary layers,
with significant implications towards boundary layer growth and heat transfer characteristics. Theoretically,
these structures are not restricted to wall-bounded flows, and can exist in any flow that exhibits a mean
shearing. The general study of these structures, however, has received significantly less attention in the
academic community in the context of free shear flows. During the development phase of a hairpin vortex,
the presence of a wall boundary restricts the wall-normal perturbation from deflecting the structure into
lower-speed flow, as viscous interactions generally keep the structure attached to the wall in this stage. In a
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free shear flow, however, this wall boundary does not exist, and these initial roller structures can be deflected
into regions of either higher or lower-speed flow. Deflection into a lower-speed flow region would result in
the head of the vortex convecting at a slower rate than the rest of the structure, which would cause a stretching
into an inverted hairpin shape that induces a magnified shearing event in the Q4 direction. These inverted
hairpin structures were the subject of a time-resolved TPIV study in the near wake of a NACA0012 airfoil
by Ghaemi and Scarano [105]. They found that these structures form in the near-wake, immediately after
the disappearance of the wall boundary, and that these inverted hairpins sweep high-speed fluid towards the
centerline as a mechanism to recover the wake deficit. To date, this is the only study (to the best of the author’s
knowledge) that has documented the existence of inverted hairpin structures in a free shear flow. In fact, even
the mention of upright hairpin vortices existing in free shear flows in the literature is quite infrequent, with
only a few examples found, and many of these examples only simply noted the structures’ observed existence
[9, 106–108].
Similar to boundary layer flows, the current flow has been demonstrated (via the turbulent quadrant
analysis in Sec. 3.5) to exhibit these same high-energy Q2 velocity fluctuations throughout the shear layer and
trailing wake of this flow, with many high-energy Q4 velocity fluctuations existing throughout the subsonic
regions of the shear layer and trailing wake. Additionally, it was demonstrated that regions exhibiting high
levels of the kinematic Reynolds shear stress (which is primarily driven by these high-energy Q2 and Q4
events) correlated directly with regions of high TKE. Therefore, given the information about these structures
provided by the literature, in combination with the previous analyses presented in this dissertation, it is
postulated that the high-energy Q2 and Q4 events are the result of coherent hairpin vortex structures commonly
existing throughout various regions of this flow, wherein upright hairpins induce the high-energy Q2’s, and
inverted hairpins induce the high-energy Q4’s. If this postulate holds true, then from the analyses presented in
Ch. 3, it follows that these coherent structures would be the primary turbulent mechanisms driving the TKE
and kinematic Reynolds shear stress throughout this flow, and would ultimately have a very strong influence
on the development of this near-wake flow field. The remainder of this section is dedicated to the study of
these hairpin structures within the current flow.
4.2.2 Instantaneous hairpin structures
Examination of the instantaneous TPIV measurement volumes for this flow commonly revealed
hairpin-shaped vortex structures. More commonly than not, the observed structures were asymmetric or
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cane shaped, which has been noted in the literature to also be the case in instantaneous boundary layer
measurements [68]. The TPIV regions in which these structures were most commonly observed were FOV 1,
FOV 2, FOV 4, and FOV5, corresponding to the shear layer, reattachment region, and high-speed portions
of the trailing wake. In fact, in many of the example measurement volumes shown in Figs. 45-50, a large
number of hairpin-shaped structures can be observed, with particularly clear examples of these structures
shown in Figs. 45(d) & 49(d). In addition to the upright hairpins, inverted hairpins were also observed in
this flow, although their presence was limited to the lower-speed flow regions, such as in FOV 2 and FOV 4.
Three zoomed-in instantaneous examples of these structures are shown in Fig. 55. Figure 55(a) was measured
in FOV 1, Fig. 55(b) was measured in FOV 2, and Fig. 55(c) was measured in FOV 5. The red surfaces in
Figs. 55(a) & 55(c) are upright hairpins educed via a constant-valued _28 contour, and the blue surfaces in
Fig. 55 depict an inverted hairpin, also educed using _28. Additionally, the green translucent surfaces in
Figs. 55(a) & 55(c) depict the instantaneous high-energy Q2 events being induced by the upright hairpin
structures, with the contours defined by a constant value of + ′G+ ′A < 0, and the yellow translucent surface in




Fig. 55 (a) Upright hairpin (red) inducing a magnified Q2 event (green) in FOV 1, (b) inverted hairpin (blue)
inducing a magnified Q4 event (yellow) in FOV 2, and (c) upright hairpin (red) inducing a magnified Q2
event (green) in FOV 5. Structure geometry is educed by a constant value of _28, and the Q2 and Q4 event
geometry is educed by a large magnitude negative value of + ′G+ ′A .
From Fig. 55, it is clear that not only do these types of coherent structures appear to commonly exist
in this flow, but they also induce the high-energy Q2 and Q4 events observed in the quadrant analysis of
Sec. 3.5 via the magnified shearing mechanism along the inner arch of the structures. The values depicting the
high-energy Q2 and Q4 contours in Fig. 55 vary for each separate example, but for all three examples shown,
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the value utilized exceeded the  threshold of |+ ′G+ ′A |/f2 > 2 shown in the scatter plots of Fig. 44 (i.e., the
hyperbolic hole threshold defining the red hyperbolae in that figure). Additionally, a few of the structures
shown in Fig. 55, as well as many other instantaneous hairpin examples observed, had a slight asymmetric tilt
of the structure in the azimuthal direction, such that the high-energy Q2 or Q4 events also had a significant
non-zero + ′
\
contribution. This could provide a partial explanation for the significant levels of '\ \ in the
high TKE regions of the shear layer and trailing wake, shown in Fig. 34. Even though the high levels of
compressibility present in this flow typically induce obliquely-inclined instabilities, the dominant underlying
instability mechanism is still the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, which would generate obliquely-inclined
roller-type structures. Logically then, it follows that obliquely-inclined roller structures could evolve into
obliquely-inclined, asymmetric hairpin structures.
4.2.3 Statistical evidence of hairpin structures
The previous section demonstrated that, at least from an observational standpoint, upright and inverted
hairpin vortices are commonly present in this flow, and that they do indeed induce the high-energy Q2 and
Q4 turbulent events identified by the previous quadrant analysis. However, more robust statistical evidence
is required than simply providing instantaneous examples in order to appropriately demonstrate that these
structures are indeed the primary turbulent mechanisms driving the TKE and kinematic Reynolds shear stress
in this flow. For this, the method of linear stochastic estimation (LSE) is utilized [109].
LSE is a method for approximating the conditional average of turbulent velocity fields, given the
condition that some turbulent event () has occurred. It is a preferable technique in experimental work, as it
provides an estimate of the conditional average without the need for conditionally sorting an ensemble of
data, which can already be limited in size. LSE approximates the conditional average of a fluctuating velocity
component (+ ′
8
) by expanding 〈+ ′
8
|〉 in a power series about  = 0, retaining only the linear term, and
minimizing the mean-squared error between the estimate and the actual conditional average. The resulting
relationship for this method is given by Eq. 18. Note that, in the current Reynolds-averaged axisymmetric
flow, statistical independence of the \-coordinate can be assumed, so the 〈〈...〉〉 operator in Eq. 18 denotes
both averaging across the ensemble, as well as averaging across the \-coordinate.
+ ′8,2 = 〈〈+ ′8 (G, H, I) | (GA4 5 , HA4 5 , IA4 5 )〉〉 ≈
〈〈+ ′
8
(G, H, I) ·  (GA4 5 , HA4 5 , IA4 5 )〉〉
〈〈 (GA4 5 , HA4 5 , IA4 5 )2〉〉
 (18)
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In the LSE analysis, the conditional average of a fluctuating velocity component (denoted + ′
8,2
for
the 8Cℎ component) at some arbitrary (G, H, I) location is computed given that some turbulent event () has
occurred at a chosen reference location, (GA4 5 , HA4 5 , IA4 5 ). Ultimately, this method reduces the conditional
average down to a function of unconditional two-point correlation data between the velocity fluctuations and
the chosen turbulent event. The stand-alone ‘’ term on the right-hand-side of Eq. 18 represents the choice
of  (i.e., a chosen, single, scalar quantity), while the ‘’ terms that exist inside the brackets represent the
measured ensemble of  values within the data, at the reference location. Christensen and Adrian [101]
provide an argument that, since this scalar choice of  only linearly scales the resulting conditional average,
it is sufficient to simply specify some arbitrary value, for either  > 0 or  < 0, to encompass all positive
or negative events, instead of sorting the data to search for  values near the arbitrarily chosen value of  .
Thus, specifying  = +1 includes all events with positive  values at the reference location in the conditional
average, and likewise for  = −1 for all events with negative  values.
The next question that follows, then, is what to use as the event signature? Given that these
hairpin structures are initially generated by Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, Elsinga et al. [68] had success
in identifying hairpin vortices using LSE with the condition of rotation aligned with the mean-shearing
direction. The same condition is implemented here, as even in the later stages of development, the heads
of these structures should exhibit a rotation approximately aligned with the mean-shearing (i.e., negative
azimuthal) direction. To identify these negative azimuthal rotations, a directionally decomposed 2-D swirling
strength criterion is implemented. The full 3-D swirling strength criterion [93] was introduced previously to
demonstrate the geometry of turbulent structures, but this scalar criterion inherently contains no information
regarding rotational directionality of the structure it educes. The _28-criterion interprets the strength of
rotational motions as being directly proportional to the magnitude of the imaginary component of the complex
conjugate eigenvalue pair of the local 3-D velocity gradient tensor. Similarly, a 2-D plane can be constructed
within the data, with an outward-normal vector aligned with a desired direction. The 2-D velocity gradient
tensor within that plane then can be used to identify rotational motions about the outward-normal to that
plane. If the local fluid exhibits rotation in that desired direction, then the eigenvalues of the local 2-D
velocity gradient tensor will be a complex conjugate pair, and if not, then the eigenvalues will be real and
distinct. Thus, the 2-D swirling strength criterion (_28,8 for the 8Cℎ-coordinate direction) is defined as the
magnitude of the imaginary component of this complex conjugate eigenvalue pair of the local 2-D velocity
gradient tensor. Thus, azimuthal fluid rotations can be identified by examining a plane whose outward-normal
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vector is aligned with the \-coordinate. The velocity gradient tensor of this azimuthally-oriented plane, \ , is
defined by Eq. 19. Furthermore, the direction of rotation within that plane can be determined by examining
the sign of the corresponding component of the vorticity vector, with the full definition of _28, \ given by
Eq. 20. Similar to the derivatives of the symmetry plane SPIV data in Ch. 3, all TPIV spatial derivatives
were computed using the Savitsky-Golay filtering method, which is described in detail in Appendix D, and
transformation of derivative quantities into the cylindrical coordinate directions is described in Appendix E.
Savitsky-Golay filtering was chosen as the method of spatial differentiation here because of its ability to
suppress measurement noise in the calculation of derivative quantities. A method like finite differencing, in
comparison, would instead act to amplify the noise signature of the velocity field data, even if these data were













486(\ ) = _A40;, \ ± 8_28, \ _28, \ = B86=(l\ ) · _28, \ (20)
The first portion of this LSE analysis was performed in the supersonic portions of the flow. Figure 44
in the quadrant analysis section demonstrated that these supersonic regions only exhibit concentrated turbulent
events (i.e., events that were stronger than the defined threshold  = 2 value) in the Q2 direction, with
practically no instances of strong Q4 events. From the previous discussion, it is expected that upright hairpin
vortices induce these strong Q2 events through the magnified shearing along their inner arch. The same
mechanism applies for inverted hairpins and the generation of strong Q4 events. This would imply that, in
the supersonic flow regions, upright hairpin vortices exist commonly, and inverted hairpin vortices do not
(as evidenced by the lack of strong Q4 events). Thus, an average of velocity fluctuations conditioned on
mean shearing-induced rotations in this region would be expected to have no influence from inverted hairpin
structures. This LSE procedure, with  = _28, \ = −1 (i.e., 2D swirl aligned with the negative azimuthal
direction) was performed in supersonic portions of both the shear layer and trailing wake, with the results
shown in Fig. 56. This procedure was performed over the entire ensemble of measurement volumes (i.e.,
2687 volumes for FOV 1 and 2451 volume for FOV 5), and across the azimuthal spatial coordinate, which
was found to increase the effective measurement ensemble by approximately a factor of 50 for both regions,
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compared to purely an ensemble-based average. Additionally, these conditional averages were performed
solely on the velocity fluctuations, with the influence of the mean velocity field subtracted beforehand.
Fig. 56 LSE-resolved velocity fields conditioned on _28, \ < 0. Conditional structure at location one
(supersonic portion of the shear layer), (b) conditional structure at location two (supersonic portion of the
trailing wake), (c) plane 1 cross-sectional vector field of (a), (d) plane 1 cross-sectional vector field of (b), (e)
plane 2 cross-sectional vector field of (a), and (f) plane 2 cross-sectional vector field of (b). Each vector field
is displayed in a convective frame of reference, with the reference velocity vector in the upper-right-hand
corner of each plot. The green dots in (c) & (d) depict the centers of the hairpin head (i.e., the LSE reference
locations) and the green dots in (e) & (f) depict the centers of the hairpin legs, identified by peak _28,2 values.
Figure 56 displays two conditionally-resolved structures, as well as cross-sectional slices of their
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conditional velocity vector fields. The first structure (Figs. 56(a), 56(c), and 56(e)) exists in the supersonic
portion of the shear layer at a streamwise location of G/'0 = 1.65 (i.e., just upstream of the onset of the APG).
The second structure (Figs. 56(b), 56(d), and 56(f)), exists in the supersonic portion of the trailing wake at a
streamwise location of G/'0 = 3.35 (i.e., near the end of the APG region, downstream of reattachment). The
locations of the velocity vector fields in this figure are demonstrated by the planes in Figs. 56(a) and 56(b),
and are presented in a convective frame of reference for each structure. The convective velocity was taken to
be the velocity returned by the LSE procedure at the reference location (i.e., the center of the hairpin head),
which provides a measure of the convection rate of the structure relative to the local mean flow. This reference
vector for each case is shown in the upper-right-hand corner of each figure. Additionally, these figures are
color-contoured by the conditional streamwise velocity fluctuations (i.e., + ′B,2) for the first structure, and + ′G,2
for the second structure), also in the convective reference frame of each structure. The hairpin structures
themselves in Fig. 56 are educed by _28,2, which is the 3-D swirling strength criterion computed on the
conditionally-averaged fluctuating velocity fields.
From Figs. 56(c) and 56(d), a clear rotation of the vortex heads can be seen in the vector fields, with a
green dot denoting the centers of the hairpin heads. Additionally, a clear rotation about the vortex legs is
shown in Figs. 56(e) and 56(f). The green dots in Figs. 56(e) and 56(f) denote the centers of the hairpin legs
as identified by the peak values of _28,2. From both the vector fields and color contours in this figure, it is
clear that these statistical hairpin structures induce high-energy Q2 turbulent events (highlighted by the blue
contours), which begin along the lower-right of each structure and extend a significant distance upstream.
These structures were both found to convect at a rate slower than the local mean flow, as demonstrated by
the reference vectors opposing the mean flow direction. This result is similar to the supersonic boundary
layer TPIV work of Elsinga et al. [68], who also found that LSE-resolved hairpin structures convected at a
rate slower than the local mean flow. Additionally, Elsinga et al. [68] also found that LSE-resolved hairpin
structures in a supersonic boundary layer wrapped around streamwise-elongated low-speed flow regions
that extended both upstream and downstream of the structures. This same phenomenon was not observed
in the conditional hairpins in this free shear flow, and a stagnation point is consistently observed to the
lower-right of the structures in their convective frames of reference (see Figs. 56(c) and 56(d)). Ultimately,
no evidence (neither instantaneous realizations nor statistically-based evidence) has been found in this work
that indicates that the hairpin vortices in this flow exist in an organized ‘hairpin packet’ structure (i.e., a
streamwise succession of several consecutive hairpin structures in close proximity to one another, existing in
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a large-scale organized hierarchy), as they do in turbulent boundary layers.
Directly comparing the sizes of the two structures in Fig. 56, it is clear that the second structure,
which exists 1.7'0 further downstream than the first, is both larger in size, and exhibits a much stronger
Q2 event (both sets of vector plots are presented on the same color scaling). From Fig. 56 it appears that
these structures form far upstream in the shear layer and statistically grow with streamwise progression.
The statistical growth of these structures through the APG region suggests that they have sufficient inertia
to navigate through this region. This is further evidenced by the convective velocity vector for the second
structure in Fig. 56(d), which is angled along the mean shear layer direction, even though the local mean
flow in this trailing wake region has nearly realigned with the cylinder axis. This suggests that the hairpin
structure resolved in this region initially formed in the shear layer, convected along its mean direction, and
then successfully navigated through the APG and into the trailing wake, as opposed to forming locally in the
trailing wake. However, this postulate is difficult to confirm conclusively without having measurements of the
time-evolution of these structures, which is currently not possible with the available experimental resources.
If this postulate holds true, however, this result could be significant in later studies of shear layer entrainment
in this flow, as these structures show a tendency to draw fluid up from below and convect a large bulk mass of
fluid through reattachment.
In order to quantify the size and growth of the structures from Fig. 56 relative to the local mean flow
features, cross-sectional contour plots of _28,2 are shown in Figs. 57 & 58. The various lengths given in
Figs. 57 & 58 are scaled by the local Reynolds-averaged vorticity thickness (Xl, Eq. 5) for each structure.
The local Xl was chosen as the spatial scaling factor, as opposed to a global scaling, such as '0, in order to
quantify the statistical growth of these coherent structures relative to local large-scale mean flow features. It
should be noted that downstream of reattachment, Xl remains approximately constant at Xl/'0 = 0.34 with
increasing G/'0, as the streamwise reduction of mean shearing (i.e., the denominator in Eq. 5) directly opposes
the decreasing velocity gradients in the flow (i.e., the numerator in Eq. 5) in the growth of Xl. The first
structure (i.e., in the supersonic portion of the shear layer) is shown in Fig. 57, and the second structure (i.e.,
in the supersonic portion of the trailing wake) is shown in Fig. 58. Both figures follow the same formatting,
in that Figs. 57(b) & 58(b) depict cross-sectional slices of _28,2 through the heads of the structures, and
Figs. 57(d) & 58(d) depict cross-sectional slices through the width of the structures (i.e., viewing orthogonally
to the tilted black lines in Figs. 57(c) & 58(c)). Additionally, given that these conditionally-averaged flow
fields were conditioned on rotational motions, the resulting _28,2 fields exhibit a peak at the reference locations
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(i.e., the centers of the hairpin heads), with decreasing values further away from the reference locations, as the
spatial correlations become weaker.
Fig. 57 (a) LSE-resolved hairpin at location one from Fig. 56 (supersonic portion of the shear layer), (b)
cross-sectional slice through the hairpin head, (c) side view of (a) with angular orientation relative to the
global G-axis, (d) cross-sectional slice through the body of the hairpin (along the angled black line in (c)). (b)
& (d) are both color-contoured by _28,2 .
From Figs. 57(b) & 58(b), it can be seen that when scaled by the local Xl, the major axis diameter
of the hairpin heads remains approximately constant with streamwise progression through the APG. This
indicates that the size of the azimuthal roller structures from which these hairpins initially form scales
proportionally to the local Xl. The separation between the centers of the hairpin legs (i.e., the vertical
distances in Figs. 57(d) & 58(d)) is slightly smaller for the second structure than the first (i.e., 0.41Xl for the
first, 0.37Xl for the second). The most significant difference between the two structures, however, appears to
be their lengths (i.e., the distance from the back of the head to the end of the leg), where the length of the
upstream structure is 0.80Xl, and 0.68Xl for the downstream structure. This demonstrates that, although
globally the structures do grow statistically with streamwise progression (i.e., when scaled by '0 instead of
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Fig. 58 (a) LSE-resolved hairpin at location two from Fig. 56 (supersonic portion of the trailing wake), (b)
cross-sectional slice through the hairpin head, (c) side view of (a) with angular orientation relative to the
global G-axis, (d) cross-sectional slice through the body of the hairpin (along the angled black line in (c)). (b)
& (d) are both color-contoured by _28,2 .
the local Xl), they grow at a rate significantly slower than the local flow vorticity thickness. Nevertheless, the
LSE-procedure has demonstrated that these coherent turbulent structures are significantly large in scale, with
the length of a single average structure being just smaller than the local flow vorticity thickness.
Additionally, the angular orientation of each structure relative to the G-coordinate can be observed in
Figs. 57(c) & 58(c). The upstream structure (Fig. 57(c)) exists at an orientation of approximately 30◦ above
the G-coordinate, and the downstream structure is angled approximately 35◦ above the G-coordinate. However,
in the shear layer region for the first structure, the local mean flow is oriented along the B-coordinate, which
was defined previously to be 14.7◦ below the G-direction. This demonstrates that this LSE-resolved hairpin in
the shear layer exists at an orientation of approximately 45◦ relative to the local mean flow, which is the same
orientation found for hairpins in boundary layers across a large range of Reynolds numbers [68]. For the
second structure, however, the local mean flow has returned to an orientation approximately aligned with the
G-coordinate, which means that the 35◦ orientation of this structure is relative to the local mean flow, and
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therefore this structure is at a smaller inclination angle relative to the local flow compared to the further
upstream structures.
To further demonstrate the statistical growth of hairpin structures in the supersonic portions of this
flow with streamwise progression, Fig. 59 presents six different LSE-resolved hairpins, three in the shear
layer and three in the trailing wake. In Fig. 59(c), the solid black contours represent the mean shear layer
boundaries, and the dashed line represents the mean sonic line. The three upstream-most structures in Fig. 59
were computed from the FOV 1 data, and the three downstream-most structures were computed from the
FOV 5 data. Note that the flat-top appearance of the third structure from the left is a result of this structure
existing near the boundaries of the FOV 1 measurement volume (i.e., the structure was cut off at the edge of
the volume). It should also be noted that the LSE procedures used to resolve the six hairpin structures in
Fig. 59 are all statistically independent of one another. Thus, this figure does not represent the time-evolution
of any single structure, but instead demonstrates the growth of these structures in an ensemble-averaged
statistical sense with streamwise progression. Additionally, the gap region in between the third and fourth
structures from the left in Fig. 59 was measured by the far spanwise extent of the FOV 4 TPIV measurement
volume. The LSE analysis in this region (i.e., just above reattachment) also returned upright hairpin structures.
However, the small azimuthal measurement extent of the FOV 4 volume in the supersonic shear layer region
meant that averaging across the \-coordinate in this region did not provide the same increase in effective
ensemble size as it did for the FOV 1 and FOV 5 data. As a result, the statistics were significantly less
converged in this region than for the LSE structures shown in Fig. 59, and subsequently were not included in
this figure.
From Fig. 59 it is clear that the hairpin structures continually grow (in a statistical sense) with
streamwise progression in this flow, but that they grow much slower than the global mean flow features,
such as the shear layer and wake thicknesses. Increased structure size (when scaled globally) also comes
with an increased strength of the induced Q2 events for the first five structures, with a decreased strength
for the sixth structure, which is consistent with the scatter plots of Fig. 44. The statistical coherence of the
sixth structure (i.e., the clear geometric resolution of a hairpin vortex) is lessened compared to the preceding
five. Additionally, performing the LSE analysis further downstream than the sixth structure (i.e., the farthest
downstream structure) failed to return a clear hairpin structure. This implies that, although these structures
may occasionally exist in these far downstream regions, they are not commonly existing turbulent events.
This result also implies that the mean baroclinic torque induced by the APG (i.e., the fluid torque generated
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Fig. 59 (a) 3-D view of six different LSE-resolved upright hairpin structures in the supersonic flow regions,
(b) top-down view of (a), and (c) side view of (a) with mean shear layer boundaries (solid black contours) and
mean sonic line (dashed black contour). All six structures are educed by a constant value of _28,2 = 0.15.
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via misalignments of the density gradient and pressure gradient) possibly aids in sustaining the coherence
of these structures. After the baroclinic torque dissipates at the end of the adverse pressure gradient region
(approximately G/'0 = 3.75), the coherence of these structures rapidly diminishes. Additionally, using the
approximate sizes of these LSE-resolved structures and their convection rates, the characteristic time scale
associated with the convection of these structures was found to range between approximately 5-10 `s.
The dynamics of the conditional vector fields of Fig. 56 can be confidently interpreted as the result of
upright hairpin vortices, given the absence of strong Q4 events in those supersonic flow regions. However,
throughout much of the rest of the shear layer, strong Q2 and Q4 turbulent events statistically coexist.
Addressing the previously stated postulate that both upright and inverted hairpin vortices are the dominant
drivers of Q2 and Q4 turbulence in this flow becomes more difficult in these regions where both high-energy
Q2 and Q4 events coexist statistically. Although both types of structures evolve from mean shearing-induced
rotations, their turbulent dynamics are topologically opposite to one another. Thus, an LSE analysis based
solely on this criterion would be flawed, as the dynamics of each type of structure would essentially average
out the influence of the other, with the only remaining turbulent motions being the azimuthal rotations on
which the average is conditioned. Therefore, to examine the structures in these regions in a meaningful way,
an additional sorting of the ensemble of data was performed prior to performing the LSE. The LSE algorithm
for this analysis (Eq. 18) still utilized  = _28, \ = −1, but the ensemble of data was sorted beforehand to only
include either Q4 events occurring to the upper-right of the reference point (i.e., where an inverted hairpin
would exhibit a concentrated shearing), or Q2 events occurring to the lower-left of the reference point (i.e.,
where an upright hairpin would exhibit a concentrated shearing). An example set of conditional structures
resolved from this analysis at a single location in space, across three different sets of conditions, is shown in
Fig. 60. The analysis in Fig. 60 was performed on the FOV 2 data set, which has an ensemble size of 2409
snapshots.
The reference location for the conditionally-resolved structures in Fig. 60 was in the subsonic portion
of the shear layer, at a streamwise location of G/'0 = 1.8 (i.e., just downstream of the onset of the APG),
near the low-speed boundary of the shear layer. Figures 60(a) & 60(d) show the conditional structure (green)
resolved by LSE without a secondary constraint (i.e., the only constraint was _28, \ < 0), and as can be seen, the
resolved structure is simply an azimuthal roller (Fig. 60(d)). The translucent red surface in Figs. 60(a) & 60(d)
represents a small magnitude, negative-valued contour of + ′G+ ′A , demonstrating that the Q2 event to the lower
left of the structure and the Q4 event to the upper right of the structure are of approximately the same strength,
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Fig. 60 Results of the LSE procedure performed near the low-speed shear layer boundary at G/'0 ≈ 1.8
with varying conditional constraints. Solid isocontours depict the LSE-resolved turbulent structures, educed
by _28,2, and translucent surfaces depict a constant-valued contour of + ′G+ ′A < 0. (a)  = _28, \ < 0 with no
additional constraint, (b)  = _28, \ < 0 with additional Q2 constraint, (c)  = _28, \ < 0 with additional Q4
constraint, (d) side view of (a), (e) side view of (b), and (f) side view of (c).
which further evidences an azimuthal roller structure with no concentrated shearing mechanisms. The second
structure found at this location (i.e., the red structure in Figs. 60(b) & 60(e)) was resolved using the same
 = _28, \ = −1 condition, but the ensemble of data was sorted beforehand to only allow for snapshots that
exhibited a Q2 event to the lower-left of the LSE reference point. The structure returned by this analysis is a
clear symmetric upright hairpin vortex, with a concentrated shearing region along its inner arch that induces a
high-energy Q2 event (educed by the translucent green contour in Figs. 60(b) & 60(e)), which is defined by
a large magnitude, negative-valued contour of + ′G+ ′A . Finally, the resolution of the third structure (i.e., the
blue structure in Figs. 60(c) & 60(f)) was found by again utilizing the  = _28, \ = −1 condition in the LSE
algorithm, but by also implementing a conditional sorting beforehand to only allow for snapshots that exhibited
a Q4 event to the upper-right of the LSE reference point. This analysis returns a clear symmetric inverted
hairpin structure, which now induces a concentrated shearing along its inner arch, inducing a high-energy
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Q4 event (educed by the translucent yellow contour in Figs. 60(c) & 60(f)). This analysis was repeated at
many locations within the low-speed, high TKE regions of the shear layer, where high-energy Q2 and Q4
events were demonstrated to statistically coexist, and the same set of structures was consistently returned by
the analysis. This analysis therefore clearly demonstrates that both types of structures (i.e., both upright and
inverted hairpins) statistically coexist within these low-speed, high TKE flow regions, and that the same LSE
procedure used for supersonic portions of this flow fails to resolve either of them clearly, as evidenced by the
roller structure in Figs. 60(a) & 60(d).
The drawback to this multi-condition approach, however, is that the computed convective velocity of
the conditional structures is inherently biased towards the choice of this secondary condition. This makes it
difficult to interpret the resulting conditional velocity vector fields, which is why they were excluded here.
This also provides a degree of uncertainty in determining the physical sizes of these conditional structures at
different locations, as the geometries of the structures themselves are derived from these biased velocity fields.
Therefore, currently, no conclusions are drawn as to the sizes and/or spatial growth and development of either
the upright or inverted hairpin vortices in subsonic regions of this flow. However, given that the conditional
quadrant analysis of Sec. 3.5.2 highlights only the high-energy Q2 and Q4 turbulent events, the contour maps
of Fig. 43 provide a reasonable demonstration of where each type of structure is prevalent within this flow.
Additionally, it was found with this two-condition LSE analysis that the inverted hairpin structures existed
throughout the entire streamwise extent of the subsonic regions of the shear layer, but they ceased to exist in
the LSE procedure downstream of reattachment.
This analysis does provide significant evidence as to the existence of both upright and inverted hairpin
structures within this flow, demonstrating that they are indeed the dominant drivers of high-energy Q2 and
Q4 turbulence, which has been shown to be the dominant contributor towards the flow TKE. Also, Fig. 56
demonstrates that the upright hairpin structures draw a large volume of low-speed fluid from below, and
transports it radially-outward. Although not demonstrated with vector field plots, the inverse can be concluded
about the inverted hairpins, in that they draw high-speed fluid from above and transport it radially-inward.
Thus, the existence of these structures along the low-speed boundary of the shear layer would induce a
large-scale transport of fluid mass and momentum either into or out of the shear layer (i.e., entrainment or
detrainment), depending on which type of structure was present. Additionally, both of these structures were
demonstrated to commonly exist along the low-speed shear layer boundary, so these large-scale entrainment
or detrainment events would likely be a frequent occurrence. Therefore, the underlying influence that these
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coherent structures have on the near-wake flow field is undoubtedly of fundamental importance in determining
critical properties of this flow, such as shear layer entrainment characteristics, which ultimately determine
reattachment length and cylinder pressure loading. Although more work is necessary to directly quantify the
influence that these structures have on the shear layer entrainment characteristics, any flow control technique
that modulated the creation, growth, and/or spatial distribution of these structures within the shear layer would
surely alter the shear layer entrainment characteristics, and thus, the cylinder pressure drag.
4.3 Quasi-Axial Vortex Structures
4.3.1 Instantaneous quasi-axial structures
In addition to the upright and inverted hairpin structures discussed in the previous section, a third
type of coherent structure was commonly observed within the instantaneous TPIV snapshots of this flow.
Large-scale, streamwise-elongated structures were commonly observed in the vicinity of the reattachment
location for the FOV 1, FOV 2, and FOV 4 flow regions, as well as some large structures existing further
downstream in the FOV 5 region. It was initially postulated that these streamwise-elongated structures rotated
about their central axis, but the 3-D _28-criterion provides no directional information about the rotation of the
structures it educes. Therefore, to confirm that the rotation of the structure was about its axis (which was
observed to approximately align with the G-coordinate), the 2-D directional swirling strength criterion was
implemented for axial swirl. Similarly to that of the azimuthal swirl (_28, \ , Eqs. 19 & 20), a 2-D velocity
gradient tensor can also be constructed with an outward normal vector aligned with the G-coordinate, and then
the eigenvalues of that tensor can be used to identify axially-rotating fluid. The 2-D velocity gradient tensor
with an outward normal vector aligned with the G-coordinate is given by Eq. 21, where the full definition of
_28,G (i.e., the 2-D axial swirling strength) is given by Eq. 22. Additionally, as was the case with _28, \ in
Eq. 20, the direction of rotation for _28,G within that plane is determined by the sign of the corresponding





















486(G) = _A40;,G ± 8_28,G _28,G = B86=(lG) · _28,G (22)
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Two separate instantaneous measurement volumes from the FOV 1 region, each of which display
one of the previously mentioned streamwise-elongated structures, are demonstrated in Fig. 61. In this
figure, the full measurement volumes of the two examples are depicted in Figs. 61(a) & 61(d), where the
green surfaces denote +G/+∞ = 0.2, and the red surfaces denote _28 = 2.75. To the right of each of these
measurement volumes is a zoomed-in region, where the upper zoomed-in region for each example (i.e.,
Figs. 61(b) & 61(e)) depicts the structures as educed by _28 , and the lower zoomed-in region for each example
(i.e., Figs. 61(c) & 61(f)) depicts the same structures as Figs. 61(b) & 61(e), but instead educed by _28,G .
In both of the examples shown in Fig. 61, a very large-scale structure was observed in the downstream
portion of the measurement volume, within the low-speed high TKE fluid region, and near the mean
reattachment location. Figures 61(b) & 61(e) show the _28 contours that educe these structures, but the
geometry in each example is highly convoluted and covered with ‘bumps’. This is because of the inherent
limitations of the _28 metric, in that it cannot distinguish between two nearby turbulent structures (i.e., it
blends them together as a seemingly continuous 3-D contour). In reality, the ‘bumps’ observed along this
structure are most likely a collection of small-scale turbulent structures existing along the periphery of the
core structure. However, when the metric is changed to educe purely axially-rotating fluid, using _28,G
(Figs. 61(c) & 61(f)), the geometry of the core structures in both examples becomes much clearer, and
many of the ‘bumps’ disappear. This metric clearly demonstrates that the core structures in these examples
exhibit a rotation with a strong component in the G-direction, and that the structures themselves are quite
large. Similarly to the hairpin structures of the previous section, the sizes of these streamwise-elongated
structures were normalized by the local Xl, which was taken as the Reynolds-averaged Xl value at the
center of the structure (i.e., at approximately G/'0 = 2.6 for example one and G/'0 = 2.45 for example two).
With this scaling applied, it can be seen in Fig. 61 that these instantaneous structures are indeed very large
compared to the global mean flow features, with the first example being just longer than the local vorticity
thickness is wide, and the length of the second example being nearly three times the width of the local vorticity
thickness. Additionally, both examples shown in Fig. 61 happened to demonstrate positive rotations about the
G-coordinate, but a significant number of instantaneous measurement volumes also demonstrated these types
of structures to exhibiting negative rotations about the G-coordinate. This indicates no preferential direction
of rotation for these structures, which is enforced by the Reynolds-averaged flow symmetry.
The existence of this type of structure within this flow was postulated in a past zDES study by Simon
et al. [9], who noted large ‘mushroom-shaped’ lobes in end-view visualizations of the flow near reattachment,
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Fig. 61 Two example instantaneous TPIV measurement volumes from FOV 1. Green isosurfaces are defined
by+G/+∞ = 0.2, red isosurfaces are defined by _28 = 2.75. (a) Full-field example one, (b) zoomed-in structure
from (a), with geometry educed by _28, (c) same zoomed-in region as (b), but with geometry educed by
_28,G = 1.5, (d) full-field example two, (e) zoomed-in structure from (d), and (f) same zoomed-in region as
(e), but with geometry educed by _28,G = 1.5.
with similarly shaped qualitative structures observed in planar Mie scattering images acquired by Bourdon
& Dutton [5]. Additionally, in a DNS study by Sandberg & Fasel [8], streamwise-elongated structures
were observed to occur in only the highest Reynolds number case tested. This study postulated that these
streamwise structures formed far upstream in the shear layer, and that they broke apart in the presence of
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the APG and later evolved into hairpin vortices. However, in the current work, these streamwise-elongated
structures are typically only observed within the APG region of the flow, and they commonly persist through
reattachment and into the trailing wake. Given that these structures seem to only exist within the APG region,
it stands to reason then that the APG itself contributes to their generation. The most likely culprit seems
to be the baroclinic torque induced by the APG, which can be a significant source of vorticity production
in compressible flows encountering a pressure gradient [37]. The Reynolds-averaged baroclinic torque
in this flow is axisymmetric, with the only non-zero component aligned with the \-direction. However,
instantaneously, the pressure and/or density gradients can be partially aligned in the \-direction, which would
generate a component of baroclinic torque in the G-direction. This unsteady component of fluid torque could
then act as a source of vorticity production, inducing the roll up of quasi-axially-rotating turbulent structures,
such as those shown in Fig. 61.
4.3.2 Mean swirling strength trends
To further examine the directional trends of turbulent rotations within this flow, all three components
of the 2-D swirling strength were computed and averaged across the ensemble of TPIV snapshots. The
azimuthal and axial swirling strength criteria, _28, \ and _28,G , respectively, were defined previously by
Eqs. 20 & 22. For the third component, the 2-D velocity gradient tensor with an outward normal vector
aligned with the A-direction is defined by Eq. 23, with the value of _28,A defined similarly to the previous 2-D



















In a Reynolds-averaged sense, the mean radial and axial components of 2-D swirl are analytically
zero, as no mean shearing in either direction results in positively-oriented rotations averaging out the
negatively-oriented rotations. Thus, to get a measure of average rotational strength, the ensemble-average of
the magnitude of these 2-D swirling strength values was computed. Additionally, a purely ensemble-based
average would be flawed in identifying average spatial trends of rotational strength, as the average would
exhibit an intermittency bias towards locations that exhibited a higher statistical likelihood of a vortex structure
existing at that location during any given instantaneous snapshot. For a local velocity gradient tensor, the
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eigenvalues will only return a complex conjugate pair if the local fluid state exhibits rotational motion;
otherwise the eigenvalues are purely real. Thus, the definition of the swirling strength inherently acts as
an intermittency filter in detecting vortical structures, as opposed to the vorticity vector, which will always
return a non-zero value, even if the non-zero value is simply a measure of noise. If the local eigenvalues are
complex for a snapshot at a given location, then a vortex was measured to be passing through that location,
and it is included in the average. Otherwise, if the eigenvalues are purely real, then no vortex was measured at
that location, and that snapshot is excluded from the local average. The results of this intermittency-filtered
ensemble-average for the magnitude of 3-D swirl, as well as all three 2-D components along the spanwise
symmetry plane (i.e., H/'0 = 0 plane) for the TPIV FOV 1, FOV 2, and FOV 5 regions is shown in Fig. 62.
In Figs. 62(b)-62(d), the contours for all three 2-D components of mean swirl are presented on the same
color scale, in order to provide a comparison of rotational strength between the components. Additionally, in
this figure, the dashed black contour denotes the mean sonic line, and the solid black contour denotes the
low-speed shear layer boundary.
In Fig. 62(a), the mean contours of non-directional 3-D swirl demonstrate that the strongest vortical
motions in this flow exist throughout the subsonic portions of the shear layer, with the highest-valued contours
being just below the sonic line near reattachment. As the flow transitions into the trailing wake, the contours
of 〈|_28 |〉 remain significant for some streamwise extent, but continually decay as the turbulence loses strength
and organization further downstream.
The azimuthally-rotating turbulent structures, identified by Fig. 62(c), are most influential further
upstream, approximately centered about the sonic line. This seems reasonable as these rotations are primarily
driven by the mean flow shearing generating Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, and the contours of Fig. 62(c)
line up quite well with the TKE production (%:) contours of Figs. 39(g) & 39(h). As the flow progresses
downstream, the mean shearing decays, and the influence of the azimuthal structures appears to decay as
well. This is particularly evident in the trailing wake region, where downstream of the end of the APG region
(G/'0 ≈ 3.75), the strength of the azimuthally-rotating structures diminishes rapidly, as the destabilizing extra
strain rates vanish, and the local mean flow shearing is much lower than further upstream.
The radial and axially-rotating structures, however, cannot be produced by mean flow-induced
turbulence production, and are thus a result of unsteady 3-D instability mechanisms. In the far upstream
portions of the shear layer, the mean axial swirl (Fig. 62(d)) is small compared to the azimuthal swirl
(Fig. 62(c)). Throughout the APG region of the shear layer and trailing wake, however, the axial swirl contours
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Fig. 62 Intermittency-filtered ensemble-average contours of swirling strength magnitude along the H/'0 = 0
flow symmetry plane. (a) 3-D (non-directional) swirl, (b) 2-D radial swirl, (c) 2-D azimuthal swirl, and (d)
2-D axial swirl. Data for this figure emanate from FOV 1, FOV 2, and FOV 5. The solid black contour is
approximately the low-speed shear layer boundary, and the dashed black contour is the mean sonic line. The
white dot denotes the LSE reference location for the analysis of the next section of this chapter.
are much larger in magnitude, and either match or exceed the strength of the azimuthal swirl contours in the
vicinity of reattachment. These 〈|_28,G |〉 contours persist far into the trailing wake, and it appears that this is
actually the dominant component of rotational motion in the trailing wake. Additionally, these structures
appear most concentrated in the subsonic portions of the shear layer, with their influence diminishing rapidly
when traversing into the supersonic portions of the flow (i.e., above the dashed black line in Fig. 62(d)).
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Furthermore, although comparatively small in magnitude, the 〈|_28,A |〉 contours of Fig. 62(b) appear to
directly overlap spatially with the 〈|_28,G |〉 contours of Fig. 62(d), with the same increases occurring in the
APG region of the shear layer. This indicates that the same type of structure could be driving the production
of both of these components of swirl, wherein the structure has a quasi-axial orientation, with components of
rotation in both the axial and radial directions, such as the example shown in Fig. 61(c). Logically, the current
author postulates that these significant axial and radial swirl contours in the reattachment region of Fig. 62 are
primarily driven by the large-scale quasi-axial structures that were observed in the previous section.
4.3.3 LSE-resolved quasi-axial structures
In order to examine the statistically-averaged flow structure in the high 〈|_28,G |〉 contour regions of
Fig. 62(d), the LSE algorithm of Eq. 18 was again implemented. Although it is believed that both the radial
and axial swirl values of Fig. 62 are driven by the same type of turbulent structure, this figure demonstrated
that the axial swirl was clearly dominant over the radial swirl. Therefore, the LSE analysis was performed
utilizing  = _28,G , with the reference point chosen to be in the highest 〈|_28,G |〉 valued region. The actual
location of the reference point is denoted by the white dot in Fig. 62(d), and this analysis was performed
using the TPIV FOV 2 data set. Additionally, as the mean flow requires the ensemble average of axial flow
rotations to be zero, an LSE average based on either  = _28,G = −1 or  = _28,G = +1 should both return
similar types of structures, but with each having opposite directions of rotation to one another. The results of
the LSE analysis utilizing  = _28,G = +1 are shown in Fig. 63, and the results of the LSE analysis utilizing
 = _28,G = −1 are shown in Fig. 64. In both figures, the structure is educed by _28,2 , and the vectors indicate
the LSE-averaged velocity vectors along the periphery of the educed structure. Additionally, similar to the
previous section, the LSE analyses here were performed on the velocity fluctuations, with the influence of the
mean flow subtracted beforehand.
From Figs. 63 & 64, it can be seen that both LSE analyses produced a quasi-streamwise-elongated
turbulent structure, with an orientation slightly tilted upward in the radial direction. In fact, the orientation of
these statistical structures is quite similar to the example instantaneous structure shown in Fig. 61(c). The
vectors around the periphery of the structures in Figs. 63 & 64 demonstrate that the conditionally-averaged
flow rotates about the central axis of these structures, with a slight helical orientation of the rotating flow
vectors in the top-down views of Figs. 63(b) & 64(b). The rotation of fluid about this quasi-axial orientation
is consistent with the mean swirl trends of Fig. 62, which demonstrated a dominant axial component of swirl,
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Fig. 63 LSE-resolved quasi-axial structure conditioned on  = _28,G > 0, with geometry educed by
_28,2 = 0.5. The LSE reference location is denoted by the white dot in Fig. 62(d). Vectors represent the
conditional velocity field along the periphery of the _28,2 isosurface. (a) 3-D view of the LSE-resolved
structure, (b) top-down view of (a), and (c) side view of (a).
along with a much smaller but still significant component of radial swirl. Additionally, in order to quantify
the size and orientation of these statistical structures, Fig. 65 shows contour plots of the _28,2 contours from
the structure shown in Fig. 64. Figure 65(a) shows a cross-sectional slice through the structure along the
H/'0 = 0 plane, and Fig. 65(b) shows a slice when viewing along the central axis of the structure (i.e., viewing
orthogonally to the dashed black line in Fig. 64(c)). Additionally, as was the case with Figs. 57 & 58, the
conditional average produces a peak in the _28,2 contours at the reference location, with decreasing values
further out as the the spatial correlations weaken.
Figure 65 demonstrates that the average quasi-axial structure in this region is very large-scale,
with an average length of approximately 1.15 times the local Xl, and has an average diameter of 0.37Xl.
Additionally, the average orientation of this statistical structure is approximately 15◦ above the horizontal axis,
or approximately 30◦ above the local mean flow orientation, as this structure exists in the shear layer upstream
of reattachment. Additionally, the 3-D geometry of this structure appears well represented by an ellipsoid
elongated along the quasi-streamwise axis running through the center of the structure.
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Fig. 64 LSE-resolved quasi-axial structure conditioned on  = _28,G < 0, with geometry educed by
_28,2 = 0.5. The LSE reference location is denoted by the white dot in Fig. 62(d). Vectors represent the
conditional velocity field along the periphery of the _28,2 isosurface. (a) 3-D view of the LSE-resolved
structure, (b) top-down view of (a), and (c) side view of (a).
Although similar in shape, it is not believed that the quasi-axial structures presented in this section
are simply the leg segments of the hairpin structures presented in the previous section, but that they are in fact
a separate type of coherent high-energy turbulent structure existing in the APG regions of this flow. This
differentiation of structure type is evidenced by their differences in orientation, such as the LSE hairpin of
Fig. 57 being oriented at 45◦ relative to the mean shear layer flow, while the quasi-axial structure of Fig. 65 is
only oriented at 30◦ relative to the mean shear layer flow. Additionally, the differentiation of structures is
further evidenced by the quasi-axial structures of this section being much larger in size than the hairpins of
the previous section, with the average length of the quasi-axial structures being greater than the local Xl .
Although these quasi-axial structures do not exhibit a concentrated shearing mechanism like that
of the hairpin structures, the large size of these structures most definitely produces high-energy velocity
fluctuations, and provides a significant contribution towards the flow TKE. Additionally, the azimuthal velocity
fluctuations produced by the rotation of these structures likely also contributes to the significant '\ \ values
of Fig. 34 within the low-speed portions of the shear layer. Although it cannot be fully demonstrated without
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Fig. 65 _28,2 contours from the LSE-resolved flow field in Fig. 64. (a) Cross-sectional plane along H/'0 = 0
and (b) cross-sectional slice viewing along the axis of the structure (i.e., viewing orthogonally to the dashed
black line in Fig. 64(c)).
pressure and/or density field measurements, unsteady components of the baroclinic torque are believed to be
the generation mechanism for these quasi-axial structures. These structures only seem to exist in the APG
regions of this flow, and large-scale 3-D convolutions of the instantaneous recompression wave structure
would result in the pressure gradient tilting in the azimuthal direction, which would generate both radial
and axial components of baroclinic torque, and possibly drive the generation of these coherent large-scale
structures.
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CHAPTER 5: MODALLY-DECOMPOSED TURBULENT DYNAMICS
This chapter presents and discusses the modally-decomposed turbulent dynamics of this flow utilizing
a ‘snapshot’ proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) analysis. All three SPIV data sets, as well as all six TPIV
fields-of-view were analyzed using this method. This chapter includes a detailed computational stencil, which
outlines the implementation of this POD analysis method for the current work. Comparisons between the
different modally-decomposed data sets are drawn, including consistencies in the highest energy-containing
mode shapes, as well as comparisons in the energy convergence spectra for each region. Additionally,
several POD modes are demonstrated to identify the high-energy coherent turbulent dynamics that have been
presented in previous chapters, and strategic conditional sorting of velocity field snapshots utilizing the POD
results as sorting criteria reveals significant insights into the influence of these high-energy structures on the
development of critical flow properties.
5.1 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition Computational Stencil
Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), also referred to as the Karhunen-Loève expansion, is a
commonly used analysis technique for studying complex, nonlinear statistical phenomena. In general, this
technique behaves as a statistical pattern recognition algorithm by optimizing an #-dimensional spatial and/or
temporal data field for the mean squared value of a desired variable. This POD technique was first introduced
to the fluid dynamics community in 1967 by Lumley [110]. Two decades later, in 1987, Sirovich [111]
introduced the now widely popular ‘snapshot’ POD method, which provides an implementation of POD for a
finite set of measurements that are uncorrelated in time. This method treats a set of measurement fields as
time-random ‘snapshots’ of the flow, and decomposes the data into a set of spatially-dependent modes, which
have been optimally decomposed for the basis of the decomposed variable. For example, the TKE of a flow is
directly proportional to the square of the velocity fluctuations, so selecting the square of velocity fluctuations
as the subject variable in the POD analysis allows the method to decompose the turbulent dynamics on an
optimal TKE basis. Here, the term ‘optimal’ refers to the method’s ability to construct a set of modes that
represents the highest fraction of total TKE represented in the data in the fewest number of modes possible.
Many recent works in the literature have criticized the snapshot POD method in its ability to identify
coherent high-energy flow features [26, 112–115]. These works point out that high-energy flow structures
evolve coherently in both space and time, whereas the snapshot method is only capable of resolving the
spatial evolution of structures, which is why this method is commonly referred to as a ‘space-only’ POD
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analysis. These works point out that, although it is possible for modes produced by the snapshot POD method
to be representative of coherent flow motions, the lack of temporal dependence in the method means that
it cannot be guaranteed that any given mode is representative of a single coherent high-energy mechanism,
and interpretation of subsequent results should be further scrutinized and validated with additional metrics.
However, with the current experimental limitations preventing the acquisition of time-resolved flow field
measurements, more sophisticated and robust decomposition techniques, such as spectral POD [26], which
decomposes time-resolved flow field measurements to identify coherent motions in both space and time, are
unavailable in the current work. Thus, in order to confidently interpret snapshot POD modes in the current
work as being representative of coherent flow motions, additional validation metrics are commonly provided
throughout this chapter wherever possible, such as comparisons to results from previous chapters of this
dissertation, as well as various other statistical quantities. In fact, many of the key results derived from the
current work, and presented in this chapter, are formally obtained through conditional averaging of velocity
field snapshots, with the POD simply acting as a sorting criterion.
It should be noted that the current flow is highly compressible, and thus, exhibits significant density
gradients. A true measure of the local TKE would be weighted by the local fluid density, but without having
knowledge of the instantaneous density fields corresponding to each velocity field snapshot, which is not
available in the current work, the true measure of TKE is not obtainable. Van Gent et al. [116] discuss the
feasibility of using PIV velocity field measurements to obtain time-averaged pressure and/or density fields in
a compressible flow, but they note that determination of instantaneous pressure and/or density fields without
having time-resolved 3-D velocity field measurements (i.e., time-resolved TPIV) is infeasible. As a result,
the POD modes resulting from the analyses in this chapter are not truly indicative of a spatial map of TKE,
as there exists an energy-bias in the POD analysis towards the lower-density flow regions. However, in the
current work, the key results are derived from conditional sorting and averaging of the velocity field snapshots
themselves, with the POD modes simply being used as identifiers of specific snapshots of interest. Thus, this
inherent energy-bias in the current POD analysis does influence the resulting eigenspectrum of mode shapes,
but it does not influence the conclusions drawn in this work.
The snapshot POD algorithm and implementation for the current work were inspired by the method
of Meyer et al. [117]. In this method, the 8Cℎ snapshot is oriented as a column vector (E8), with " spatial
locations contained within that snapshot, and # total snapshots used in the decomposition. This column
vector is constructed by indexing between locations 1 to " for each separate velocity component, and stacking
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all three components of velocity on top of one-another (i.e., each column vector, E8 , is 3" x 1 in size). Each
separate snapshot is then stacked together as separate columns to form the matrix *, which has a size of
3" x # , and is given by Eq. 24.
* =
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The decomposition is then performed by solving the eigenvalue problem for matrix , where the
8Cℎ eigenvalue and eigenvector are given by _8 and 8, respectively, and are found by solving Eq. 26. This
construction of  produces # total eigenvectors.
8 = _88 (26)
The eigenvectors then make up a basis for the construction of each POD mode, where the 8Cℎ














Additionally, the fractional TKE contained within any Φ8 mode is demonstrated by Fukunaga [118]
as being directly proportional to the magnitude of the corresponding eigenvalue for that mode, _8 . Therefore,



















By the construction of Eq. 27, each mode is 3" x 1 in size, and the projection of each mode onto a
coordinate direction (i.e., Φ8A for the radial component of the 8Cℎ mode) is found by simply extracting the
corresponding components of the Φ8 vector, which are given by Eqs. 29 and 30
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The time-dependent amplitude coefficients, which will simply be referred to as POD coefficients, can
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then be constructed by projecting the normalized modes onto a snapshot. These coefficients identify how
strongly, and in what direction, a mode is acting during a given snapshot. The POD coefficient corresponding
to the 8Cℎ mode and the 9 Cℎ snapshot (0 9
8




= Φ8TE 9 (31)
Finally, because these POD modes constitute an orthogonal and complete set of basis functions for








Note that this method is general for any data set that spans an arbitrary number of both spatial
dimensions and measurement locations, as long as the full set of measurement locations can be reoriented
into a single list index between 1 and " . Thus, the only difference in the implementation of this method for
the SPIV and TPIV data sets is the indexing of each snapshot into a single column vector, E8, such that this
column vector spans 2-D space for the SPIV snapshots, and 3-D space for the TPIV snapshots.
5.2 Planar Turbulence Decomposition
5.2.1 Modal energy convergence
The full ensembles of all three SPIV data sets were decomposed into POD modes using the method
outlined in the previous section. By construction of this method, # snapshots produce # POD modes, with
# = 3000 for the symmetry plane-view data, # = 1591 for the end-view #1 data, and # = 1822 for end-view
#2 data. Figure 66(a) shows the fractional energy contributions of the 25 highest energy-containing modes for
the symmetry plane-view data, and Fig. 67 shows the same for both of the end-view data sets. Additionally,
the cumulative energy convergence for the symmetry plane-view data across all 3000 modes is shown in
Fig. 66(b), plotted on a semi-log scale.
The highest energy-containing mode for the symmetry plane-view POD analysis only accounts for
7.5% of the flow TKE, with the energy spectrum decaying exponentially with increasing mode number.
Fig. 66(b) demonstrates that it takes 128 modes to capture 50% of the TKE, and 1527 modes to capture
90% of the TKE. This poor energy convergence is not unexpected, however, as the high Reynolds numbers
and high levels of compressibility present in this flow distribute the turbulent energy across a very broad
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Fig. 66 POD modal energy convergence spectrum for the symmetry plane-view SPIV data. (a) Fractional
energy versus mode number for the first 25 modes and (b) cumulative energy across all modes.
Fig. 67 (a) Fractional energy versus mode number for (a) the SPIV end-view #1 data and (b) the SPIV
end-view #2 data.
spectrum of both temporal and spatial scales. This, combined with the many different complex subregions of
this flow (such as the extra strain rate regions, the shear layer, the trailing wake, etc.) occurring in the same
measurement region, makes it difficult for the POD method to decompose large fractions of the TKE from the
entire flow domain into singular modal representations. In fact, this POD energy convergence compares quite
well to that of an LES study of this same flow by Das and De [35], as well as that of supersonic planar base
flows by Humble et al. [3], who found that the highest energy-containing modes accounted for less than 12%
of the TKE across a range of freestream Mach numbers.
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For both of the end-view data sets (Fig. 67), the highest energy-containing mode accounts for 13.8%
of the TKE at the end-view #1 location, and 11.2% of the TKE at the end-view #2 location. However, for
both cases, the fractional energy contributions decrease sharply after the first mode, with each subsequent
mode having less than a 2% TKE contribution each. In order to provide a comparison of the rates of energy
convergence for all three SPIV data sets, Fig. 68 shows the cumulative energy spectra for all three POD
analyses. Figure 68(a) shows cumulative energy versus mode number, but this does not provide a necessarily
fair comparison between the three data sets, as the analysis constrains the full set of modes to always account
for 100% of the TKE, even though the number of modes varies between the different data sets. Therefore,
Fig. 68(b) shows a semi-log plot of cumulative energy versus mode fraction (i.e., the mode number normalized
by the ensemble size, #), where all three data sets are constrained on this plot to be bound between 0 and 1 on
both the G and H-axes, and therefore provides a better comparison of their relative rates of energy convergence.
Additionally, Table 5 lists the number of total modes required for each data set to achieve both 50% and 90%
energy convergence, as well as the percentage of modes (i.e., the mode fraction) required to achieve the same
convergence benchmarks.
Fig. 68 Cumulative energy spectra for all three SPIV data sets. (a) Cumulative energy versus mode number
and (b) cumulative energy versus mode fraction (i.e., mode number divided by total number of modes, #).
Although the first mode for each of the end-view data sets contained more fractional TKE than the
first mode of the symmetry plane-view data, the cumulative energy spectra for these end-view data sets is
shown by Fig. 68 to converge much more slowly than for the symmetry plane-view data. The slopes of the
end-view energy convergence spectra are very flat for both cases initially, and later on show a rapid rise in
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Table 5 SPIV POD energy convergence
Measurement region N modes (50% k) N modes (90% k) % modes (50% k) % modes (90% k)
Symmetry plane-view 128 1527 4.3% 50.9%
End-view #1 261 1203 16.4% 75.6%
End-view #2 217 1302 11.9% 71.5%
slope on the semi-log scale towards the higher mode numbers. This comparison is further emphasized by
Table 5, which demonstrates that it only requires 4.3% of the total modes to account for 50% of the TKE
for the symmetry plane-view data, but 16.4% and 11.9% of the modes are required to achieve the same
benchmark for each of the two end-view data sets, respectively. The spread between the different data sets is
even further for the 90% TKE benchmark, wherein only 50.9% of the modes are required to achieve this
benchmark for the symmetry plane-view data, but 75.6% and 71.5% of the modes are required for each of the
end-view data sets, respectively.
Given that the space-only POD analysis provides a measure of spatial correlation between high-energy
turbulent motions in the flow, the cumulative energy convergence plots of Fig. 68 indicate that the spatial
correlations of high-energy motions are much stronger for the symmetry plane-view data than for either
end-view location, and thus, are able to be represented by higher energy-containing modes. This result seems
reasonable, as the high levels of compressibility present in this flow act to suppress radial and azimuthal flow
structures, with the dominant flow motions being elongated along the axial coordinate. This compressibility
influence was clearly demonstrated in the recent compressible planar mixing layer work of Kim [58], who
demonstrated that increasing the level of compressibility acted to continually further increase the dominance
of the velocity fluctuations in the primary flow direction in the turbulence organization. Given that both
end-view locations in the current work only measured the radial-azimuthal domain at fixed axial locations,
it is reasonable to conclude that the absence of spatial correlations in the data along the dominant flow
direction (i.e., the axial coordinate) results in very poor modal representations of energy, with this being
reflected by the cumulative energy spectra of Fig. 68. In contrast, the symmetry plane-view experiments did
acquire measurements along the axial spatial coordinate, and is likely the reason for the significantly improved
cumulative energy convergence of these data over the end-views, as the high-energy flow motions exhibit a
greater statistical coherence along the axial coordinate, and the dominant TKE motions can be represented by
fewer energy-containing modes.
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5.2.2 POD modes and amplitude coefficient distributions
Projecting a POD mode onto a set of coordinate directions (Eq. 30) allows for visual examination
of the dynamics represented by that mode. The four highest energy-containing modes for the symmetry
plane-view data, which account for 7.5%, 4.5%, 2.7%, and 2.3% of the measured TKE, respectively, are
shown in Figs. 69 & 70. In these figures, the modes are projected onto the Cartesian spatial coordinates (i.e.,
G − H − I), as opposed to the cylindrical coordinate directions, because the discontinuity of the radial unit
vector across the central axis makes the interpretation of the resulting mode shapes difficult. The definition of
the G − H unit vectors are shown at the top of each of these figures, with the I-direction being aligned out of
the page. Additionally, all components for the modes in Figs. 69 & 70 are presented on the same color scale,
so as to provide a visual measure of which components are dominant in the TKE represented by each mode.
Mode one (Figs. 69(a), 69(c), & 69(e)), appears to be dominated by out-of-plane velocity fluctuations
upstream of reattachment, with alternating signs of Φ1I between the shear layer and recirculation region. This
could imply some sort of large-scale alternating azimuthal motions between the shear layer and recirculation
region, wherein the shear layer pulses azimuthally in one direction, while the recirculation region moves in
the other. Downstream of reattachment, Φ1G and Φ1H appear non-zero, which could imply that the upstream
azimuthal pulsing motions have an influence on the developing turbulence of the trailing wake downstream of
reattachment.
Alternately, mode two (Figs. 69(b), 69(d), & 69(f)), seems to have practically no contribution from
the out-of-plane velocity fluctuations, with the energy of this mode being dominated by Φ2G in the subsonic
portions of the upper shear layer near reattachment. There also appears to be a significant contribution
towards this mode from Φ2H in the upper shear layer. This alternately signed pairing of Φ2G and Φ2H in this
high-energy flow region could be indicative of Q2 and Q4 turbulent events, which have been previously
demonstrated as a dominant turbulent motion in this flow. The same type of behavior is observed in mode
three (Figs. 70(a), 70(c), & 70(e)) in the lower shear layer, where the signs of Φ3G and Φ3H also seem to indicate
Q2 and Q4 turbulence, with little contribution from the out-of-plane velocity fluctuations. These two modes
are examined in much further detail in subsequent sections of this chapter.
The fourth mode (Figs. 70(b), 70(d), & 70(f)), appears somewhat similar to mode two. In the shear
layer region of this mode, theΦ4G andΦ4H contours are again alternately signed with one another, but beginning
just upstream of reattachment and extending throughout the measureable trailing wake region, the Φ4G and Φ4H
contours both flip their signs, but are still oppositely signed to one another. This could be indicative of similar
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Fig. 69 Projections of selected SPIV symmetry plane-view POD modes onto the Cartesian coordinate
directions. (a) Mode one projected onto the G-direction, (b) mode two projected onto the G-direction, (c)
mode one projected onto the H-direction, (d) mode two projected onto the H-direction, (e) mode one projected
onto the I-direction, and (f) mode two projected onto the I-direction. A definition of the G − H coordinate
axes is shown at the top.
dynamics as the previous two modes (which seemed to identify Q2 and Q4 turbulence), but at a higher spatial
frequency. Because the POD analysis provides a measure of high-energy spatial correlations of velocity
fluctuations, it is likely that correlations of high-energy Q2 and Q4 turbulent events, which were demonstrated
in previous chapters to have a high statistical prevalence throughout this flow, produce a broad spectrum of
spatial frequencies (i.e., many of these structures likely exist simultaneously, across many different spatial
locations). In fact, many of the subsequent modes observed past mode four for the symmetry plane-view
data were found to have an increasing number of paired regions of alternately-signed ΦG and ΦH contours
with increasing mode number, which again is representative of the same types of flow motions, just at higher
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Fig. 70 Projections of selected SPIV symmetry plane-view POD modes onto the Cartesian coordinate
directions. (a) Mode three projected onto the G-direction, (b) mode four projected onto the G-direction, (c)
mode three projected onto the H-direction, (d) mode four projected onto the H-direction, (e) mode three
projected onto the I-direction, and (f) mode four projected onto the I-direction. A definition of the G − H
coordinate axes is shown at the top.
spatial frequencies.
Furthermore, a complete description of the dynamics of a given mode requires its corresponding
distribution of POD coefficients (defined by Eq. 31), which identify how strongly, and in what direction that
mode is acting during a given snapshot of the flow. The corresponding distributions of POD coefficients for
modes one through four, presented as discrete probability density functions, are shown in Fig. 71. Additionally,
the skewness and kurtosis for each distribution were calculated, and are shown at the top of each figure.
The coefficient distribution for mode two (Fig. 71(b)) depicts a negatively-skewed Gaussian profile,
which indicates an energy-bias for the mode towards snapshots that have a corresponding negative coefficient
value for this mode. Because the modes represent the dynamics within a snapshot scaled by the snapshot’s
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Fig. 71 POD amplitude coefficient distributions, presented as discrete probability density functions, for
each of the first four SPIV symmetry plane-view POD modes.
corresponding amplitude coefficient, any snapshot that has a corresponding negative 02 value exhibits dynamics
in the opposite direction as the mode shapes of mode two in Fig. 69. Thus, as mode two demonstrates positive
axial and negative radial velocity fluctuations in the upper shear layer (which intrinsically defines a Q4 event),
then a snapshot with a negative 02 value exhibits dynamics in the opposite direction as the Q4 turbulence,
which is in the Q2 direction. Furthermore, if this mode does indeed identify Q2 and Q4 turbulent events,
then the energy-bias of this mode towards negative 02 values (and, thus, Q2 turbulence) is in agreement with
previous results of this dissertation, as the upright hairpins that induce these high-energy Q2 events were
shown to have a comparably higher statistical prevalence throughout the flow than the inverted hairpins and
the high-energy Q4 events. This same bias exists, although less strongly so, in the coefficient distribution
for mode three (Fig. 71(c)), with the distribution being positively-skewed, indicating an energy-bias towards
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positive 03 values, which also identifies Q2 turbulent events, only now in the lower shear layer.
The distribution of amplitude coefficients for mode one (Fig. 71(a)) is bimodal, with separate peaks
on either side of 01 = 0, and a trough in the distribution near 01 = 0. This indicates that the behavior of mode
one is fairly symmetric, with very few of the measured velocity field snapshots not exhibiting the large-scale
turbulent behavior identified by this mode. This is in opposition to all other modes, which had peaks in the
distribution near the zero value. This could be evidence of a coherent global flow motion, wherein the shear
layer and recirculation region are continually pulsing out-of-phase with one another.
The highest energy-containing mode for each of the two end-view data sets was also computed.
Given that these modes are representative of the dominant contributions towards the TKE, line plots of
radial TKE distributions extracted at the axial locations of each of the two end-view locations are shown
for reference in Fig. 72. Given that this Reynolds-averaged quantity is axisymmetric, only a 1-D line plot
is required to represent the full TKE field for each end-view location. Additionally, the mean shear layer
boundaries and mean sonic line are overlaid and labeled on the plots in Fig. 72. The mode shapes of the
highest energy-containing mode for each of the end-view data sets are also presented in Fig. 73, with these
modes projected onto the cylindrical coordinate directions.
Fig. 72 Radial plots of Reynolds-averaged TKE at (a) G/'0 = 1.0 (i.e., the end-view #1 measurement
location) and (b) G/'0 = 1.75 (i.e., the end-view #2 measurement location). The radial locations of the shear
layer boundaries and the mean sonic line are also marked on the plots.
The TKE line plots of Fig. 72 show that, at both end-view locations, the TKE peaks within the
subsonic portion of the shear layer, just below the sonic line. The TKE value remains relatively high when
traversing into the recirculation region, but rapidly decreases towards zero when traversing outward towards
the freestream.
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Fig. 73 Projections of the first POD mode for each end-view data set onto the cylindrical coordinate




#1 Φ1G , and (f) end-view #2 Φ1G . Solid black contours represent the mean shear layer boundaries and the
dashed black contour represents the mean sonic line.
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In the end-view mode one shapes of Fig. 73, a few asymmetries can be observed in the solid line
contours defining the shear layer boundaries. For the end-view #1 location, the high-speed shear layer
boundary has a bump in the lower-left corner. This is an artifact of a strong laser reflection on the cylinder
surface imaged during the experiments, and was not able to be removed with image and/or vector filtering
techniques. Additionally, the nominally circular contour lines for both end-view locations show a bulge
on the left side of the shear layer boundaries, with the bulge being much larger at the further downstream
location. This artifact is not believed to be an asymmetry in the cylinder model alignment relative to the
approach freestream flow, but is believed to be a result of an asymmetric boundary layer profile at separation
from the cylinder surface. This is quite possibly due to a small defect in the cylinder model along the left
side producing a slight deviation in the developing boundary layer from the rest of the model surface. Over
approximately 270◦ of circumferential arc in both of these end-view data sets, the flow exhibited excellent
Reynolds-averaged circumferential symmetry, but the approximately 90◦ of arc on the left side deviated from
this axisymmetric behavior. However, the SPIV symmetry plane view-data were acquired along the vertical
centerline in Fig. 73, which was found to exhibit excellent symmetry, and all TPIV data were trimmed prior to
analysis to exclude any data that fell into this 90◦ asymmetric region. Thus, all previously presented results,
and all subsequent results within this dissertation were only derived from flow regions that exhibited a high
degree of measured statistical circumferential symmetry.
Nevertheless, the mode shapes of Fig. 73 appear to represent the same type of turbulent behavior for
both end-view locations. This behavior appears to be the same quasi-azimuthal pulsing motion described by
the first mode of the symmetry plane-view data (Fig. 69). From the end-view perspective, the shear layer
motion appears to pulse helically, with both strong azimuthal and axial velocity contributions in the high
TKE portions of the shear layer. Additionally, the alternating radial components of ΦA , which are strongest in
the recirculation region, seem to indicate that the recirculation region pulses sideways simultaneously to the
helical motions of the shear layer, which indicates a fairly complex 3-D motion. Additionally, the distributions
of amplitude coefficients for both of these end-view modes is shown in Fig. 74. Both of the distributions in
Fig. 74 are bimodal, similar to the mode one coefficient distribution of Fig. 71(a). This is further evidence that
these modes all represent the same type of flow behavior, which appears to describe a commonly occurring,
high-energy global flow motion, wherein the shear layer pulses helically, and in an out-of-phase manner with
the pulsing motions of the recirculation region. This type of motion is quite possibly a strong contributor to
the strong dynamic pressure loading on the cylinder base measured by Janssen and Dutton [23].
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Fig. 74 POD amplitude coefficient distributions, presented as discrete probability density functions, for the
first POD mode for each of the two end-view locations. (a) End-view #1 and (b) end-view #2.
5.2.3 Conditional flow field statistics
Out of all of the modes examined for the three SPIV data sets, modes two and three of the symmetry
plane view-data were found to exhibit the most interesting dynamics, and are explored in greater detail in the
this section. Although previously shown with contour plots of the mode shapes projected onto the Cartesian
coordinate directions, the dynamics of these modes are best represented by vector plots, which are shown in
Fig. 75. The vectors in these figures are defined by the in-plane ΦA and ΦG components, which are physically
representative of fluctuating velocity components. As mentioned in previous discussion, the two modes
depicted in Fig. 75 appear to identify similar dynamics to one another, but in the two separate shear layers
(i.e., the shear layers above and below the central axis).
Mode two demonstrates a large velocity fluctuation in the positive axial and negative radial directions
(i.e., Q4 turbulence). This motion exists throughout much of the subsonic portions of the upper shear layer,
and extends past reattachment and into the trailing wake. This motion is limited to the upper shear layer in
mode two, with the dynamics of the lower shear layer appearing uninfluenced by this mode. This is directly
opposite, however, for mode three, as the lower shear layer now exhibits similar dynamics, while the upper
shear layer exhibits no turbulent motion. Mode three demonstrates negative axial and positive radial velocity
fluctuations (i.e., Q2 turbulence). However, as mentioned previously, the direction in which the mode acts
during a given snapshot depends on the sign of the corresponding POD amplitude coefficient. For example, if
a mode two coefficient corresponding to a particular snapshot were positive, then mode two acts during that
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Fig. 75 Selected SPIV symmetry plane-view POD modes presented as in-plane vector plots. (a) Mode two
and (b) mode three. Vectors are depicted by ΦA and ΦG for each mode. Solid black contours represent the
mean shear layer boundaries and the dashed black contour represents the mean sonic line.
snapshot in the direction depicted by the vectors in Fig. 75(a). Alternatively, if the coefficient for a snapshot
were negative, then the vectors of that mode are reversed for that snapshot. Q2 and Q4 events are directionally
opposite to one another, so in the context of mode two in Fig. 75(a), positive POD coefficients depict Q4
directional turbulent events, and negative POD coefficients depict Q2 turbulent events.
The histograms of POD coefficients in Figs. 71(b) & 71(c) both depict skewed distributions. The
mode two distribution is skewed towards negative values, which indicates dominance of Q2 turbulent events in
the upper shear layer, and the mode three distribution is skewed towards positive values, which also indicates
dominance of Q2 turbulent events in the lower shear layer. Therefore, it appears that both of these modes
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demonstrate similar dynamics to one another, but in each of the two shear layers separately. In reality, the
shear layer in this flow is a continuous 3D conical region, but it is depicted as two separate shear layers here
in this planar representation.
Rather than only using the space-only POD modes to try to interpret the physical coherent motions of
the flow, the work of the current section will instead investigate the flow dynamics through conditional sorting
and averaging of the velocity field snapshots, utilizing the POD coefficient distributions as sorting criteria.
The high-energy Q2 and Q4 motions identified by modes two and three in Fig. 75 were demonstrated in the
previous chapter of this dissertation to be caused by coherent upright and inverted hairpin vortex structures,
which induced these events through the amplified shearing mechanisms along their inner arches. Although
the full 3-D geometry of these structures cannot be resolved with these planer SPIV data, the high-energy Q2
and Q4 turbulent events induced by these structures, which are resolved in these planar data, act as event
signatures denoting the presence of these structures. Both of these types of structures were also demonstrated
in the previous chapters to be most prevalent within the subsonic portions of the shear layer near reattachment,
where the mode shapes of Fig. 75 indicate the strongest Q2 and Q4 motions. Therefore, the current author
postulates that POD modes two and three of the SPIV symmetry plane-view data depict high-energy spatial
correlations of velocity fluctuations induced by these coherent upright and inverted hairpin structures, and
thus, act as identification markers of velocity field snapshots that contain a high prevalence of these same
structures.
The POD coefficient distributions for these two modes were used to sort the ensemble of # = 3000
snapshots into conditional subsets. This was done here by defining a minimummagnitude value, and extracting
all snapshots with a corresponding POD coefficient whose magnitude exceeded that value. This is done on
both sides of the POD coefficient distribution (i.e., for both strong positive and negative values). Conditional
averages of the mean axial flow velocity, sorted based on 02 < −1 and 02 > +1 (i.e., only conditioned for the
second POD mode), are shown in Fig. 76. In this figure, the solid contour lines represent both shear layer
boundaries, similar to previous figures, as well as the constant valued-contour of +G/+∞ = −0.2, which is
intended to represent the bulk-region of relatively high-speed recirculated fluid. The solid black contours
represent the unconditional mean flow depiction of these features, and the dashed-white contours represent
the conditionally-averaged features. Additionally, the histograms in this figure depict the subset of snapshots
used to derive the corresponding conditional flow field.
Figure 76 clearly demonstrates the influence of mode two on the mean development of the shear
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Fig. 76 (a) Visualization of 02 < −1 condition, (b) conditional average of +G/+∞ given that 02 < −1, (c)
visualization of 02 > +1 condition, and (d) conditional average of +G/+∞ given that 02 > +1. Contour lines
represent the shear layer boundaries and the constant value +G/+∞ = −0.2 contour. Solid black contours
depict the unconditional mean flow, and dashed-white contours represent the same features of the conditional
flow.
layers in this flow. For snapshots corresponding to 02 < −1, which are depicted by the yellow portion of
the histogram in Fig. 76(a), the mean growth rate of the upper shear layer is reduced when compared to
the unconditional flow, and the mean reattachment point shifts slightly downstream and above the central
axis. This is identified by examining the differences in the solid black and dashed-white contours of the
inner shear layer boundary in Fig. 76(b). This change in growth rate is accompanied by a shift in the
bulk-region of recirculated fluid towards this upper shear layer. Both of these results are indicative of the
mean mass entrainment/detrainment rates between the shear layer and recirculation region being reduced
for this conditionally-resolved flow, particularly in the downstream portions of the shear layer, where the
turbulent energy is highest.
Examining the conditional average for the other side of the POD coefficient histogram (Fig. 76(c)),
Fig. 76(d) depicts the conditional flow, now conditioned on 02 > +1. The conditional motions of Fig. 76(d)
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are opposite that of Fig. 76(b), in that the upper shear layer now exhibits a higher mean growth rate, and
the bulk-region of recirculating fluid shifts away from the upper shear layer. This is now indicative of the
mean mass entrainment/detrainment rates between the shear layer and recirculation region being increased in
the upper shear layer, resulting in a local depletion of the recirculation bubble. For both conditional cases
(Figs. 76(b) and 76(d)), the contours defining the lower shear layer do not change between the unconditional
case and either conditional case. The only exception to this is far upstream in the lower shear layer, but this is
believed to be caused by measurement noise, as the far upstream regions of the shear layer were found to have
significantly higher experimental uncertainties than the downstream portions, as was shown in Fig. 24. This
higher uncertainty further upstream primarily stems from laser reflections from the cylinder surface, higher
particle lag, and lower spatial resolution of the cross-correlation windows relative to the local shear layer
thickness.
Fig. 77 (a) Visualization of 03 < −1 condition, (b) conditional average of +G/+∞ given that 03 < −1, (c)
visualization of 03 > +1 condition, and (d) conditional average of +G/+∞ given that 03 > +1. Contour lines
represent the shear layer boundaries and the constant value +G/+∞ = −0.2 contour. Solid black contours
depict the unconditional mean flow, and dashed-white contours represent the same features of the conditional
flow.
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The same conditional averaging scheme was also performed for the coefficient distribution of mode
three, with the results shown in Fig. 77. The conditional averages of the flow for this mode demonstrate
the same dynamics as mode two, except now for the lower shear layer. The lower shear layer growth rate is
increased, with the bulk-region of recirculated fluid shifting away from the lower shear layer for 03 < −1
(Fig. 77(b)), and the lower shear layer growth rate is decreased, with the bulk-region of recirculated fluid
shifting towards the lower shear layer for 03 > +1 (Fig. 77(d)). Additionally, in both cases, the upper shear
layer does not change between the unconditional and two conditional cases. Therefore, from Figs. 76 and 77,
it seems that high-energy Q2 motions in the shear layer correlate with reduced shear layer growth rates,
and thus, a reduction in mean shear layer entrainment/detrainment rates, and vice-versa for high-energy Q4
motions. Note that positive 02 values depict Q4 motions in the upper shear layer of mode two (Fig. 75), and
negative values of 02 depict Q2 motions. Also, for mode three, positive values of 03 depict Q2 motions in the
lower shear layer, and negative values of 03 depict Q4 motions.
To further investigate the influence of the high-energy Q2 and Q4 fluctuations on the shear layer
development, the primary kinematic Reynolds shear stress ('A G) and TKE for the unconditional flow, as well
as for the conditions of 02 < −1 and 02 > +1, are shown in Fig. 78. Note that the contour plots of 'A G were
not split into the separate coordinate system definitions, as they were in Fig. 34 of Ch. 3, in order to reduce
visual clutter and improve the clarity of presentation. Additionally, as the previous figures have demonstrated
that the motions of modes two and three were essentially the same, just differentiated between the upper and
lower shear layers, only the conditional statistics for mode two are shown in Fig. 78, for succinctness.
The condition of 02 < −1, which identifies Q2 fluctuations in the upper shear layer, demonstrates a
significant increase in TKE and 'A G throughout the high-energy regions of the upper shear layer and trailing
wake (Figs. 78(c) and 78(d)), compared to the unconditional Reynolds-averaged flow. There is also a slight
decrease in the lower shear layer turbulence statistics for this conditional case, but the change is small in
magnitude compared to the increases experienced in the upper shear layer. Alternately, the positive side
of the POD coefficient distribution, which identifies Q4 fluctuations in the upper shear layer, demonstrates
slight decreases in the TKE and 'A G contours (Figs. 78(e) & 78(f)), compared to the unconditional plots.
However, the magnitude of the decreases in these values between the unconditional and 02 > +1 contours are
significantly less than the magnitude of the increases between the unconditional and the 02 < −1 contours.
Additionally, it should be noted that both the unconditional TKE and the unconditional kinematic shear stress
plots of Figs. 78(a) & 78(b) display an asymmetry between the upper and lower shear layers. This is most
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Fig. 78 (a) Unconditional TKE, (b) unconditional 'A G , (c) conditional TKE given 02 < −1, (d) conditional
'A G given 02 < −1, (e) conditional TKE given 02 > +1, and (f) conditional 'A G given 02 > +1. Contour lines
represent the same features as Fig. 76. White dots in (c) represent the locations of the scatter plots in Fig. 79.
likely a result of a very small misalignment (beyond the translational resolution of the alignment mechanism
in the current wind tunnel facility) of the cylinder model relative to the freestream flow, to which second-order
turbulence statistics (such as the TKE) are highly sensitive. This slight asymmetry is believed to be the reason
for the difference in the energy fraction between modes two and three, even though they represent the same
dynamics (i.e., mode two represents the Q2 and Q4 dynamics in the upper shear layer with 4.5% of the TKE
fraction, while mode three represents the same Q2 and Q4 motions in the lower shear layer with only 2.7% of
the TKE fraction). Also, just as an additional note, the turbulence statistics appear much more symmetric
across the A/'0 = 0 axis in the conditional 02 > +1 case than for the unconditional flow.
To further demonstrate that POD mode two acts as an identifier of high-energy Q2 and Q4 turbulent
events in the upper shear layer, scatter plots of velocity fluctuations on the radial-axial shear plane (i.e., + ′A
versus + ′G) at the three locations marked by white dots in Fig. 78(c) across all three conditions are shown in
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Fig. 79. All velocity fluctuations in Fig. 79 were normalized by the RMS value of+ ′G at the mean reattachment
location, f, which is the same normalization used in the quadrant analysis of Sec. 3.5.2. Additionally, the
percentage values listed in each quadrant of this figure represent the percentage of velocity fluctuation events
from the plotted ensemble that occur in that quadrant.
Fig. 79 Velocity fluctuation scatter plots at three separate high TKE locations in the shear layer for three
different conditions each. Locations are identified by white dots in Fig. 78(c). Each row represents a constant
location and each column represents a constant condition. (a)-(c) location one (furthest upstream), (d)-(f)
location two (middle location), and (g)-(i) location three (furthest downstream). Percentages represent the
fraction of fluctuation realizations that exists in each respective quadrant for the conditional ensemble.
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In Fig. 79, each row of scatter plots represents a fixed location across all three conditions, and each
column represents a fixed condition across all locations, using the same conditional sorting of snapshots
for mode two as the previous figures. At all three locations, for the unconditional ensemble of velocity
fluctuations, the number of high energy fluctuation events are split quite evenly between quadrants two and
four. When the snapshots are conditionally sorted for 02 < −1 (Figs. 79(b), 79(e), & 79(h)), however, the
balance of velocity fluctuation events in these scatter plots clearly shifts towards quadrant two. For the
02 < −1 condition, the percentage of fluctuations from each ensemble occurring in quadrant two increases by
9.5%, 17.5%, and 18.4% for the three locations, respectively, compared to the unconditional ensemble. This
percentage increase also comes with a corresponding decrease in the number of Q4 events at each location.
Looking at the other condition, 02 > +1, the inverse of this is true (Figs. 79(c), 79(f), and 79(i)), where there
is now a clear increase in fractional Q4 activity at each of the three locations, along with a corresponding
decrease in Q2 activity. For the 02 > +1 condition, the percentage of fluctuations from each ensemble
occurring in quadrant four increases by 6.8%, 13.7%, and 14.5%, respectively, compared to the unconditional
ensemble.
Thus, the results of this section demonstrate that conditionally sorting the velocity field snapshots
based on the the sign of their corresponding POD coefficient for mode two acts as a clear identifier of
velocity field snapshots that exhibit a significant prevalence of high-energy Q2 or Q4 turbulent activity in
the upper shear layer for negative and positive coefficient values, respectively. Although not shown in this
section for succinctness, the same is true for mode three and the lower shear layer, as positive coefficients
for mode three identify high-energy Q2 events, and negative coefficients identify Q4 events. Given that
these high-energy velocity fluctuations were demonstrated previously in this dissertation to be caused by
upright and inverted hairpin vortex structures, it follows that modes two and three of this POD analysis can
be confidently interpreted as identification markers of instantaneous planar snapshots that exhibit a high
prevalence of either of these types of structures.
5.2.4 Influence on shear layer growth and reattachment
The previous section clearly demonstrated that POD modes two and three of the SPIV symmetry
plane-view data act as useful identifiers of coherent upright and inverted hairpins within this flow. The current
section aims to identify the influence that these structures have on critical flow properties, such as reattachment
length. By first conditionally sorting the snapshots of the flow for a higher statistical prevalence of either type
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of structure, then comparing the features of the conditionally-averaged flow field to the unconditional flow,
the differences in those features can be confidently interpreted as correlating to the presence of either type of
structure. In particular, the influence of these structures on the entrainment characteristics and subsequent
growth rates of the shear layer is of interest, as it is ultimately these turbulent entrainment/detrainment
interactions between the shear layer and recirculation region that determine the reattachment length and
subsequent pressure loading on the cylinder base.
There is currently no clear evidence that there exists a synchronicity of these Q2 and Q4 turbulent
motions between both shear layers (i.e., in the absence of a large-scale global flow behavior related to the
production of these upright and inverted hairpin structures, the Q2 and Q4 dynamics of the two shear layers
would be largely independent of one another). Although earlier sections of this chapter demonstrated the
global out-of-phase pulsing motion between the shear layer and recirculation region, it is currently unknown
how this motion influences the generation mechanisms of the upright and inverted hairpin structures, which,
from the results of Ch. 4, appear to form upstream in the shear layer and grow with streamwise progression.
Additionally, while it is possible that there is another type of global flow motion, wherein the dynamics of
one shear layer propagate and influence the other (such as a flapping or pulsing mechanism identified in
supersonic planar base flows [3]), no such conclusions are assumed or drawn here. However, given that the
total ensemble of snapshots for these data is quite large (# = 3000), then even under the assumption that the
two planar shear layers develop independently of one another, then there does exist a significant subset of
snapshots for which both shear layers exhibit high-energy Q2 or Q4 motions simultaneously to one another.
This condition would require snapshots that have a negative 02 and a positive 03 for high-energy Q2 events
occurring in both shear layers, and vice-versa for Q4 events. Figure 80 demonstrates the conditional velocity
field averages using the conditions for modes two and three that correspond to Q2 events in both shear layers
in Fig. 80(a), and the conditions for both modes corresponding to Q4 events in both shear layers in Fig. 80(b).
For the two conditional averages, the size of the subset of snapshots that satisfied both conditions was 436 for
the conditions corresponding to Q2 events, and 558 for the conditions corresponding to Q4 events. Note that
the contour lines in this figure are the same as for previous figures, wherein solid black contours depict the
unconditional flow features, and dashed-white contours are the conditionally-averaged flow features.
From Fig. 80(a), as well as previously presented results, it is clear that when the flow is conditionally-
averaged for a higher prevalence of Q2 fluctuations, the shear layer growth rate along the boundary separating
it from the recirculation region is reduced compared to the unconditional case, and correspondingly, the
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Fig. 80 (a) Conditional mean +G/+∞ given that 02 < −1 and 03 > +1 and (b) conditional mean +G/+∞
given that 02 > +1 and 03 < −1. Solid contours denote shear layer boundaries and the bulk-region of
relatively high-speed recirculating fluid. Black contours depict these features for the unconditional flow, and
dashed-white contours are for the conditional average.
reattachment location shifts downstream. The inverse is also true for conditional sorting based on Q4 events,
in that the shear layer growth rate along this same boundary is now greater than the unconditional flow, with a
corresponding shift upstream of the reattachment location. This conditional sorting based on like events in
both shear layers across both modes allowed the mean reattachment point to remain on the central axis in
these conditional averages, which makes it easier to clearly identify how the reattachment point shifts with
an increased prevalence of either type of structure. This shift in the reattachment length is a direct result
of modified entrainment/detrainment turbulent interactions along the low-speed boundary compared to the
unconditional flow, which undoubtedly has a strong impact on the cylinder base pressure loading.
This conditionally-resolved change in shear layer turbulence also has a profound impact on the
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near-wake recovery rate, as the wake is thinner and recovers much more rapidly in the event of increased
shear layer Q4 activity (Fig. 80(b)), with the wake being wider, and recovering more slowly in the event of
increased shear layer Q2 activity (Fig. 80(a)). This result seems reasonable, as the Q4 events would act to
transport high-momentum fluid towards the wake centerline, and the Q2 events would remove momentum
from the central wake region and transport it radially-outward. Furthermore, these changes in the shear
layer entrainment/detrainment rates also influence the recirculating flow. The longer reattachment length in
Fig. 80(a) provides a larger region for the reverse flow to develop and accelerate, and exhibits higher maximum
reverse flow velocities and a larger bulk-recirculating fluid region than the unconditional flow, and vice-versa
for the shorter reattachment length case. To more clearly demonstrate the influence that these conditional
averages have on the location of shear layer reattachment, as well as to draw appropriate comparisons to other
works in the literature, Fig. 81 shows the axial velocity as a line plot along the centerline (i.e., along A/'0 = 0)
for the unconditional case, as well as for both conditional cases shown in Fig. 80.
Figure 81(a) shows the full streamwise extent of velocity along the centerline for all three cases
examined, and Fig. 81(b) shows a zoomed-in view of Fig. 81(a), centered on the reattachment point. The
dashed lines in Fig. 81(b) denote the reattachment location for each of the three cases, which is identified as
the location where the mean axial velocity vanishes along the centerline. The results previously identified in
Fig. 80 are clearly reinforced here by Fig. 81, in that the conditional average corresponding to increased Q2
activity in the two shear layers shifts the reattachment point further downstream (the red line in Fig. 81(b)),
and vice-versa for the Q4 conditions (the blue line in Fig. 81(b)). Also note that the effects of the conditional
averages are even more pronounced in the far upstream and downstream portions of the centerline (Fig. 81(a))
than they are at reattachment, further demonstrating that a small shift in the reattachment length can accompany
large changes in the global flow properties.
The reattachment comparison is supplemented by also drawing a comparison to the previous work of
Herrin and Dutton [13, 19], wherein LDV measurements of velocity were acquired in the same blunt cylinder
case as the current work, in addition to the case of a 5◦ boattailed cylinder at the same freestream Mach
number. These boattail experiments demonstrated that a small shift downstream of the reattachment location
directly correlates with a significant increase in the cylinder base pressure. Specifically, they found that a 6%
shift downstream of the reattachment location (i.e., a shift from G/'0 = 2.65 to G/'0 = 2.81) for the blunt
cylinder and boattail experiments, respectively, resulted in a 21% reduction in cylinder pressure drag. These
studies clearly demonstrated that even a slight modulation of the shear layer entrainment characteristics, in
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Fig. 81 (a) +G/+∞ at A/'0 = 0 for the SPIV symmetry plane-view data for the three separate conditions,
(b) zoomed-in view of (a), (c) +G/+∞ at A/'0 = 0 for the LDV data of Herrin and Dutton for both the blunt
cylinder case and a 5◦ boattail case [13, 19], and (d) zoomed-in view of (c). In (b) and (d), the dashed lines
correspond to the mean shear layer reattachment location in each case.
this case induced via changes in the expansion strength at separation, can have a profound impact on the
resulting cylinder pressure loading.
Several clear comparisons can be drawn between Figs. 81(a) and 81(c). In the boattail cylinder case
(red line in Fig. 81(c)), the shift downstream in the reattachment location also accompanies a slight increase
in maximum reverse velocity in the recirculation region, as well as a reduced rate of recovery for the trailing
wake downstream of reattachment, compared to the blunt cylinder case. These same features can be observed
in the conditionally-averaged case for the SPIV data corresponding to increased Q2 turbulence in the shear
layers (the red line in Fig. 81(a)). For this specific set of POD coefficient conditions, the three reattachment
locations resolved in Fig. 81(b) are G/'0 = 2.56, G/'0 = 2.61, and G/'0 = 2.67 for the Q4, unconditional,
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and Q2 cases, respectively (i.e., a 2.3% shift between the unconditional and Q2 cases, and a 1.9% shift
between the unconditional and Q4 cases).
To provide additional validation that the mean features of the conditionally-averaged flow field for
increased Q2 activity matches that of the boattail cylinder case, line plots of TKE along the centerline for all
three cases are shown in Fig. 82. Herrin and Dutton [19] demonstrated that in addition to the shift downstream
of the reattachment location for the boattail case, there was also a reduction in TKE along the centerline.
However, their experiments only measured two components of velocity, and computed the TKE by assuming
'\ \ = 'AA (Eq. 4), which was demonstrated in Fig. 34 to not be true in this flow, as '\ \ was found to be
much larger than 'AA along the centerline. Nevertheless, the relative reduction in TKE magnitude along the
centerline was found to also exist in the conditionally-averaged case here corresponding to increased Q2
activity, demonstrated by the red line in Fig. 82. This reduction in turbulent energy along the centerline also
correlates with the reduced wake recovery rate in this conditional case. For the other conditional case, the
inverse is true, wherein the conditional-average corresponding to increased Q4 activity demonstrates a slight
increase in TKE along the centerline over the unconditional case (blue line in Fig. 82). These line plots for
the conditional cases in Fig. 82 are quite noisy, due to the relatively small ensemble sizes used to calculate
them, but the trends they indicate are clear, and are consistent with the LDV results of Herrin and Dutton [19],
including their relative relationship to the shear layer reattachment length.
Additionally, it should be pointed out that the magnitude of the condition placed on the POD
coefficients in this analysis was arbitrary. Snapshots with a corresponding POD coefficient value near zero
for a given mode indicate that the dynamics of that mode were not significant during that specific snapshot.
Correspondingly, the conditions on 02 and 03 needed to be set sufficiently far from zero in order to identify the
desired dynamics, but the further away from zero they were set, the more reduced the conditional ensemble
size became. This reduction in conditional ensemble size would then reduce the convergence and accuracy of
the conditional statistics. For example, if these conditions were set further away from zero, say to 02 < −2 and
03 > +2, then the results of Figs. 81(a) and 81(b) become more pronounced, and the conditional reattachment
location depicted by the red line in Fig. 81(b) shifts even further downstream. Specifically, the conditions
of 02 < −2 and 03 > +2 shifts the reattachment point to G/'0 = 2.7, as opposed to G/'0 = 2.67 for the
conditions of 02 < −1 and 03 > +1 shown in Fig. 81, which is an additional 1.2% shift further downstream.
The inverse is also true for the opposite condition, wherein if 02 > +2 and 03 < −2 are used, then the Q4
turbulence is more pronounced, and the reattachment location shifts even further upstream to a location of
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Fig. 82 TKE along A/'0 = 0 for each of the three cases for the SPIV symmetry plane-view data.
G/'0 = 2.54, compared to G/'0 = 2.56 for the conditions of 02 > +1 and 03 < −1.
Therefore, Fig. 81 is not necessarily intended to demonstrate quantitative values of the distance
that the reattachment location shifts in each case, but instead to demonstrate the qualitative influence that
each set of conditions (and thus, the presence of specific flow structures) has on the development of the
underlying flow field. Comparisons with the boattail LDV data, which demonstrated a significant modulation
in cylinder pressure drag for a relatively small change in reattachment length, provide further confidence that
the alterations to the mean flow for each set of conditions does indeed correlate with a corresponding change
in cylinder pressure loading. Thus, from the evidence provided here, it appears that a higher than average
prevalence of high-energy Q2 turbulence in the shear layers, which is indicative of upright hairpin structures,
directly correlates with reduced shear layer growth rates, a downstream shift in the reattachment location, and
subsequently, reduced cylinder pressure drag. Conversely, a higher than average prevalence of high-energy
Q4 turbulence, which is indicative of inverted hairpin structures, directly correlates with increased shear layer
growth rates, an upstream shift in the reattachment location, and increased cylinder pressure drag.
This result is quite significant, as it directly correlates the presence of these high-energy turbulent
structures to the underlying entrainment characteristics of the separated shear layer. It should be pointed out,
however, that this result does not necessarily demonstrate a direct causal relationship between these structures
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and modified shear layer entrainment rates (i.e., it is not necessarily true that the inverted/upright hairpins
directly induce the turbulent entrainment/detrainment events). This analysis simply demonstrates that the
increased prevalence of these structures directly correlates with the identified modulations of the underlying
flow. Although it is possible that these structures directly induce these modulations to the shear layer growth
rates through the magnified shearing mechanism along their inner arches, it is also possible that they cause
these modulations to the mean entrainment/detrainment rates by inducing secondary instabilities in the flow,
which then subsequently modify the growth rates.
However, logically, it does seem reasonable to consider that the upright hairpins would directly induce
the increased reattachment length, and vice-versa for the inverted hairpins. In the downstream portions of the
shear layer, the mean flow detrains fluid from the shear layer and into the recirculation region to satisfy the
continuity requirement that the time-averaged, area-integrated mass flux into the bounded recirculation region
must be zero. The Q2 events induced by the upright hairpins directly oppose the mean detrained fluid, and
thus, a higher prevalence of these events would reduce the local mean detrainment flow rate. Alternately, the
Q4 events induced by the inverted hairpins follow approximately the same direction as the mean detrained
flow, and a higher prevalence of these events would act to increase the mean detrainment flow rate. Recall
from previous discussion, that in this highly complex separated flow, the growth of the separated shear layer is
not purely a function of fluid mass entrainment into the shear layer, as it nominally is in planar unseparated
shear layers [119]. If the shear layer growth were purely a function of mass entrainment into the shear layer
here, then the mean shear layer would actually decrease in thickness as it approaches reattachment, which
Fig. 31 in Ch. 3 demonstrated was not the case. In addition to mass entrainment, the shear layer growth in this
flow is also a function of many other factors, such as geometric constraints on the recirculation bubble and
extra strain-rate mechanisms, among others. Therefore, instead of considering all of these growth mechanisms
separately, the interpretation of the reattachment length in this flow can be viewed more simply as directly
correlating with the entrainment/detrainment rates along the low-speed shear layer boundary, regardless of
whether or not fluid is entering the shear layer. For example, in the shorter reattachment length case, the
shear layer actually grows faster along the low-speed boundary as it approaches reattachment than in the
unconditional case, even though the local mean flow rate of fluid mass exiting the shear layer and entering the
recirculation region is higher for this case. Therefore, if this qualitative relationship between reattachment
length and local entrainment/detrainment rates is true, which both the literature and the current analysis
suggest, then the above analysis does indicate, even if it does not strictly prove, that the upright hairpins
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directly act to increase reattachment length and decrease pressure loading via reduced detrainment flow rates
in the downstream portions of the shear layer, and vice-versa for the inverted hairpins.
These findings could have a significant impact on the development of flow control methodologies for
pressure drag modulation, both for this specific flow, and perhaps, more generally for a wide range of separated
bluff body wake flows. The results presented in this section demonstrate that a modulation of the creation
and/or growth mechanisms of the upright and inverted hairpins would certainly alter the time-averaged
pressure drag. Both types of structures seem to initially form as azimuthal rollers upstream in the shear
layer, but it is currently unclear what secondary mechanisms dictate whether that initial structure transforms
into an upright or an inverted hairpin. The spatial distribution maps of the quadrant analysis in Fig. 43 in
Ch. 3 indicate a transverse bias within the shear layer towards one type of structure or the other (i.e., inverted
hairpins only tend to exist in subsonic regions), which could provide some information about this process, but
the full story is currently unclear without time-resolved measurements of the formation of these structures. If
there does exist a coherent mechanism that drives the azimuthal roller structures to evolve into one type of
structure or the other, such as, perhaps, a sinusoidal flapping motion of the shear layer, then a modulation of
this mechanism could bias the statistical distribution of turbulence towards one type of structure or the other,
which could ultimately produce a desired modulation of the time-averaged base pressure.
Alternately, it is possible, and quite probable, that these structures also contribute significantly to the
dynamic pressure loading on the cylinder base. A recent experimental study by Viji and Vikramaditya [25]
found that the predominant contribution to pressure fluctuations on the cylinder base in a similar geometry
flow with a Mach 1.5 approach freestream was due to an axial pulsing of the recirculation region, which they
described as a pseudo-periodic ‘breathing motion’ of the recirculation bubble. This breathing motion describes
a large-scale dynamic behavior, wherein there are some time intervals in which the mass of the recirculation
bubble is depleted by the shear layer, inducing very low surface pressures, and other time intervals in which
the recirculation bubble is recharged with mass from the shear layer, inducing higher surface pressures. Many
other studies of separated shear layers, across a wide range of Reynolds numbers and in a variety of flows have
also described pseudo-periodic breathing motions of the separated region [120–122], which can be attributed
to dynamic changes in the local entrainment/detrainment rates of the separated shear layer. In the current work,
it appears that these dynamic changes in the local entrainment/detrainment rates are predominantly caused
by the presence of the upright and inverted hairpin structures. Therefore, even if the secondary mechanism
that transforms roller structures into either upright or inverted hairpins cannot practically be biased towards
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one type of structure or the other through flow control, then perhaps the disruption of vorticity production in
the initial stages of the shear layer, in which these structures seem to initially generate, could prevent the
formation of these structures or inhibit their growth further downstream. The influence that this would have
on the time-averaged base pressure is not clear, but it would surely help to stabilize the pressure fluctuations
within the separated region, and decrease dynamic loading on the cylinder base. This is further evidenced
by the work of Herrin and Dutton [13, 19], which seems to indicate that a disruption in initial vorticity
production, at least through the mechanism of a relaxed expansion strength, would produce a reduction in
time-averaged pressure drag. Additionally, Janssen and Dutton [23] demonstrated that a disruption in initial
vorticity production through the same relaxed expansion at separation produces a significant reduction in base
pressure fluctuation strength.
5.3 Volumetric Turbulence Decomposition
5.3.1 Modal energy convergence
All six TPIV fields-of-view were also separately decomposed into turbulent modes using the snapshot
POD method outlined in Sec. 5.1. Plots of fractional energy for the highest 25 energy-containing modes for
each of the six regions are shown in Fig. 83. There appear to be a few differences between the modal energy
distributions in Fig. 83 for each of the six regions. Most notably, the highest energy-containing mode for
FOV 3, which measured the recirculation region, accounted for 30% of the local TKE, while all other first
modes across all six regions had less than 10% fractional TKE each. FOV 1, FOV 2, FOV 4, and FOV 5, which
are the two shear layer regions, the reattachment region, and the high-speed trailing wake region, respectively,
all appear to have similar energy distributions in Fig. 83, with the highest energy-containing mode in each
region representing approximately 9-10% of the local measured TKE. The highest energy-containing mode
for FOV 6 (the central portion of the far trailing wake) only represented 5.9% of the local TKE.
In order to better examine the full modal energy convergence spectra for these six regions, the
cumulative energy distributions across all modes are plotted in Fig. 84. This figure follows the same style as
Fig. 68 for the SPIV POD analyses, wherein the plot on the left is fractional energy versus mode number, and
the plot on the right is fractional energy versus mode fraction, both of which are plotted on a semi-log scale.
From Fig. 84, it is clear that FOV 3 has the fastest initial energy convergence of any of the six regions,
although this is primarily because the first mode for this region contained about three times as much energy as
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Fig. 83 POD modal energy spectra for all six TPIV data sets, showing fractional energy versus mode number
for the first 25 modes.
Fig. 84 Cumulative energy spectra for all six TPIV data sets. (a) Cumulative energy versus mode number
and (b) cumulative energy versus mode fraction (i.e., mode number divided by total number of modes).
any other mode in the other five regions. The other five regions all appear to display similar modal energy
convergence, with only slight differences shown between them in Fig. 84. In order to better quantitatively
examine the energy convergence spectra, as well as to provide a comparison against the SPIV POD results of
the previous section, Table 6 lists the number of modes required for each field-of-view to achieve 50% and
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90% cumulative TKE, as well as the percentage of modes for each region (i.e., the mode fraction) that were
required to achieve the same benchmarks.
Table 6 TPIV POD energy convergence
Measurement region N modes (50% k) N modes (90% k) % modes (50% k) % modes (90% k)
FOV 1 42 1072 1.6% 39.9%
FOV 2 61 1049 2.5% 43.6%
FOV 3 17 806 0.7% 31.9%
FOV 4 46 1007 1.4% 30.7%
FOV 5 54 1048 2.2% 42.3%
FOV 6 49 870 2.3% 40.1%
A comparison of Tables 5 & 6 clearly demonstrates that the flow TKE is much better represented by
high-energy modes for the TPIV volumetric subregions of the flow than for the large field-of-view SPIV planar
regions. All six TPIV regions required less than 2.5% of the total number of modes to achieve 50% energy
convergence, with FOV 3 only requiring 0.7% of the modes. The three SPIV regions, however, required 4.3%,
16.4%, and 11.9% of the modes to achieve the same benchmark for the symmetry plane-view, end-view #1,
and end-view #2 data sets, respectively. The TPIV modal energy convergence also is superior in achieving the
90% cumulative energy benchmark, with all six regions only requiring between approximately 30-45% of the
total modes to achieve this, compared to greater than 75% for the two end-view locations, and approximately
50% for the symmetry plane-view SPIV data. Surprisingly, even with the massive energy contribution from
the first mode, FOV 3 was not the fastest in achieving the 90% cumulative TKE benchmark. FOV 4, which is
the reattachment region, slightly bested FOV 3 in achieving this metric, only requiring 30.7% of the total
number of modes to do so, while FOV 3 required 31.9% of its total modes.
This all demonstrates that the high-energy coherent turbulent motions within the various TPIV
subregions were better able to be represented by a smaller set of modes than for the planar SPIV data. The
primary reason for this is believed to be the complexity of the turbulent interactions occurring between all of
the various subregions of the flow, many or all of which were measured by the different SPIV fields-of-view.
Each TPIV field-of-view focused on a specific subregion of the flow, and was able to isolate the dominant
turbulent dynamics within that subregion into higher energy-containing modal representations. To the best
of the author’s knowledge, this is the first experimental study that has performed a POD analysis on both
SPIV and TPIV data sets, so this is also the first time that this trend has been observed in the modal energy
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convergence between planar and volumetric data sets.
5.3.2 POD modes and amplitude coefficient distributions
Many of the mode shapes for the TPIV POD analysis were found to reveal similar high-energy
turbulent dynamics discussed previously throughout this dissertation, which ultimately provides further
validation of the previously presented results. In particular, the highest two energy-containing modes for the
FOV 1, FOV 2, FOV 4, and FOV 5 data sets (i.e., the two shear layer regions, the reattachment region, and the
high-speed trailing wake, respectively) all exhibited dynamics relating to either the hairpin vortex structures
of Sec. 4.2, or the quasi-axial structures of Sec. 4.3. The FOV 6 modes, which represent the turbulence in the
far central portions of the trailing wake, did not seem to represent any recognizable dynamics, indicating
that the coherent turbulent mechanisms have broken down and typically cease to exist in this far downstream
flow region. Additionally, the highest-energy containing mode from the recirculation region (FOV 3), which
was found to account for 30% of the local TKE, demonstrated the same azimuthal motions as the highest
energy-containing mode from each of the three SPIV measurement regions shown in Figs. 69 & 73. This
high-energy mode from FOV 3 is shown in Fig. 85, with the mode components projected onto the Cartesian
coordinate directions. Additionally, the distribution of amplitude coefficients for this same mode is shown in
Fig. 85(d).
The mode shapes were projected onto Cartesian coordinate directions in Fig. 85, as opposed to
cylindrical coordinates, because the discontinuities introduced along the A/'0 = 0 axis makes interpretation
of the mode shapes difficult. Nonetheless, the mode shapes shown in Fig. 85 depict a pulsing motion, with the
strongest motions being in the center of the recirculation region. The azimuthal motions in this mode can
be ascertained from the Φ1H and Φ1I contours, but the addition of the Φ1G contours implies this motion has a
helical orientation. Additionally, the distribution of amplitude coefficients for this mode (Fig. 85(d)) appears
the same as for the SPIV mode one distributions from Figs. 71 & 74. This is further evidence that this type of
large-scale turbulent behavior, which is perhaps actually best visualized by the SPIV end-view and symmetry
plane-view mode shapes of Figs. 69 & 73, is a commonly occurring global flow motion.
Furthermore, the DNS work by Sandberg and Fasel [38] found that azimuthal and helical instability
modes were dominant within the recirculation region of this flow, and that these modes significantly contributed
to the generation of large-scale structures in the shear layer. The POD analyses for both the current SPIV
and TPIV data seem to identify a helically-oriented global turbulent motion of the recirculation region and
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Fig. 85 Isocontours of the first POD mode from the FOV 3 data set projected onto the Cartesian coordinate
directions. (a) mode one projected onto the G-direction, (b) mode one projected onto the H-direction, (c)
mode one projected onto the I-direction, and (d) the POD amplitude coefficient distribution, presented as a
probability density function, for FOV 3 mode one.
shear layer as the dominant energetic mode shape, which seems to demonstrate a consistency between the
current experimental work and the DNS work of Sandberg and Fasel, even though their simulations were
performed at significantly lower Reynolds numbers than the present work. Additionally, Sandberg and Fasel
found that computational elimination of these azimuthal instability modes acted to greatly increase base
pressure and reduce pressure fluctuations through the reduced production of large-scale structures in the shear
layer. However, this was tested experimentally by Reedy et al. [40] with the use of triangular splitter plates,
which served as the experimental analog to suppress large-scale azimuthal motions in the recirculation region.
In this work it was found that the splitter plates acted to greatly suppress the base pressure fluctuations, but
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had little to no influence on the time-averaged base pressure. Thus, the true influence of this high-energy
helical mode within the recirculation region on the developing properties of this flow remains unknown, but
the current experimental work does provide further evidence of its existence.
In order to demonstrate the TPIV modes that identify high-energy Q2 and Q4 turbulence, which is
indicative of upright and inverted hairpins structures, respectively, the axial and radial components (ΦG and
ΦA ) of FOV 1 mode one and FOV 5 mode two are shown in Fig. 86.
Fig. 86 Isocontours of selected POD modes from the FOV 1 and FOV 5 data sets projected onto the
cylindrical coordinate directions. (a) FOV 1 Φ1G , (b) FOV 5 Φ2G , (c) FOV 1 Φ1A , and (d) FOV 5 Φ2A . Note that
the coloring for all four figures is such that high magnitude contours are depicted in red, and low magnitude
contours are depicted in blue, regardless of sign.
In Fig. 86, the axial and radial components are oppositely signed relative to one another, which
indicates Q2 and/or Q4 turbulence. Note that, in this figure, the color scaling is set such that the highest
magnitude contours for both components are depicted in red, and the lowest magnitude contours are depicted
in blue, regardless of the sign. In the shear layer (Figs. 86(a) & 86(c)), the highest magnitude contours of
Φ1G and Φ1A exist further downstream, which overlaps spatially with the subsonic high TKE regions of the
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shear layer near reattachment, where previous analyses demonstrated that the upright and inverted hairpin
structures were most prevalent. Just downstream of reattachment (Figs. 86(b) & 86(d)), the high magnitude
Φ2G and Φ2A contours decay with streamwise progression into the trailing wake. This further emphasizes the
previous conclusion that the hairpin structures typically lose energy and coherence the further downstream of
reattachment they progress, with a rapid drop-off in these metrics near the end of the APG region. Additionally,
the distributions of POD amplitude coefficients for the two modes shown in Fig. 86 are presented in Fig. 87.
Fig. 87 POD amplitude coefficient distributions, presented as discrete probability density functions, for (a)
FOV 1 mode one and (b) FOV 5 mode two.
To further evidence that the TPIV modes of Fig. 86 represent high-energy Q2 and Q4 motions
induced by upright and inverted hairpins, respectively, both histograms in Fig. 87 depict negatively-skewed
distributions, which implies an energy bias for both modes towards Q2 turbulent events (referencing the sign
of the ΦA and ΦG components shown for both modes in Fig. 86). These distributions appear very similar to
the mode two distribution from the SPIV symmetry plane-view POD analysis, which was carefully analyzed
to demonstrate that it identified Q2 and Q4 turbulent motions. Both of the TPIV amplitude coefficient
distributions of Fig. 87, as well as the SPIV amplitude coefficient distribution of Fig. 71(b), indicate modal
energy biases towards Q2 turbulent events, which again, is consistent with the quadrant analysis of Sec. 3.5.2,
that demonstrated high-energy Q2’s as being more prevalent than high-energy Q4’s.
Additionally, to further emphasize the results of the previous SPIV POD analysis, which demonstrated
that a higher prevalence of high-energy Q2 turbulence reduced the shear layer growth rate and shifted the
reattachment location further downstream, and vice-versa for the high-energy Q4’s, a similar conditional
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sorting was performed on the FOV 1 mode one TPIV data. Although these data did not measure the
reattachment location, conditional sorting of the TPIV volumetric snapshots based on 01 < −1 (which
identifies Q2 motions in FOV 1 mode one) reduced the shear layer thickness compared to the unconditional
mean flow, and shifted the lower-speed flow contours further away from the central axis, which is indicative of
a larger recirculation bubble, and an increased reattachment length. The opposite behavior was also observed
for these TPIV data using snapshot sorting conditioned on 01 > +1, which identifies Q4 motions in FOV 1
mode one. This demonstrates a consistency in the previously established results across both the SPIV and
TPIV measurement techniques, which both identified the high-energy Q2 and Q4 motions in the POD modes,
as well as resolving the influence of these turbulent motions on the underlying flow field development.
In order to demonstrate the modes that depict the high-energy quasi-axial structures that were
discussed in Sec. 4.3, two sample POD modes, one from FOV 2 (low-speed shear layer) and one from FOV 5
(high-speed trailing wake), are shown in Fig. 88. Both of the modes shown in this figure represent the highest
energy-containing mode for each region, and represent the projections of the mode shapes onto the cylindrical
coordinate directions. Also note that each mode component is presented with a symmetric color scaling,
wherein blue denotes negative values and red denotes positive values. Furthermore, the distributions of
amplitude coefficients for both of these modes are shown in Fig. 89.
All threemodal components for bothmodes in Fig. 88, which are representative of velocity fluctuations,
depict elongated regions with oppositely signed values. This indicates a turbulent rotational motion that
is both axially-rotating (denoted by the alternately signed ΦA and Φ\ contours), as well as having a radial
component of rotation (denoted by the alternately signed ΦG contour). However, this 3-D rotational motion
can be difficult to conceptualize by attempting to visualize the 3-D vector field from the corresponding mode
components. Alternately, because the mode components are representative of fluctuating velocity components,
they can be treated and analyzed as such. Therefore, computing the vorticity vector on the mode components
is physically representative of the vorticity field produced by the turbulent motions depicted by the modes.
Figure 90 demonstrates the axial and radial vorticity components (lG and lA , respectively) for the FOV 2
mode one field of Figs. 88(a)-88(c), and Fig. 91 demonstrates lG and lA for the FOV 5 mode one field of
Figs. 88(d)-88(f). Figures 90 & 91 depict both the 3-D isocontours of these vorticity components, as well as
cross-sectional 2-D slices through the highest-magnitude vorticity regions.
The 3-D isocontours of lG and lA of Figs. 90(a) & 90(c), respectively, demonstrate a streamwise-
elongated region of quasi-axial fluid rotation, centered about the alternately-signed mode regions of Fig. 88.
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Fig. 88 Isocontours of selected POD modes from the FOV 2 and FOV 5 data sets projected onto the
cylindrical coordinate directions. (a) FOV 2 Φ1A , (b) FOV 2 Φ1\ , (c) FOV 2 Φ
1
G , (d) FOV 5 Φ1A , (e) FOV 5 Φ1\ ,
and (f) FOV 5 Φ1G .
The cross-sectional slices of lG and lA in Figs. 90(b) & 90(d), respectively, better demonstrate the conically-
nested vorticity contours in this region. Additionally, it was found that the azimuthal component of vorticity
was an order of magnitude smaller than the two components shown in Fig. 90, and was subsequently excluded
from this figure. The 2-D vorticity contours of Figs. 90(b) & 90(d) closely resemble the intermittency-filtered,
ensemble-average contours of axial and radial swirling strength from Fig. 62 in Sec. 4.3.2. The only notable
difference between Figs. 62 & 90 is that for the swirling strength contours, the axial component was notably
stronger than the radial component. In Fig. 90, however, both components appear approximately equal in
strength to one another. Nevertheless, these results seem to indicate that the first mode of the FOV 2 TPIV
data seems to identify the large-scale quasi-axial structures of Sec. 4.3.
The same components of vorticity were also computed for the FOV 5 mode one data, and are
demonstrated in Fig. 91. In this figure, a streamwise-elongated region of axial and radial vorticity can also
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Fig. 89 POD amplitude coefficient distributions, presented as discrete probability density functions, for (a)
FOV 2 mode one and (b) FOV 5 mode one.
be observed, albeit at a higher noise level than for the FOV 2 data of Fig. 90. The cross-sectional slices of
vorticity in this figure also appear to resemble the swirling strength contours of Fig. 62, with the contours
being strongest further upstream in this region and decaying with streamwise progression. It is probable
that the high level of noise in these contours is due to the increased intermittency of this type of structure
downstream of reattachment, as the baroclinic torque weakens and provides less vorticity production in this
further downstream flow region.
The TPIV POD mode shapes presented in this section appear to clearly identify the coherent turbulent
structures discussed in Ch. 4 as the dominant turbulent energy contributors throughout the high-energy regions
of this flow. Additionally, many of the subsequent modes observed in these TPIV data sets represented the
same dynamics as these coherent structures, only at smaller spatial scales and with increased spatial frequency.
For example, the third mode of the FOV 2 data depicted two streamwise-elongated regions of axial and radial
vorticity (each with lower computed vorticity values than the region in Fig. 90), aligned side-by-side, with
very similar geometries to the single region of mode one in Fig. 90. This indicates that the contributions
from the three identified types of coherent structures (i.e., upright hairpins, inverted hairpins, and quasi-axial
structures) towards the flow TKE spans many POD modes at varying spatial frequencies, as opposed to just
the single modes depicted in Figs. 86 & 88. Additionally, the fact that these types of structures were readily
identifiable in the highest energy-containing POD modes, as well as the subsequent modes all depicting
varying spatial frequencies of these same structures, provides confidence that all of the most important
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Fig. 90 Components of the vorticity vector computed on the FOV 2 POD mode one vector field. (a) 3-D
isocontours of lG , (b) 2-D isocontours of lG along the H/'0 = 0.2 plane, (c) 3-D isocontours of lA , and (d)
2-D isocontours of lA along the H/'0 = 0.2 plane.
high-energy coherent turbulent structures have been identified. There is, of course, much future work still
needed in order to fully understand various aspects of these structures, such as their formation mechanisms
and direct influences on global flow properties, but the current work of identifying and quantifying their
existence, size, energy contributions, and statistical prevalence is a significant step forward in understanding
the turbulence in this highly complex separated/reattaching flow field.
5.3.3 Enstrophy-based POD analysis
The snapshot POD implementation outlined in Sec. 5.1, which utilized fluctuating velocity components,
is for a decomposition of the flow on an optimal TKE basis (i.e., the modes are optimal in the sense that
the largest fraction of the TKE in this flow is represented by the fewest number of modes possible). This
decomposition only considers the energy associated with turbulent motions, and has no regard for fluid
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Fig. 91 Components of the vorticity vector computed on the FOV 5 POD mode one vector field. (a) 3-D
isocontours of lG , (b) 2-D isocontours of lG along the H/'0 = 0 plane, (c) 3-D isocontours of lA , and (d)
2-D isocontours of lA along the H/'0 = 0 plane.
vorticity. Alternatively, the optimality basis of the decomposition can be changed by changing the input
components to the * matrix (Eq. 24). For example, the local flow enstrophy (defined as Y = |l |2, where
l is the vorticity vector), represents the strength of local rotational motions within the flow. The input
components of the* matrix can be changed from fluctuating velocity components, which gives an energy-
based decomposition in the POD analysis, to fluctuating vorticity components (i.e., l′A , l′\ , and l
′
G for
fluctuating radial, azimuthal, and axial vorticity, respectively), which gives a turbulent enstrophy-based
decomposition. In this implementation, the modes are optimally decomposed for turbulent enstrophy, wherein
the modes will identify spatial correlations of the strongest rotational motions within the flow, without
considering their TKE contribution. This section discusses the results of the enstrophy-based POD analysis,
which was performed on all six TPIV fields-of-view.
Similarly to the energy-based POD analysis, the fractional enstrophy contained within each mode can
be determined from the corresponding eigenvalues (Eq. 28). Figure 92 demonstrates the fractional energy
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versus mode number for the highest 25 enstrophy-containing modes for all six TPIV fields-of-view. From
Fig. 92 it can be seen that the enstrophy convergence of the POD modes for these TPIV data is much slower
than for the energy convergence plots shown in Sec. 5.3.1. The highest enstrophy-containing mode for any of
the six regions only accounts for 2.4% of the total flow enstrophy. However, alternately to the energy-based
analysis of Ch. 5, there appears to be several instances of ‘mode pairing’ within the fractional enstrophy plots,
denoted by the black ovals. Mode pairing is a phenomenon in POD analysis wherein the analysis displays
the same dynamics across two or more POD modes, with these paired modes typically having very similar
fractional energy or fractional enstrophy values, depending on the basis of the decomposition. The mode pairs
are identified here by a sequence of two POD modes that have a small differential in the fractional enstrophy
between them, with much larger differentials in the fractional enstrophy compared to any other modes. In
the literature, mode pairing is typically noted to identify coherent dynamics within a flow. To investigate
the cumulative enstrophy convergence across all modes, Fig. 93(a) shows the cumulative enstrophy for all
six TPIV fields-of-view across all mode numbers, and Fig. 93(b) shows cumulative enstrophy versus mode
fraction (i.e., the mode number normalized by the total number of modes, #).
Fig. 92 PODmodal enstrophy convergence spectra for each of the six TPIV fields-of-view showing fractional
enstrophy versus mode number for the first 25 modes.
Figure 93 further demonstrates that the enstrophy-based POD analysis falls well short of the energy-
based POD analysis in its ability to represent significant fractions of the analysis basis variable into a small
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Fig. 93 Cumulative POD enstrophy spectra for all six TPIV data sets. (a) Cumulative enstrophy versus
mode number and (b) cumulative enstrophy versus mode fraction (i.e., mode number divided by total number
of modes, #).
number of modal representations. The initial convergence slopes in Fig. 93 are very small, demonstrating a
very slow convergence. There is, however, substantially more separation between the convergence spectra for
each of the six TPIV fields-of-view for this enstrophy-based analysis than for the energy-based analysis of
Sec. 5.3.1. FOV 6 (the far central wake region) is demonstrated by Fig. 93(b) to have the slowest enstrophy
convergence, which is consistent with this flow region having a clear lack of coherent turbulent structures,
which is consistent with previously presented results. Additionally, FOV 4 (the reattachment region) has the
fastest enstrophy convergence of any of the six regions, which is also consistent with this flow region having
the highest prevalence of coherent turbulent structures. To better compare the enstrophy convergence for each
of these six regions, Table 7 lists the total number of modes required for each of the six TPIV regions to
achieve 50% and 90% enstrophy convergence, as well as the percentage of total modes required (i.e., the
mode fraction) to achieve these same benchmarks.
From Table 7, FOV 4 (reattachment) is clearly the dominant region is achieving modal enstrophy
convergence, requiring only 6.8% of its total modes to achieve 50% enstrophy convergence, and 41.4%
to achieve 90% convergence. In comparison, the worst performing region (FOV 6) required 14.4% of its
total modes to achieve 50% enstrophy convergence, and 61% to achieve 90% convergence, with the other
four regions all falling somewhere in between these two regions. These numbers are in stark contrast to
the energy convergence values of Table 6, wherein FOV 4 only required 1.4% of its modes to achieve 50%
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Table 7 TPIV POD enstrophy convergence
Measurement region N modes (50% Y) N modes (90% Y) % modes (50% Y) % modes (90% Y)
FOV 1 235 1420 8.8% 52.9%
FOV 2 260 1349 10.8% 56.0%
FOV 3 322 1488 12.8% 58.9%
FOV 4 224 1359 6.8% 41.4%
FOV 5 252 1332 10.3% 54.4%
FOV 6 312 1322 14.4% 61.0%
TKE convergence, and 30.7% to achieve 90% TKE convergence. The differences between the energy-based
and enstrophy-based POD analyses can be partly attributed to the fluctuating vorticity values used in the
enstrophy-based method being computed from spatial derivative quantities, which are inherently much noisier
than the fluctuating velocity values. This could have resulted in a larger portion of the total enstrophy being
biased towards the higher mode numbers compared to the energy-based approach. It could also be the case
that, without regard for TKE in the analysis, amplified turbulence mechanisms, such as the amplified shearing
along the inner-arch of hairpin structures, are not identified by the enstrophy-based analysis. Many of the
high-energy POD modes of the previous sections appeared to be related to various spatial frequencies of the
hairpin structures, such as mode four from the SPIV symmetry plane-view analysis (Fig. 70), so the lack of
consideration of these structures’ amplified energy contributions in the enstrophy-based analysis could also be
the cause for the much slower modal convergence.
Figure 94 displays the highest enstrophy-containing modes from the FOV 1 (high-speed shear layer)
and FOV 5 (high-speed trailing wake) regions projected onto the cylindrical coordinates (i.e., the modes
now represent components of fluctuating vorticity as opposed to fluctuating velocity for previous mode
shapes). Comparing the mode shapes between the two TPIV regions in Fig. 94, it appears that both modes
represent similar dynamics. Both the radial and axial mode components in the two regions depict three
alternately-signed, streamwise-elongated regions of vorticity. This could be indicative of a high spatial
frequency correlation of several quasi-axial turbulent structures that exhibit oppositely-signed rotation to
their neighbor (hence the three alternately-signed regions). However, it is unclear if this is the case, as these
regions also overlap with regions of non-negligible azimuthal vorticity, which was absent from the quasi-axial
structures identified in the POD analysis in Fig. 90.
The second highest enstrophy-containing POD modes from the same FOV 1 and FOV 5 regions
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Fig. 94 Projections of selected TPIV enstrophy-based POD modes onto the cylindrical coordinate directions.
(a) FOV 1 mode one radial component, (b) FOV 5 mode one radial component, (c) FOV 1 mode one azimuthal
component, (d) FOV 5 mode one azimuthal component, (e) FOV 1 mode one axial component, and (f) FOV 5
mode one axial component.
are shown in Fig. 95. These modes depict similar dynamics to that of Fig. 94, only now there are four
alternately-signed, streamwise-elongated contours of axial and radial vorticity upstream of reattachment, and
only two elongated contours in the trailing wake region. These axial and radial vorticity contours are also
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accompanied by alternately-signed azimuthal vorticity. Therefore, it does appear that the first two modes from
each of these regions are paired (as was initially identified by the similar fractional enstrophy values in Fig. 92),
but it is currently unclear if these modes identify the large-scale quasi-axial structures previously discussed,
some other type of coherent turbulent motion, or if they simply represent an amalgamation of several different
types of turbulent structures into non-coherent modal representations. Overall, it appears that the energy-based
POD approach was far more successful than the enstrophy-based approach in decomposing the turbulence
of this flow into fewer modal representations, as well as providing a clearer interpretation of the dynamics
represented by those modes. However, an enstrophy-based decomposition requires volumetric velocity field
data to compute all three components of the vorticity vector, as well as requiring large measurement ensembles
to allow for adequate convergence of the analysis. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this work is the first
instance in the literature of experimental turbulence data being used for an enstrophy-based decomposition.
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Fig. 95 Projections of selected TPIV enstrophy-based POD modes onto the cylindrical coordinate directions.
(a) FOV 1 mode two radial component, (b) FOV 5 mode two radial component, (c) FOV 1 mode two azimuthal
component, (d) FOV 5 mode two azimuthal component, (e) FOV 1 mode two axial component, and (f) FOV 5
mode two axial component.
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CHAPTER 6: SHEAR LAYER BOUNDARY STATISTICS
This chapter presents and discusses flow statistics near the instantaneous boundaries of the separated
shear layer. Thus far, turbulence statistics have been presented at fixed spatial locations within the flow,
while referencing the Reynolds-averaged locations of the shear layer boundaries to postulate the influences
that these turbulence mechanisms have on the underlying flow development. As will be demonstrated in
this chapter, however, the instantaneous shear layer boundaries can be highly geometrically convoluted, and
can deviate quite far from the Reynolds-averaged locations. Thus, computing turbulence statistics near the
instantaneous flow boundaries provides a more complete understanding of the influence of the turbulence
field along these boundaries. The interface detection methodologies are first discussed and presented, with
several accompanying instantaneous examples. Statistics of the instantaneous interface deviations away
from the mean locations are also provided as a function of streamwise location. Finally, the second-order
turbulence statistics are reexamined in this chapter, only now conditionally computed as functions of distance
away from the instantaneous shear layer boundaries. These second-order statistics include the TKE, the
primary components of the kinematic Reynolds stress tensor, and the turbulent quadrant analysis, both with
and without a hyperbolic hole filter.
6.1 Interface Detection and Filtering
The separated shear layer in this flow has two distinct boundaries. As was discussed in previous
chapters of this dissertation, the low-speed boundary separating the shear layer from the recirculation region
requires an arbitrary definition, as the fluid remains turbulent throughout both the shear layer and recirculation
regions. Thus, the seemingly logical boundary separating these two regions is defined by +G/+∞ = 0, as fluid
to one side of this boundary is convecting downstream within the shear layer, and fluid to the other side is being
recirculated upstream. Thus, this shear layer boundary will be referred to as the recirculated/non-recirculated
interface (RNRI). Although the definition of this boundary is just a seemingly arbitrary constant-velocity
contour, this definition does meet the criteria for a constant-property turbulent surface, given by Pope [14].
Additionally, this flow contour is commonly used in separated/reattaching flows to establish the shear layer
reattachment location. Thus, although seemingly arbitrary in definition, this boundary can be expected to
exhibit similar characteristics to that of more rigorously defined flow boundaries. Furthermore, turbulent
processes occurring along this instantaneous flow boundary surely have a significant contribution towards the
spatial development of the separated shear layer, which is of paramount importance in the determination of
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global flow properties.
The high-speed shear layer boundary separates the turbulent shear layer fluid from the non-turbulent
freestream fluid. The interface defining this boundary is then aptly referred to as the turbulent/non-turbulent
interface (TNTI). The TNTI has been a subject of study in many recent works attempting to obtain a more
complete understanding of turbulent entrainment mechanisms in a variety of flows, including shear layers,
jets, and boundary layers [58, 80, 86, 123–125]. A major topic of debate on turbulent entrainment for many
decades now has been the influence of large-scale versus small-scale structures on the mass entrainment
process. Earlier works on this topic theorized that the majority of mass entrainment along the TNTI was
produced by large-scale flow structures inducing large instantaneous entrainment events, commonly referred
to as ‘engulfment’ [7, 119]. These motions were interpreted as large-scale structures trapping pockets of
irrotational freestream fluid within the turbulent flow, wherein they would become mixed with the turbulent
flow. A contradicting theory to this is that small-scale structures dominate the mass entrainment along the
TNTI through small-scale motions, commonly referred to as ‘nibbling’. Corrsin and Kistler [12] originally
described nibbling as a viscous-dominated process, wherein the small-scale structures inducing this mass flux
into the turbulent flow were generated by discontinuous jumps in the local fluid vorticity across the TNTI.
Many of the more recent works on this subject tend to agree with the theory that the small-scale
nibbling-type mechanisms dominate the entrained mass flow across a variety of turbulent flows [80, 123]. A
DNS study by Jahanbakhshi andMadnia [86] also examined the influence of compressibility on the entrainment
process in free shear layers, with the examined convectiveMach numbers ranging from 0.2−1.8 (i.e., essentially
incompressible to highly compressible). They found that, in all cases, the small-scale structures dominated
the entrained mass flow, and that the fractional engulfed mass flow continually diminished with increasing
convective Mach numbers. Specifically, they found that the engulfed mass flow for the "2 = 1.8 case only
accounted for 8% of the total entrained fluid mass. Additionally, this study noted that as compressibility
levels increased, correlations between entrained mass flow and viscous terms decreased, and local dilataion
and baroclinicity terms became more significant. This suggests that, even though the small-scales continue
to dominate the local mass entrainment at higher compressibility levels along the TNTI, the model of the
canonical viscous nibbling mechanism begins to break down in the presence of significant compressibility, as
additionally sources of local vorticity production, such as baroclinicity, become more significant.
Detection of the TNTI in the literature is typically accomplished by several different methods.
One method utilizes simultaneously acquired planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) images and PIV
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measurements, such as in the work performed by Westerweel et al. [124]. The fluorescent dye illuminated in
the PLIF images provides a clear visual boundary between the turbulent fluid and the unmixed freestream
fluid, and this identified boundary is then mapped back to the PIV images for quantitative analysis. Other
interface detection methods rely solely on the PIV measurements fields themselves, and either identify the
TNTI using measured fluid vorticity or TKE. Vorticity-based detection of the TNTI provides a rigorously
defined interface in high spatial resolution CFD data, such as in the work of de Silva et al. [126]. However,
for experimental data, calculation of instantaneous vorticity fields inherently amplifies the noise signature of
the underlying velocity field data through spatial differentiation, which greatly hinders the ability to accurately
identify the instantaneous TNTI geometry and location. Therefore, a TKE-based method for detection of the
TNTI, which does not require spatial differentiation of velocity field data, is preferable for experimental data
sets, and is utilized in the current work. This methodology was inspired by the work of Chauhan et al. [125],
who used this technique to study entrainment in turbulent boundary layers.
For an instantaneous velocity field, the instantaneous TKE field (: ′) is computed, where : ′ is defined
by Eq. 33. Ideally, the freestream fluid regions would be purely irrotational and exhibit no turbulent activity,
meaning that the TNTI could simply be defined as the location in the flow where : ′ drops to zero. In practice,
however, due to both measurement noise and facility-induced turbulence, the measured : ′ values in the
freestream are relatively small, but still non-zero. To make detection of the TNTI more robust on these
instantaneous : ′ fields, Chauhan et al. [125] proposed smoothing the instantaneous : ′ fields with a symmetric
box filter, such that the center of the filter window represents the average of all values within that window.
They argue that the smoothed : ′ values in the freestream regions should be close to the Reynolds-averaged
TKE values in the same regions, and that the smoothed values of : ′ should rapidly drop when traversing across
the TNTI into the freestream. Additionally, this smoothing filter acts to reduce intermittency and non-physical
features in the definition of the instantaneous TNTIs. A threshold value (: ′
Cℎ
) can then be defined at a slightly
higher magnitude than the measured freestream Reynolds-averaged TKE, wherein fluid regions that satisfy
: ′ < : ′
Cℎ
are deemed non-turbulent, and regions that satisfy : ′ > : ′
Cℎ
are deemed turbulent. Additionally,
although the instantaneous TNTI is a convoluted surface in 3-D space, for simplicity, the analysis in this
chapter is limited to the 2-D symmetry plane-view SPIV data, wherein an instantaneous TNTI is represented
by a line in these planar data. For the current work, it was empirically determined that : ′
Cℎ
/+2∞ = 0.001
provided an appropriate threshold for defining instantaneous TNTIs in these symmetry plane-view SPIV data.
The next step in the analysis is to determine an appropriate window size for the box filter used in the
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smoothing of the : ′ fields. Figure 96 demonstrates a zoomed-in region of an example instantaneous : ′ field in
the trailing wake, where the TNTI is defined using four different box filter window sizes. The images shown
in Fig. 96 represent the definition of the TNTI using : ′
Cℎ
/+2∞ = 0.001 without a smoothing filter (Fig. 96(a)),





+ ′2A ++ ′2\ ++ ′2G
)
(33)
Fig. 96 Example instantaneous TNTI detection using varying : ′ smoothing window sizes. The TNTI is
defined by the white contour line in each figure. (a) No window, (b) 3 x 3 smoothing windows, (c) 5 x 5
smoothing windows, and (d) 7 x 7 smoothing windows.
From Fig. 96(a) it can be seen that defining the TNTI without first smoothing the : ′ field produces
many sharp discontinuities and non-physical features in the surface geometry. However, those non-physical
features disappear for all three smoothing window sizes shown in Figs. 96(b) - 96(d). It also appears that as
the kernel size of the smoothing window is increased, the small-scale convolutions of the TNTI geometry are
further suppressed, as the larger box filters remove the influence of the small-scale turbulence in the surface
definition. Therefore, it was determined that a 3 x 3 window size for the box filter would be best suited for the
current analysis, as it sufficiently identified a smooth TNTI surface without any discernible non-physical flow
features, and it also better preserves the influence of the small-scale turbulence on the interface geometry
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than the larger window sizes. Additionally, as these symmetry plane-view SPIV data were computed using
50% spatial overlap in the cross-correlation algorithm, a 3 x 3 : ′ window is physically equivalent in size to a
single cross-correlation window, so it is not expected that a box filter of this window size would introduce any
artificial spatial frequency information into the data.
Fig. 97 Example zoomed-in instantaneous TNTI surfaces within the shear layer ((a) & (c)) and the trailing
wake ((b) & (d)).
Four additional examples showing the detection of instantaneous TNTIs using the 3 x 3 : ′ smoothing
windows are shown in Fig. 97, where the solid white lines denote the TNTI surfaces, and the rest of the
figures are colored by the instantaneous : ′ fields. Figures 97(a) & 97(c) show zoomed-in examples in the
separated shear layer, and Figs. 97(b) & 97(d) show zoomed-in examples in the trailing wake. From the
examples shown in Fig. 97, it appears that the instantaneous convolutions of the TNTI increase in size further
downstream, with several large-scale bulges depicted in Figs. 97(b) & 97(d). These large-scale surface bulges
appear to wrap around the outer perimeter of large-scale structures. This indicates that local large-scale
structures existing in the vicinity of the TNTI can greatly influence its instantaneous geometry.
Detection of the RNRI in this flow is a trivial process, as this surface is simply defined by the
instantaneous constant-velocity contour of +G/+∞ = 0. For identification of both the TNTI and the RNRI,
however, these detection schemes typically produced multiple separate surfaces within an instantaneous
example. This is a result of the highly unsteady flow containing inhomogeneous fluid pockets throughout
multiple regions that satisfy the detection criteria of the TNTI and RNRI. For example, the recirculation region
can have small pockets of fluid within it where the fluid within these pockets is instantaneously convecting
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downstream, resulting in several separate recirculation regions in the definition of the RNRI. Additionally, the
recompression shock structure that coalesces in the freestream can generate turbulence greater in strength
than the defined : ′
Cℎ
value, resulting in the TNTI detection scheme identifying separate regions outside of
the core flow. The presence of these inhomogeneous regions for both the TNTI and RNRI requires further
filtering prior to analysis. The filtering used for this does not influence the defined surface geometry by
implementing any sort of data smoothing algorithm. Instead, it iteratively searches through an instantaneous
surface definition in search of a continuous interface line, and deletes all segments of the surface definition
that are not attached to the primary interface. This is demonstrated in Fig. 98, wherein Figs. 98(a) & 98(c)
depict two instantaneous examples of both the TNTI (black contours) and RNRI (white contours) prior to this
filtering technique, and Figs. 98(b) & 98(d) show the same examples after filtering for continuous interfaces.
Figs. 98(b) & 98(d) demonstrate that this filtering method not only produces a continuous surface definition
for both the TNTI and RNRI, but that it also preserves the geometric features of the instantaneous interfaces.
Fig. 98 Example full field-of-view RNRI and TNTI interfaces using unfiltered surface definitions ((a) & (c))
and after filtering surfaces for inhomogeneous regions ((b) & (d)). The RNRI is depicted by the white contour
lines, and the TNTI is depicted by the black contour lines.
Instantaneously, the surface geometry of both the TNTI and RNRI can vary significantly from
image to image. Figure 99 demonstrates four additional full-field examples, showing both the TNTI and
the RNRI. In some instances, the RNRI depicts a nominally conical shape (Figs. 99(c) & 99(d)), which is
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fairly representative of the mean flow. In other instances, however, the instantaneous convolutions of the
RNRI deviate quite far from the mean, such as in Fig. 99(b). In this example, the upstream portions of the
RNRI along the bottom half of the flow deviate very far from the lower shear layer, towards the central axis.
This is most likely a result of the instantaneous recirculation structure near the base causing large pockets of
downstream-convecting fluid, resulting in these large interface convolutions. This type of RNRI behavior in
the far upstream flow regions was observed in many other instantaneous images. Additionally, these examples
further demonstrate the complexity of the shear layer reattachment process, where the instantaneous shear
layers approaching reattachment demonstrate complicated geometries, and Fig. 98(d) demonstrates multiple
reattachment locations within a single measurement. Although not shown here for brevity, examination of
measurement volumes from the FOV 4 TPIV data revealed that it was quite common for there to exist two or
more instantaneous shear layer reattachment locations within the 3-D measurement region. Figure 99 also
clearly demonstrates that the large convolutions of the TNTI tend to grow with streamwise progression of the
flow, with the largest bulges occurring in the trailing wake regions. This is further evidence that convolutions
of the TNTI geometry are strongly influenced by the presence of local large-scale structures, as the turbulent
structures have been demonstrated throughout this dissertation to be largest in size in the further downstream
regions of the flow.
Fig. 99 Four example instantaneous RNRI and TNTI interfaces. The RNRI is depicted by the white contour
lines, and the TNTI is depicted by the black contour lines.
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The average locations of both the TNTI and RNRI were determined by averaging the instantaneous
interface locations across the entire ensemble of # = 3000 measurement planes. These averaged interfaces are
then compared to the definitions of the shear layer boundaries computed on the mean flow field that have been
used for visualization in many previous figures of this dissertation. The results of this are shown in Fig. 100,
wherein the dashed white contours depict the interfaces computed on the mean flow field, and the solid black
contours depict the ensemble-averaged locations of the instantaneous interfaces. It should be noted that the
figures in previous chapters of this dissertation did not strictly utilize the definition of the TNTI outlined in the
current section. Instead, these figures simply used a ‘10%Δ*’ thickness contour, which is a common metric
to define boundaries in free shear layers [81]. However, Fig. 100 demonstrates that the ensemble-averaged
TNTI location lines up almost exactly with this 10%Δ* boundary defined on the mean flow. For the RNRI,
the ensemble-averaged interface location also lines up quite well with the 〈+G/+∞ = 0〉 contour of the mean
flow. In the far upstream regions, the two low-speed contours deviate from one another, most likely a result of
the large instantaneous convolutions of the RNRI towards the centerline demonstrated in Fig. 99(b). This
region of the flow also had a relatively high noise level compared to the rest of the measurement region, which
probably also contributed to the deviations between the ensemble-averaged RNRI and mean flow contours.
Fig. 100 Comparison between the interfaces being defined on the mean flow field (depicted by the dashed-




With the data available in the current work, it is not possible to strictly quantify shear layer entrainment
activity along either the TNTI or RNRI. High compressibility levels in the current flow give rise to significant
fluid density gradients, which are unknown with the currently available data. Van Gent et al. [116]
discuss the feasibility of using PIV measurements to obtain <40= density field information in compressible
flows, but notes that obtaining 8=BC0=C0=4>DB density field information in compressible flows would, at a
minimum, require time-resolved volumetric flow data (i.e., time-resolved TPIV measurements). Thus, without
instantaneous fluid density distributions, the true values of mass flux across defined flow boundaries are
unknown. Additionally, the TNTI and RNRI turbulent surfaces themselves propagate in space relative to
the local fluid motion, so determination of volume flux across these surfaces would require transforming
the measured fluid velocities into the relative frame of reference of the local surface. Pope [14] notes
that determination of the surface propagation velocity for either type of turbulent surface would require
time-resolved measurements of their spatial evolutions. Gibson [127] introduces a method for approximating
the propagation speed of constant-property surfaces, such as the RNRI, from single snapshots of the measured
property field. However, this approach breaks down in the presence of non-uniform density fields, such as in
the current work. Therefore, in addition to not having fluid density distributions, the current data are also
not able to provide surface propagation velocities, which means that directly calculating even volume flux
across either the RNRI or TNTI is not feasible. Thus, although the TNTI and RNRI can be detected with the
previously presented approach, the analysis of turbulent processes in the vicinity of these surfaces with the
currently available data is inherently limited in capability. These analyses are limited in the current chapter to
statistics of the instantaneous surface geometry, as well as conditionally-computed second-order turbulence
statistics in the vicinity of the instantaneous interfaces. However, even though these analyses do not directly
provide measures of mass entrainment or volume flux, the dominant turbulent processes in the vicinity of
these surfaces can still be postulated from the results obtained, and differences in the turbulence structure
along both the TNTI and RNRI are abundantly clear. The current section presents these statistical analyses
for the TNTI, while the RNRI is examined in the following section of this dissertation.
To provide a measure of how far the TNTI deviates instantaneously from its mean location, discrete
probability density functions (PDFs) were computed as a function of streamwise location within the flow.
These distributions were normalized for distance away from the mean TNTI location (A) #)  ), such that a
negative value of A − A) #)  indicates a deflection of the TNTI towards the shear layer side, and a positive
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value of A − A) #)  indicates a deflection of the TNTI towards the freestream side. Nine PDFs are shown in
Fig. 101, where each PDF represents the TNTI behavior at a fixed streamwise location in the flow, ranging
from 0.5'0 to 4.5'0 downstream of separation, with the location included in each figure. In these figures,
the probability is shown on the G-axis, and radial deflection distance of the TNTI is shown on the H-axis.
Additionally, distances away from A) #)  for each streamwise location are normalized by the global '0 value,
so that a comparison can be made between interface deflection magnitudes at each location.
Fig. 101 Discrete probability density functions representing the distribution of instantaneous TNTI locations
as a function of distance away from the mean TNTI location at nine different streamwise locations.
All nine distributions in Fig. 101 depict positively-skewed Gaussian profiles, indicating that deflections
of the TNTI are biased towards the freestream side at all streamwise locations in this flow, both upstream and
downstream of reattachment (G/'0 = 2.61). This result is consistent with a similar analysis performed by
Kim [58] in compressible free shear layers, who also found positive skewness values in the TNTI distributions
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towards the high-speed freestream side for all compressibility levels examined. The width of each distribution
also tends to grow with streamwise progression, further evidencing the observations of the previous section
that the TNTI deflections are dominated by the local large-scale structures. To quantitatively examine
the behavior of the TNTI deflections, the standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of each of the nine
distributions are presented in Table 8.
Table 8 TNTI statistics
G/'0−location Mean A/'0−location Standard deviation Skewness Kurtosis
0.5 0.942 0.0172 1.017 4.652
1.0 0.896 0.0188 0.649 3.465
1.5 0.747 0.0211 0.678 3.570
2.0 0.625 0.0234 0.633 3.571
2.5 0.546 0.0301 1.022 4.463
3.0 0.499 0.0323 1.131 5.105
3.5 0.479 0.0458 1.056 4.718
4.0 0.474 0.0614 1.327 5.152
4.5 0.466 0.0603 1.029 4.481
5.0 0.454 0.0635 0.903 4.555
From Table 8, the standard deviation for each of the nine distributions monotonically increases with
streamwise progression of the flow, with the standard deviation of the farthest downstream station being
nearly four times greater than the farthest upstream location. Additionally, the skewness and kurtosis of the
distributions are moderate in value throughout much of the shear layer (approximately 0.65 for the skewness
and 3.5 for the kurtosis for G/'0 < 2.5), but near reattachment and throughout the trailing wake (G/'0 > 2.5),
the skewness jumps to approximately 1 and the kurtosis to around 5. This demonstrates that the TNTI
deflections become highly intermittent and biased towards the freestream side in the further downstream
regions of the flow, possibly a result of the APG inducing large-scale turbulent structures, such as upright
hairpin vortices, which would induce high-energy Q2 fluctuations towards the freestream fluid in this region.
Or, this TNTI behavior could also be related to the large-scale flow-branching behavior observed in the TPIV
data in the trailing wake shown in Sec. 4.1.2.
To examine the statistical behavior of turbulent structures in the vicinity of the TNTI, conditional
second-order turbulence statistics were also computed as a function of distance away from the TNTI. These
statistics include the TKE and all four primary components of the kinematic Reynolds stress tensor. In
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Fig. 102 Conditional turbulence statistics as a function of distance away from the instantaneous TNTI at
varying streamwise locations. At each location the distance is scaled by the local Xl .
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Ch. 3, these statistics were presented in a Reynolds-averaged form at fixed spatial locations. Here, within
an instantaneous snapshot, the TNTI is located at a fixed streamwise location, and a radial line of velocity
fluctuations is extracted as a function of distance away from the instantaneous TNTI, extending both above and
below it. These extracted lines of velocity fluctuations are then averaged across the entire # = 3000 ensemble
of snapshots to produce the conditional statistics. For the TNTI analysis, this procedure was performed at five
streamwise locations, ranging from G/'0 = 1 to G/'0 = 5, with the results presented in Fig. 102. In Fig. 102,
the left column shows the conditional TKE and kinematic shear stress, and the right column shows all three
conditional normal stresses, with each row depicting a different streamwise location. In this figure, the primed
notation on the Reynolds stresses (i.e., '′
8 9
) indicates that they are conditionally computed as a function of
distance away from the TNTI. Additionally, the radial distance at each location was normalized by the local
mean flow Xl , so that a value of −1 on the H-axis approximately depicts the opposite side of the shear layer.
Finally, the conditional TNTI location on each of these plots is depicted by the horizontal dashed black line.
At all five streamwise locations in Fig. 102, all statistical quantities rapidly decay to zero when
traversing across the TNTI towards the freestream, which is an excellent validation of both the TNTI detection
method and the conditional statistics analysis methodology used. Additionally, throughout all streamwise
locations, the peak values of all statistics seem to occur at relatively large radial distances away from the
TNTI (greater than 0.5Xl in several cases), indicating that the typical turbulence in the immediate vicinity
of the TNTI is both low-energy and small-scale. The radial locations of the peak values of the conditional
TKE and shear stresses (left column of Fig. 102) align with one another at all streamwise locations, which is
expected, as these metrics have been demonstrated to both be dominated by hairpin-shaped structures within
the shear layer. Additionally, the radial component of normal stress (red lines in the right column of Fig. 102)
is small in comparison to the other two components further upstream, but increases in relative magnitude
further downstream. This is most likely a result of higher compressibility levels further upstream, which act
to suppress the radial turbulence.
Figures. 99 & 101 of the current chapter demonstrated that the instantaneous TNTI geometry typically
wraps around the outer perimeter of local large-scale structures. This behavior of the TNTI wrapping around
the periphery of large-scale structures was also observed in the TNTI analysis of a turbulent jet by Westerweel
et al. [123]. However, this previous work also noted that, although the large-scale structures typically
dominate the instantaneous geometry of the TNTI, the mass flux that these structures induce across the TNTI
is minimal in comparison to that induced by the local small-scale structures. From this, it can be reasonably
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postulated that the local small-scale turbulence along the TNTI in the current flow also dominates the mass
entrainment, as the high-energy structures tend to exist at a relatively large distance away from interface
(Fig. 102), and the turbulent energy in the immediate vicinity of the TNTI is small.
In addition to the metrics of Fig. 102, the turbulent quadrant analysis was also reexamined in this
chapter as a conditional function of distance away from the TNTI. The methodology of this analysis is
similar to that of Fig. 102, only now the values at each location represent the fractional contribution towards
the ensemble-averaged value of 〈|+ ′A+ ′G |〉. The current analysis examines the turbulence in the vicinity of
the TNTI using two separate quadrant analysis thresholds. The first utilizes a weak hyperbolic hole filter,
|+ ′A+ ′G |/f2 =  = 0.25, which is defined to be just large enough to filter out velocity fluctuations on the
order of the freestream turbulence. The second analysis utilizes the same very strict hyperbolic hole filter
of |+ ′A+ ′G |/f2 =  = 2.0 that was used in Sec. 3.5.2, which is intended to only permit very strong velocity
fluctuations induced by the concentrated shearing mechanisms of the upright and inverted hairpin structures.
These analyses are shown in Fig. 103 at the same streamwise locations within the flow as Fig. 102, with the
 = 0.25 analysis in the left column of Fig. 103, and the  = 2.0 analysis in the right column of Fig. 103.
Similarly to Fig. 102, the radial distances in Fig. 103 are also normalized by the local mean flow Xl values.
In Fig. 103, the Q2 fluctuations peak at distances of approximately 0.25Xl − 0.5Xl below the TNTI
at all five streamwise locations for both the  = 0.25 and  = 2.0 analyses. This indicates that upright
hairpin structures typically exist at this distance below the TNTI within the shear layer. The Q4 fluctuations
(blue lines in Fig. 103), however, appear significant near the TNTI for the weak filter analysis (left column
of Fig. 103), but quickly vanish in contribution near the TNTI when subjected to the stronger hyperbolic
hole filter (right column of Fig. 103). This indicates that the inverted hairpin structures, which induce these
high-energy Q4 velocity fluctuations, do not tend to exist in the vicinity of the TNTI, and likely do not
contribute to geometric deviations of the TNTI or mass flux across it. Additionally, as was expected, both the
Q1 and Q3 velocity fluctuations have only a very small influence on the turbulence field at the examined
locations. Furthermore, for all plots in Fig. 103, the hyperbolic hole values (the black lines) contain 100%
of the local turbulent energy in the freestream regions, further validating the choice of : ′
Cℎ
in the previous
section, as well as the definition of the TNTI as the separating boundary between the non-turbulent freestream
fluid and the turbulent shear layer.
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Fig. 103 Conditional quadrant analysis as a function of distance away from the instantaneous TNTI at
varying streamwise locations. At each location the distance is scaled by the local Xl . The left column uses a
weak ( = 0.25) hyperbolic hole filter, and the right column uses a strong ( = 2.0) hyperbolic hole filter.
All velocity fluctuations were normalized by f.
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6.3 RNRI Statistics
In addition to the analyses from the previous section, which are repeated here for the RNRI, the
instantaneous RNRI contours were also used to track the trajectory of the shear layer reattachment location.
Even if a snapshot contained more than one instantaneous reattachment location, such as in Fig. 98(d), only a
single reattachment location was extracted from each snapshot for this analysis, and the reattachment point
was defined as the downstream-most location of the instantaneous RNRI contour. A scatter plot of the
trajectory of the instantaneous reattachment point is shown in Fig. 104(a), and a PDF contour map of this
same trajectory is shown in Fig. 104(b).
Fig. 104 (a) Scatter plot of instantaneous shear layer reattachment points and (b) probability density function
depicting the shear layer reattachment location’s probabilistic trajectory.
The scatter plot in Fig. 104 appears well centered near the Reynolds-averaged reattachment location,
which was determined using the mean flow field in previous chapters of this dissertation to be at G/'0 = 2.61
along the A/'0 = 0 axis. Averaging the locations of all data points in Fig. 104(a) produces a mean reattachment
location of G/'0 = 2.65, which validates that this method, although simplistic in definition, is quite effective
at determining instantaneous reattachment locations. The spatial spread of instantaneous reattachment points
is quite large in Fig. 104(a), with a range of nearly 1.0'0 in the G-direction, and a range of approximately
0.6'0 in the A-direction, further demonstrating the highly unsteady nature of the reattachment region of this
flow. Along with this differences in range between the two axes, the probability contours in Fig. 104(b) are
also slightly elliptical in shape, with the elongated axis following the streamwise direction. This indicates
that axial pulsing of the instantaneous reattachment point is stronger than the off-axis radial flapping motion.
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The PDF of Fig. 104(b) also indicates that the highest probability location for instantaneous shear layer
reattachment is near the mean reattachment location, with larger deviations away from this location further
decreasing in probability.
Similar to Fig. 101, which examined the statistical distributions of TNTI deviations away from the
mean location as a function of streamwise location within the flow, Fig. 105 presents the same analysis
for the RNRI at nine different streamwise locations. Additionally, Table 9 provides the standard deviation,
skewness, and kurtosis for each of the nine distributions in Fig. 105. Furthermore, Fig. 105 also presents
all nine distributions on a similar axis scaling, with all locations normalized by the global '0, to allow for
comparison between the different locations. Also note that, in Fig. 105, a positive value along the H-axis
indicates a deviation of the RNRI towards the shear layer side, and a negative value along the H-axis indicates
a deviation of the RNRI towards the recirculation region side.
Fig. 105 Discrete probability density function representing the distribution of instantaneous RNRI locations
as a function of distance away from the mean RNRI location at nine different streamwise locations.
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Table 9 RNRI statistics
G/'0−location Mean A/'0−location Standard deviation Skewness Kurtosis
0.5 0.669 0.142 -1.189 3.906
0.75 0.631 0.107 -1.181 4.090
1.0 0.566 0.0857 -0.786 3.421
1.25 0.493 0.0791 -0.399 2.889
1.5 0.427 0.0796 -0.316 2.995
1.75 0.360 0.0803 -0.263 2.871
2.0 0.285 0.0837 -0.175 2.766
2.25 0.190 0.0940 0.0929 2.540
2.5 0.042 0.110 0.510 3.405
Visual examination of Fig. 105 shows that all nine distributions appear to have approximately equal
widths, which is further demonstrated by their relatively similar standard deviation values in Table 9. The
furthest upstream regions appear to have the highest standard deviations, as well as large negative skewness
values. This is consistent with observations from Fig. 99(b), wherein the far upstream portions of the RNRI
can have very large deviations radially-inward, which is possibly a result of the instantaneous near-base
recirculation structure of the flow. Traversing further downstream, however, the magnitude of the skewness
values continually decreases, until G/'0 = 2.25, where the skewness changes sign to positive, indicating
a local bias in RNRI deviations towards the shear layer side. Additionally, in the far upstream regions,
the distributions are highly intermittent, with kurtosis value of around 4. Further downstream, however,
the kurtosis values decrease, with several locations having kurtosis values of less than 3. At the furthest
downstream location, near the mean reattachment point, the magnitude of the standard deviation, skewness,
and kurtosis all increase relative to the preceding several locations, indicating that the instantaneous deviations
of the RNRI increase in magnitude closer to the reattachment point, possibly a result of the streamline
convergence extra strain rate in this region that also drove a significant jump in the vorticity thickness growth
in this same region, as shown in Sec. 3.3.
The conditional second-order turbulence statistics, computed as a function of distance away from the
RNRI, are presented in Fig. 106. Similar to Fig. 102 for the TNTI analysis, each row in Fig. 106 represents a
different streamwise location, ranging between G/'0 = 0.5 and G/'0 = 2.5. Additionally, the distances in
these figures are normalized by the local mean flow Xl value.
In the TNTI analysis of Fig. 102, the conditional statistics rapidly dropped to near-zero values
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Fig. 106 Conditional turbulence statistics as a function of distance away from the instantaneous RNRI at
varying streamwise locations. At each location the distance is scaled by the local Xl .
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when traversing across the TNTI into the freestream. For the RNRI, however, no such behavior occurs,
as the fluid is highly turbulent on both sides of this interface. In the far upstream portions of the RNRI
(Figs. 106(a) & 106(b)), the shear layer side of the RNRI has slightly higher magnitudes for each of the
five quantities presented in these plots than on the recirculation region side. At the further downstream
streamwise locations (Figs. 106(c) - 106(h)), however, the second-order statistics appear bimodal, with peaks
occurring to either side of the RNRI, and a local minimum occurring at the location of the RNRI itself.
This is quite different from the behavior of these statistics in their Reynolds-averaged presentations in Ch. 3,
wherein no local minimum at the mean RNRI location occurs. This analysis helps tell a more complete
story of the turbulent processes occurring along this shear layer boundary, as the turbulent energy within
these flow regions appears to reach a maximum immediately to either side of the RNRI. In the central three
locations of Figs. 106(c) - 106(h), all of the second-order statistics (with the exception of the azimuthal
normal stress, denoted by the green lines), appear quite symmetric in magnitude across the RNRI, indicating
that the turbulent energy in the recirculation region matches that of the low-speed portions of the shear
layer. At the furthest downstream location (Figs. 106(i) & 106(j)), however, the turbulence strength on the
recirculation region side diminishes, and the shear layer side dominates the turbulent energy as the flow
approaches reattachment.
Finally, the conditional quadrant analysis was also repeated for the RNRI, with the results of this
analysis shown in Fig. 107. Because this analysis does not reach into the freestream regions of the flow, it was
not necessary to use a small  = 0.25 hyperbolic hole filter, such as was done in Fig. 103. Therefore, the left
column of Fig. 107 presents the unconditional quadrant analysis (i.e.,  = 0) at the same five spatial locations
as Fig. 106, and the right column of Fig. 107 presents the conditional quadrant analysis using the strong
 = 2.0 hyperbolic hole filter, which again is intended to permit only the very strong velocity fluctuations
induced by the upright and inverted hairpin structures.
Figure 107 presents very interesting turbulence behavior in the immediate vicinity of the RNRI. To
the shear layer side, the conditional statistics demonstrate a local dominance of strong Q4 velocity fluctuations,
which are induced by the inverted hairpin structures, and to the recirculation region side, there is a local
dominance of strong Q2 velocity fluctuations, which are induced by the upright hairpin structures. The RNRI
itself appears to be a crossover point for these two metrics, wherein the Q4 fluctuations rapidly decay when
crossing the RNRI into the recirculation region side, and the Q2 fluctuations rapidly decay when crossing
the RNRI into the shear layer side. This could have something to do with the fact that the RNRI is the
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instantaneous location where the local flow vectors change sign between the upstream recirculating fluid and
the downstream convecting fluid, although there was no inherent constraint in the analysis that the velocity
fluctuations were required to exhibit a specific direction to either side of the RNRI. Additionally, this behavior
is most likely the cause of the bimodal behavior of the second-order turbulence statistics of Fig. 106, wherein
the local minima along the RNRI in Fig. 106 are a result of both the Q2 and Q4 fluctuations rapidly decaying
across the RNRI. It also appears that this crossover behavior between the Q2 and Q4 fluctuations occurs over
the entire streamwise extent of the RNRI, ranging all the way from separation to the shear layer reattachment
point. Furthermore, as was expected based on previous analyses, the Q1 and Q3 velocity fluctuations of
Fig. 107 contribute very little to the local turbulence along the RNRI.
The results of Fig. 107 provide a much clearer picture of the turbulence structure along the RNRI.
From the quadrant analysis of Sec. 3.5.2, it appeared as if both the upright and inverted hairpin structures
commonly coexisted in similar regions of the flow along the RNRI. From the current analysis, however, it
appears that in the low-speed portions of the shear layer, the high-energy fluctuations induced by the upright
hairpins typically occur on the recirculation region side of the interface, and the high-energy fluctuations
induced by the inverted hairpins typically occur on the shear layer side of the interface. This information
provides a more complete understanding about the spatial organization of these high-energy structures
within this important flow region. It would also appear from the results presented in this chapter that the
turbulence organization along the TNTI greatly differs from the turbulence organization along the RNRI. This
suggests that the dominant entrainment mechanisms acting along these two shear layer boundaries differ quite
significantly from one another. Both current analyses and past literature suggest that the mass entrainment
along the TNTI is dominated by small-scale turbulence, and analysis presented both in the current chapter, as
well as Ch. 5 of this dissertation, suggests that the local mass entrainment along the RNRI is significantly
influenced by the large-scale hairpin structures.
Although the definition of the RNRI was seemingly arbitrary, the local peaks in the turbulent
properties within the immediate vicinity of the defined interface demonstrate that the RNRI is both an
important and physically meaningful flow boundary influencing the spatial development of this separated
flow. Obtaining further knowledge of the turbulent processes in the vicinity of this surface, utilizing methods
such as time-resolved PIV to directly measure volume flux across the RNRI, could then surely provide a more
complete understanding of this complex flow field, and could ultimately provide necessary information in the
development of effective flow control methodologies for pressure drag modulation.
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Fig. 107 Conditional quadrant analysis as a function of distance away from the instantaneous RNRI at
varying streamwise locations. At each location the distance is scaled by the local Xl. The left column uses
no hyperbolic hole filter, and the right column uses a strong ( = 2.0) hyperbolic hole filter. All velocity
fluctuations were normalized by f.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Research Summary and Conclusions
Knowledge of high-speed separated flows is of interest in many engineering applications, as complex
turbulent processes in these flows produce many important phenomena, such as high pressure loading. Thus,
these flows have been a subject of study for many decades, with both computational and experimental works
aiming to obtain a more thorough understanding of the complex turbulent processes present in these flows.
In the current work, the near-wake turbulence structure of a blunt-based cylinder aligned with a Mach
2.49 freestream was studied experimentally utilizing stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (SPIV), which
measures all three components of velocity over a large planar region, and tomographic PIV (TPIV), which
measures all three components of velocity throughout a volumetric region. Past works on this subject have
clearly demonstrated the importance of large-scale three-dimensional (3-D) turbulent structures towards
the development of this flow, but limitations in both measurement capabilities and computational modeling
accuracy have thus far left a significant knowledge gap regarding the identification and influence of these
structures on the developing flow properties. The primary motivation of the current work was to fill in
these knowledge gaps by providing quantitative measurements and statistical characterization of identifiable
coherent 3-D turbulent processes within this flow, and provide evidence of their influences on the development
of important flow properties, such as the cylinder base pressure loading.
SPIV measurements were acquired along three characteristic flow planes. The first plane was aligned
coincident with the cylinder central axis (i.e., along a flow symmetry plane), and extended from just past
the point of separation to several base radii ('0) downstream of shear layer reattachment. The other two
SPIV measurement planes were end views located upstream of reattachment, which measured turbulent
activity throughout the entire azimuthal extent of the separated shear layer at fixed axial locations. Given
that this flow field is both statistically stationary and axisymmetric, the symmetry plane-view SPIV velocity
measurements provided a full 3-D characterization of the Reynolds-averaged flow, providing all components
of various turbulent product tensors. Furthermore, a separate set of two-component planar PIV measurements
was acquired of the afterbody boundary layer just prior to separation, which is valuable information for
computational simulations seeking to match the conditions of the current experiments.
The streamwise development of the compressibility levels and growth of the separated shear layer
were quantified with the symmetry plane-view SPIV data. It was found that the convective Mach number
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within the separated shear layer exceeded unity for all streamwise locations, and peaked at a value of 1.4 at
a location of G/'0 = 1.7 downstream of separation. This demonstrates very high levels of compressibility,
which act to elongate the dominant turbulent motions in the primary flow direction. Additionally, the separated
shear layer was found to grow at a nominally linear rate in the further upstream portions, similar in behavior
to planar two-stream unseparated shear layers. However, the shear layer experiences a significant drop-off
in the growth rate as the flow encountered the adverse pressure gradient (APG) associated with flow field
recompression. Between G/'0 = 1.7 and shear layer reattachment at G/'0 = 2.61, the flow encounters several
‘extra strain rates’ in addition to the mean shearing, and the local influences of these additional strain rates
were discussed, including the radial streamline convergence-induced strain rate driving a rapid jump in the
shear layer growth just upstream of reattachment.
Several Reynolds-averaged turbulence product tensors were presented and discussed. These quantities
provide valuable information for computational modeling efforts, as well as important information regarding
the statistical evolution of turbulent processes in this flow. Kinematic Reynolds stresses demonstrated the
dominance of axially-oriented velocity fluctuations within the shear layer and trailing wake, as well as a
significant contribution to the turbulent energy from azimuthally-oriented velocity fluctuations in the subsonic
flow regions. The primary kinematic shear stress and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) were found to both be
largest in magnitude near the low-speed boundary of the separated shear layer, just upstream of reattachment.
It was also found that spatial maps of these two metrics were qualitatively quite similar to one another,
indicating that the large-scale structures driving the shear stress in this flow also dominate the turbulent
energy.
A turbulent quadrant analysis was performed to further investigate the spatial organization and
directional consistency of these large-scale structures. It was found that high-energy velocity fluctuations
were typically aligned with the second and fourth quadrants of a radial-axial shear plane (i.e., Q2 events,
identified by + ′G < 0 and + ′A > 0, and Q4 events, identified by + ′G > 0 and + ′A < 0). It was postulated that
these high-energy Q2 and Q4 velocity fluctuations were induced by some consistent and coherent turbulent
process, and a hyperbolic hole filtering threshold was implemented in the quadrant analysis to isolate these
high-energy events. It was found that high-energy Q2 events were dominant throughout the entire transverse
extent of the shear layer, as well as much of the trailing wake. The high-energy Q4 events, however, were
limited to subsonic regions of the flow, with their strongest contributions occurring along the interface
separating the shear layer from the recirculation region. Further statistical characterization of the turbulence
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field was also provided using these SPIV symmetry plane-view data, including anisotropy of the kinematic
Reynolds stresses, fluctuating velocity triple products, turbulence skewness and kurtosis profiles, and mean
flow-induced turbulence production.
Due to experimental limitations, individual TPIV measurement volumes are limited to only measuring
small subregions of the flow. The statistical maps produced by the SPIV data were used to identify important
flow regions, and TPIV measurement volumes were strategically located within these important regions.
Ultimately, six TPIV volumetric measurement regions were obtained, including two regions in the downstream
half of the separated shear layer, one in the recirculation region, one centered on the mean reattachment
location, and two in the trailing wake downstream of reattachment. Instantaneous TPIV measurement volumes
demonstrated highly 3-D turbulent structures, with many large-scale structures existing simultaneously. A
very large-scale flow behavior was commonly observed downstream of reattachment, wherein the lower-speed
portions of the flow branch off into multiple distinct segments, with many turbulent structures commonly
enveloping the geometry of the low-speed regions.
Hairpin-shaped vortices, which are a commonly occurring feature in turbulent boundary layers, were
observed in many of the instantaneous TPIV measurement volumes in the shear layer and trailing wake
regions. Additionally, inverted hairpin vortices were commonly observed in the lower-speed portions of the
shear layer, which are similar but topologically upside-down compared to the more canonical upright hairpins.
Using linear stochastic estimation, which is a powerful method for approximating conditional averages in
experimental flow data, it was demonstrated that both upright and inverted hairpin structures commonly exist
within this flow and evolve from mean shearing-induced instabilities, and that their 3-D geometries create a
region of amplified shearing along their inner arch that produces a high-energy velocity fluctuation. This
coherent mechanism was demonstrated to be the cause of the high-energy Q2 and Q4 velocity fluctuations
observed in the turbulent quadrant analysis, and thus, these hairpin structures were ultimately demonstrated
to be the dominant contributing structure towards the turbulent energy in this flow. The upright hairpins
induce the high-energy Q2 fluctuations, which were found throughout both subsonic and supersonic regions
of the flow, and the inverted hairpins induce the high-energy Q4 fluctuations, which were limited to subsonic
regions of the flow. The statistical sizes of the upright hairpin structures was also characterized, and they
were demonstrated to statistically grow with streamwise progression, albeit at a slower rate that the global
flow features, such as the shear layer thickness. Additionally, statistically-resolved convective velocities of the
hairpin structures in the trailing wake provide evidence that these structures form further upstream in the
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shear layer and successfully navigate through the APG, as opposed to forming locally in the trailing wake,
which is an important result in characterizing the formation mechanism of these structures.
Elongated quasi-axial 3-D turbulent structures were also commonly observed in this flow within
the TPIV measurement volumes, primarily in the APG regions of the flow. These coherent structures were
demonstrated to rotate about an axis primarily aligned with the streamwise direction, but also slightly tilted in
the positive radial direction. It was postulated that these structures are generated by an unsteady baroclinic
torque mechanism, induced by the fluid density gradients within the shear layer encountering, and not aligned
with, the APG, which acts as a significant source of vorticity production in highly compressible flows such as
this.
Modal decomposition of the turbulent dynamics for all of the SPIV and TPIV data sets was performed
using the snapshot proper orthogonal decomposition (POD)method, which produces an optimal decomposition
on the basis of the input variable. TKE was selected as the decomposition basis, as the resulting mode shapes
produce spatial representations of high-energy turbulent motions within the flow. A consistent high-energy
mode was observed between all three SPIV data sets and the TPIV data in the recirculation region, wherein
the mode displayed an azimuthal pulsing motion between the recirculation region and the separated shear
layer. From this, it was postulated that the turbulent dynamics of this mode represent a large-scale global flow
motion, wherein the recirculation region and shear layer azimuthally pulse out-of-phase with one another.
Two modes within the POD decomposition of the symmetry-plane view SPIV data were found to
identify instantaneous snapshots that demonstrated a higher-than-average prevalence of hairpin structures,
identified by the corresponding distribution of amplitude coefficients associated with each mode. Snapshots
with corresponding amplitude coefficients of one sign were demonstrated to exhibit a higher-than-average
prevalence of upright hairpin structures, and snapshots with corresponding amplitude coefficients of the
opposite sign were demonstrated to exhibit a higher-than-average prevalence of inverted hairpin structures.
Using this information, the instantaneous snapshots were sorted and conditionally averaged to produce
mean flow field representations that have been influenced by the higher-than-average prevalence of either
type of structure. It was demonstrated that a greater statistical prevalence of upright hairpin structures
acted to reduce the shear layer growth rate and increase the reattachment length, and vice-versa for the
inverted hairpin structures. Although simultaneous pressure data were not acquired in this work to directly
validate the influence that these structures have on the induced cylinder base pressure loading, comparisons
with past literature provide a high degree of confidence that these conditionally-resolved changes in the
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reattachment length correspond to significant alterations of the time-averaged pressure drag in this flow. The
increased reattachment length induced by the higher-than-average prevalence of upright hairpins is assumed
to significantly increase the base pressure (i.e., decrease drag), and vice-versa for the decreased reattachment
length and the inverted hairpins.
The highest two energy-containing POD modes from many of the TPIV measurement regions clearly
depicted turbulent motions induced by the upright and inverted hairpins structures, as well as the quasi-axial
structures in the APG region. Subsequently lower energy-containing modes were observed to exhibit similar
dynamics as the aforementioned coherent structures, but with these dynamics existing at higher spatial
frequencies. From this information, two conclusions were drawn. First, it can be confidently assumed that all
types of high-energy coherent turbulent structures (i.e., the upright hairpins, the inverted hairpins, and the
quasi-axial structures) were identified in this work, evidenced by the repeating nature of the high-energy POD
mode shapes. Second, the repeating nature of these structures in the POD mode shapes indicates that the
energy fractions contributed by these structures towards the global TKE is greater than that represented by
any single mode. Ultimately, this means that these three types of coherent structures combined contribute the
bulk of the turbulent energy within this flow.
In order to postulate the influence of various turbulent structures on the growth and entrainment
characteristics of the separated shear layer, turbulence statistics were examined along the spatial boundaries
of the shear layer. The high-speed boundary separating the shear layer from the freestream fluid was deemed
the turbulent/non-turbulent interface (TNTI), and the low-speed boundary separating the shear layer from the
recirculation region was deemed the recirculated/non-recirculated interface (RNRI). A rigorous detection
method for each interface within instantaneous SPIV snapshots was discussed, with several examples provided.
It was demonstrated that convolutions of the TNTI are quite small in the further upstream portions of the
flow, but continually grow in magnitude with streamwise progression into the trailing wake, with a consistent
bias in the convolutions away from the mean location towards the freestream side at all streamwise stations.
Alternately, the deviations in the RNRI were fairly consistent in magnitude throughout the entire streamwise
extent of the interface, with a clear bias in the convolution direction towards the recirculation region side in
the upstream portions of the surface, and a bias towards the shear layer side near reattachment.
Conditional second-order turbulence statistics computed in the vicinity of the instantaneous TNTI
demonstrated that the turbulence in the immediate vicinity of the interface is fairly low-energy, with the
high-energy turbulence existing at a relatively large distance away from the surface. From this, it was
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concluded that although large-scale structures appeared to significantly influence the instantaneous geometry
of the TNTI, they contribute little to the entrained mass flow across it. Although no direct measures of mass
flux could be provided here, this conclusion is further evidenced by the literature, which clearly demonstrates
a dominance of small-scale structures towards mass entrainment across the TNTI in unseparated compressible
shear layers.
Similar conditional statistics were computed in the vicinity of the RNRI, and it was demonstrated
that the conditional turbulence depicts a bimodal behavior, with symmetric peaks on either side of the RNRI.
It was then shown, using a conditional quadrant analysis, that this bimodal behavior in the turbulence is a
result of the spatial organization of the upright and inverted hairpin structures. The Q2 turbulence induced by
the upright hairpins was shown to peak just below the RNRI on the recirculation region side, with a rapidly
diminishing contribution towards the turbulence when crossing the RNRI into the shear layer side. Alternately,
the Q4 turbulence induced by the inverted hairpins was shown to peak just above the RNRI on the shear layer
side, with a rapidly diminishing contribution towards the turbulence when crossing towards the recirculation
region side. From this it was concluded that these coherent structures typically exist in the immediate vicinity
of the RNRI with a fairly consistent organization, and that the strong Q2 and Q4 turbulence caused by their
amplified shearing mechanisms induces significant large-scale engulfment type entrainment/detrainment
events between the shear layer and the recirculation region. Given the demonstrated high statistical prevalence
of these structures within this flow region, both of these structures undoubtedly have dominant contributions
towards the net mass entrainment across the RNRI, and thus, the generation of pressure drag in this flow, with
their qualitative influences demonstrated by the previously described POD results.
The key results from this work summarized above constitute a significant contribution to the literature
on massively separated supersonic flow physics. This work provides a large quantity of spatially-dense,
high-quality measurement data, against which future computational studies can compare and validate their
results. Not only do the SPIV measurements provide accurate measures of high-order Reynolds-averaged
turbulence products, which are important for modeling efforts, but the statistically resolved structures from
the TPIV data provide benchmarks regarding the size, strength, and spatial distribution of coherent structure
in this flow that an accurate simulation should be able to reproduce. Perhaps more importantly, this work
provides the first quantitative experimental characterization of either upright or inverted hairpin vortices in a
free-shear flow under compressible conditions, and clearly demonstrates both their importance and direct
influence on the development of the near-wake flow field, particularly towards the generation of pressure
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drag. Future research in flow control methodologies for pressure drag modulation could target the formation
mechanisms of these structures, and if successful in either disrupting or enhancing them, would undoubtedly
induce a significant modulation to the pressure drag.
7.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Although the current work has provided significant further insights into the detailed turbulence
structure and organization in this complex flow, there still remainsmuch information to be obtained. Specifically,
the study of a few particular facets, described below, would provide significantly more information regarding
the detailed turbulence development in massively separated supersonic flows, as well as how this information
could be exploited in the development of novel flow control methodologies.
First, the author recommends repeating several of the current experiments and analyses with a
parametric variation of the freestream Mach number with fixed model geometry. Ideally, these experiments
would be performed at varying Mach numbers with fixed boundary layer thicknesses at separation. This
could practically be achieved using CFD simulations of the boundary layer growth along the cylinder body at
the design Mach number, and then designing the nozzle and model length such that they produce a similar
boundary layer profile at separation as the current experiments. By doing this, these experiments would isolate
the influence of varying compressibility levels on the developing turbulence field. Literature on unseparated
planar shear layers seems to indicate that the influences of increased levels of compressibility on the turbulence
tends to level off at convective Mach numbers greater than approximately 1.5, which is very close to the
compressibility levels experienced in the current flow. Additionally, the existence of hairpin structures has
been noted in the literature in other separated flows of similar geometries at much lower Reynolds numbers
and compressibility levels, although detailed statistical characterization of these structures was not provided
in these works [128]. It then stands to reason that hairpin structures are likely a common flow feature in
massively separated flows across a wide range of Reynolds numbers and compressibility levels. Therefore, if
it could be demonstrated that the characteristics of the upright and inverted hairpin structures in this flow
are largely independent of compressibility influences, then a novel flow control methodology targeting the
formation mechanisms of these structures would be significantly more universal and practical in its utility.
In addition to the parametric variations in the freestream Mach number, the author also recommends
performing TPIV measurements of the turbulent boundary layer as it separates from the cylinder base. From
an experimental standpoint, this would be a difficult endeavor, as it would require high resolution cameras
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zoomed-in on this small flow region, mitigation of high-energy laser reflections from the cylinder surface,
and would possibly require smaller seed particles than were used in the current experiments, or even some
sort of molecular tagging technique, to provide accurate tracking of the small but high flow gradient turbulent
motions in this region. Perhaps one of the most universal and practical approaches towards flow control here
would be modulation of the boundary layer along the cylinder afterbody. General intuition, combined with
past base flow literature, leads to the conclusion that a thinner boundary layer at separation would produce
a more energetic shear layer, reduced reattachment length, and increased pressure drag, and vice-versa for
a thicker boundary layer. However, targeting specific structures within the boundary layer could provide
another avenue of flow control research, as upright hairpin structures are well documented to be common
features in turbulent boundary layers. Additionally, Ghaemi and Scarano [105], who used time-resolved TPIV
to study the flow structure in the near wake of a NACA0012 airfoil, noted that the building blocks for inverted
hairpin structures in that flow were initially formed within the boundary layer, and that the 3-D inverted
hairpin structures immediately formed at the trailing edge where the wall boundary disappears. Although
there are very significant differences between that specific flow and the current one, it is an interesting notion
to consider that these upright and inverted hairpin structures could initially generate prior to separation from
the cylinder. Additionally, although the formation mechanisms of the upright and inverted hairpins in the
current flow can be postulated from the current data, their true mechanism of generation remains unknown.
Volumetric measurements of the turbulent structures as they transition through the separation process would
provide important information about the generation of these structures, and would further clarify if modulation
of the boundary layer turbulence would have any influence on the generation of hairpin structures in this flow,
and subsequently the induced pressure drag.
Finally, possibly the most useful facet of information that could be obtained in future research of this
flow would be time-resolved information relating to the dominant turbulent processes. All results presented in
this dissertation were derived from a set of time-random velocity field snapshots, so the actual growth and
formation mechanisms of these turbulent processes can only be postulated. Measurements of the temporal
evolution of these flow structures (i.e., time-resolved PIV) could be combined with analysis methods like
spectral POD [26], which has been demonstrated in the literature to identify the evolution of coherent turbulent
processes in both space and time. This would provide a more complete understanding about coherent turbulent
structures in this flow regarding their generation, lifetime evolution, and direct influence on mass entrainment.
However, characteristic time-scales related to the convection of these structures would require a PIV system
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able to acquire data on the order of 100s of KHz, which would be both expensive and difficult to implement.
A cheaper and much more feasible alternative towards obtaining temporal information related to the
direct influence of specific flow structures on the cylinder pressure drag would be to repeat the current TPIV
experiments in the shear layer while simultaneously obtaining time-resolved pressure measurements that are
phase-locked with the TPIV snapshots. If an instantaneous TPIV snapshot occurred at time C, then the Kulite
pressure transducers could be operated in a pulse burst mode to acquire data over the time range of C ± ΔC,
where ΔC is sufficiently long for information to propagate from the shear layer to the base surface. This would
provide the temporal history of base pressure both leading up to and after the existence of coherent flow
structures within an instantaneous snapshot in the separated shear layer, from which, further information
regarding their formation mechanisms or influences on mass entrainment could be postulated without the
need for a time-resolved PIV system.
As was mentioned previously, this work was also intended in part to provide experimental validation
data for future CFD simulations of this flow. Traditionally, comparison between CFD and experimental data
is performed using point-by-point comparisons of various sensitive turbulence statistics, such as components
of the kinematic Reynolds stress tensor. However, repetition of the various analyses presented throughout
this dissertation might provide a more stringent metric of validation. For example, repeating the same LSE
procedures of Ch. 4 using CFD data of this flow should produce the same coherent turbulence structures
demonstrated in this dissertation, with similar statistical sizes and strengths. The same would be true for
the POD analysis, as the high-energy mode shapes of an accurate CFD simulation should match that of the
current experimental results. Further comments about using these experimental data for comparison to future
CFD studies are provided in Appendix B.
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APPENDIX B: A NOTE ON CFD COMPARISON METRICS
An important facet of the current experimental work is to provide high-quality data for comparison
with future computational simulation-based studies of this flow. In addition to validation-based data,
experimental data can generally also provide significant information for the development of computational
turbulence models. The ‘closure problem’ in turbulence modeling must be accounted for in any simulation,
wherein a model for turbulence behavior must be assumed to make the full set of governing equations solvable.
For example, RANS modeling is based on solving the closure problem by employing the model of eddy
viscosity, which is a scalar quantity that is dependent on the stress-strain model of the turbulence. Beresh et
al. [129] provide some experimental guidelines and limitations for estimating eddy viscosity solely from PIV
data, but as was mentioned previously in this dissertation, RANS modeling does not provide an accurate
simulation of the turbulence throughout the separated regions of the current flow field.
Turbulence models typically must rely on several assumptions about the flow behavior. The problem
with the current flow, however, is that there are several complex aspects of the flow that limit the feasibility of
applying various assumptions to simplify models, such as high levels of compressibility, the APG, extra strain
rates, etc. Thus, information about the full characterization of many turbulent processes in this flow that
would further aid in modeling efforts would most likely require the additional measurement of thermodynamic
variables (i.e., temperature, pressure, and density) within the separated regions, or time-resolved information
of the velocity and/or thermodynamic variable fields, which would likely require simultaneous time-resolved
PIV and spectroscopy-based measurements. Although adiabatic assumptions could be reasonably made for
this flow to determine temperature fields solely from velocity field data, the APG and the compressibility levels
make determination of pressure and density fields infeasible. Van Gent et al. [116] discuss the feasibility
of determining <40= flow pressure and density fields from PIV data in compressible flows, but note that
determination of 8=BC0=C0=4>DB thermodynamic variable fields would, at a minimum, require time-resolved
TPIV data. Additionally, the model for the calculation of pressure fields used by van Gent et al. is based on
the moderate Mach number assumption that density fluctuations can be neglected in an order of magnitude
comparison with other important variables. The test case they examined was in a moderately compressible
transonic separated flow, and even this moderate compressibility case produced non-negligible errors in the
estimated pressure field compared to the pressure tap measurements. In the current highly compressible
flow, it is probable that the use of this model to determine mean flow pressure and density fields would
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result in significant errors, and ultimately would not prove useful in the development of computational
models. Specifically, a desired important quantity that would be very useful for modeling efforts is the
correlation of velocity and pressure fluctuations, but again, this would likely require simultaneous PIV and
spectroscopic-based measurements of the current flow to be feasible. Thus, the current data are limited
to providing information for modeling efforts that can solely be derived from the instantaneous velocity
fields, such as the kinematic Reynolds stresses, the fluctuating velocity triple products, mean flow turbulence
production, as well as dilatation from the TPIV data.
As an additional note, the POD analysis from the current work may provide a good metric of
comparison for the validation of CFD results. Given that the snapshot POD technique identifies high-energy
turbulence within the flow and is well suited to filter out experimental noise from the resulting mode shapes,
a comparison between POD mode shapes from experimental and computational data of the same flow
would provide an excellent validation metric that the high-energy simulated turbulence matches that of the
experiments. Meyer et al. [57] discuss using PIV-based POD results as a comparison metric for the validation
of LES data, and found that this comparison worked quite well in the validation of a simulation of a jet
in crossflow. Thus, this could provide a much more stringent validation metric than simple point-by-point
comparisons of Reynolds-averaged turbulence statistics.
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APPENDIX C: COMPARISONWITH PAST LDV DATA
One of the primary motivations for the SPIV symmetry plane-view experiments was to provide an
updated set of experimental reference data for this flow for detailed comparison with computational studies.
These data were intended to supersede the previous reference LDV data acquired by Herrin and Dutton in 1994
[13]. Thus, it seems necessary to provide a comparison between these two reference experimental data sets.
The past LDV data set consisted of ensembles of approximately 4000 velocity measurements at each spatial
location, which were acquired on a point-by-point basis along radial traverses at 30 different axial locations,
with approximately 21 different radial measurement locations at each axial station (i.e., approximately 630
locations in total). Ultimately, the acquisition of LDV data was a slow process that required many runs of the
wind tunnel over a several week time span, which could have resulted in significant run-to-run variability
within the data, whereas the SPIV data were acquired with only three runs of the wind tunnel on the same day,
with minimal run-to-run variability.
The SPIV measurements were acquired on the same symmetry plane as the LDV measurements
(i.e., a plane coincident with the cylinder axis), but the LDV experiments only acquired data on one-half
of the wake centerline, whereas the SPIV measurements were acquired on both halves of the centerline.
Additionally, the SPIV measurements simultaneously acquired all three components of velocity, whereas the
LDV experiments only acquired two-component velocity measurements. Over the same spatial region, the
SPIV measurements improved the spatial density of data in this flow by a factor of approximately 28 (i.e., the
SPIV data had 284 different axial stations, each with 62 radial measurement locations on one-half of the
centerline). In Ch. 2 of this dissertation, the second-order turbulence statistics (namely, the primary kinematic
Reynolds shear stress and the TKE) were used as metrics to provide a stringent comparison between the SPIV
and TPIV data. Here, the same shear stress component (i.e., 'A G) is used to provide a comparison between
the LDV and SPIV data sets throughout the near wake, with this comparison shown in Fig. 108. In this figure,
data along radial traverses at 16 different axial stations are shown, with the zero value at each axial station
denoted by the vertical dashed black line. Additionally, the ‘dash-dot’ black lines represent the shear layer
boundaries, the solid black lines represent the LDV data at each axial station, and the red line represents the
SPIV data at those same axial stations. A reference scaling value is also shown at the top of the figure.
Throughout much of the measured near-wake region, the comparison between the two data sets is
quite good. However, in the high shear stress regions of the shear layer near the low-speed boundary, there
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Fig. 108 Comparison between the LDV data acquired by Herrin and Dutton [13], and the current SPIV
symmetry plane-view data. The comparison shows 'A G throughout the near-wake. The vertical dashed lines
represent the zero value at each axial station, the ‘dash-dot’ lines represent the shear layer boundaries, the
solid black lines represent the LDV data at each axial station, and the solid red lines represent the SPIV data
at the same axial stations.
are clear differences between the two data sets. Between approximately 0.6 < G/'0 < 2.75, all but one of
the axial stations shows the peak shear stress values measured by the LDV experiments exceeding that of
the SPIV data. The radial location of the peak shear stress also appears to be shifted between two data sets,
with the LDV data consistently showing peaks further inward towards the recirculation region than the SPIV
data. Additionally, the contours of the SPIV data are very smooth throughout the entire near-wake, whereas
the LDV data exhibit sharp changes in slope in several high shear stress flow locations. Downstream of
reattachment, the measured shear stresses decrease within the flow, and the comparison between the two data
sets improves compared to the further upstream regions.
The main source of variability between the two data sets is not believed to stem from measurement
error, as both data sets have been demonstrated to have very low experimental uncertainty estimates. One
possible reason for the discrepancies is the run-to-run variability mentioned above for the LDV experiments,
as variable stagnation pressures for wind tunnel operating conditions on different days (which is ultimately a
function of the atmospheric back pressure) could result in small changes to the approach flow conditions prior
to separation from the base. However, the primary reason for the discrepancies is believed to be differences in
the model alignment between the two sets of experiments. Prior to performing the current SPIV experiments,
a separate set of planar two-component PIV experiments was performed to assess the model alignment,
wherein these measurement planes were acquired within the near-wake flow, and the Reynolds-averaged data
were checked for symmetry across the A/'0 = 0 axis. If the Reynolds-averaged data did not display sufficient
symmetry, then the nozzle adjustment flange (i.e., the alignment mechanism, shown in Fig. 6) was translated,
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and the process was repeated. This process was iterated until further iterations did not provide any further
improvement to the measured symmetry of the flow. During this process, it was found that the near-wake flow
is highly sensitive to even minuscule misalignments of the cylinder model. When the LDV experiments were
performed, the authors were not able to implement the current PIV alignment techniques, and thus, were most
likely not able to achieve as precise of a model alignment as was achieved in the current work.
The authors of the LDV study report that alignment of the model was achieved using oil-flow
visualizations on the cylinder base to check for symmetric movement of the oil particles. This same procedure
was performed in the current work for a rough initial alignment of the cylinder model, and the resulting
Reynolds-averaged flow from what visually appeared to be a symmetric base flow (via approximately
symmetric oil-flow visualizations) was actually measured to display significant velocity field asymmetries.
A comparison of this asymmetry is shown in Fig. 109, wherein Fig. 109(a) shows the measured Reynolds-
averaged wake achieved by only using the oil flow alignment technique, and Fig. 109(b) shows the same flow
region after performing the iterative PIV alignment procedure. From this figure, there are stark differences
in the measured flow symmetry across the centerline, which also results in significant differences in the
turbulence on either side of the centerline. Additionally, the adjustment of the alignment mechanism between
Figs. 109(a) & 109(b) was less than 1 mm of translation, which demonstrates the very high degree of sensitivity
the symmetry of this flow has to a precise alignment of the cylinder model relative to the approach freestream
flow.
Fig. 109 Reynolds-averaged axial velocity within the recirculation region and shear layer of the current flow,
acquired using two-component planar PIV experiments during the model alignment procedure. (a) After oil
flow visualization-based alignment and (b) after iterative PIV-based alignment.
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APPENDIX D: SAVITSKY-GOLAY FILTERING & DIFFERENTIATION
Spatial differentiation was performed in this dissertation work using the method of Savitsky-Golay
filtering [89]. In this method, a subject scalar quantity (e.g., a component of velocity) is chosen at location
(G ′, H′, I′), and a 3-D window of a chosen size for that same measured scalar quantity is extracted around that
reference location. The distances between spatial locations within the window and the reference location are
then defined by the variables AG , AH , and AI , given by Eq. 34
AG = G − G ′ AH = H − H′ AI = I − I′ (34)
The filtering is then performed by fitting a second-order, least squares regression model within that
3-D window, where the regression function, 5 , is defined by Eq. 35.
5
(
AG , AH , AI
)
= 00 + 01AG + 02AH + 03AI + 04AGAH + 05AGAI + 06AHAI + 07A2G + 08A2H + 09A2I (35)
The 08 coefficients of Eq. 35 were computed using the ‘polyfitn’ function in MATLAB, which was
downloaded from the MathWorks® file exchange [130]. Note that, at the chosen reference location (G ′, H′, I′),
the distance variables (AG , AH , AI) are all equivalently zero. A Taylor series expansion can also be constructed
to approximate a function, , which represents the chosen scalar quantity around the selected reference
location, with this expansion given by Eq. 36.
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Comparing Eqs. 35 and 36 reveals that the regression model is equivalent to the Taylor series
expansion around the reference point. Thus, computing the coefficients of the regression model is equivalent
here to computing approximations of the derivatives of the scalar quantity to which the regression model was
fit, i.e., 01 is equivalent to the first G-derivative, 04 is equivalent to the cross derivatives of G and H, 07 is equal
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to twice the second G-derivative, and so-on for the other terms. Additionally, because this model was fit in a
least-squares sense, it inherently acts as a spatial smoothing filter, providing smoothed representations of
these derivative quantities. This filter could also could be used to smooth the scalar quantity itself, in addition
to computing derivatives, as the 00 coefficient represents the spatially-smoothed value of the original scalar
quantity at the reference location.
To prevent this filter from introducing artificial spatial frequencies into the flow field data, the window
sizes for this regression model were equivalent to the size of a PIV cross-correlation window, i.e., the window
spanned a 5 x 5 x 5 vector neighborhood for TPIV windows that shared 75% spatial overlap between passes,
or a 3 x 3 vector neighborhood for SPIV windows that shared 50% spatial overlap. Note that this model can be
easily reduced for 2-D SPIV data by removing the terms from Eq. 35 that depend on AI . Further information
about the filter spatial frequency response can be found in Ref. 68. Additionally, spatial derivative quantities
near the edges of the measurement domain in this work were not computed, as the window would need to
extend beyond the edges of the data.
This regression model only calculates the derivative quantities of a single scalar value at the reference
location. Thus, computing the derivative fields requires repeating this method at every spatial location
within the flow field data, for each separate component of velocity. This results in the method being quite
computationally expensive for the 3-D TPIV vector fields, which each have approximately 400,000 velocity
vectors per measurement volume, each with all three components of velocity. It was found that computing
the full velocity gradient tensor for every location within a single TPIV snapshot (minus the edge locations)
required approximately 12 minutes to compute on a 16-core CPU, although this process was able to be
parallelized to compute the velocity gradient tensors for 32 volumetric snapshots simultaneously (i.e., the
16-core CPU could process up to 32 snapshots every 12 minutes).
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APPENDIX E: DERIVATIVE TRANSFORMATIONS
This section describes how ‘off-grid’ spatial derivatives were computed in this dissertation work.
All spatial derivative quantities aligned with the data coordinate grid directions (i.e., in the directions of the
rows/columns of the measurement data) were directly computed using the Savitsky-Golay filtering method
described in Appendix D. However, rotating these derivatives to align with an ‘off-grid’ direction (i.e., a
direction that does not align with the rows/columns of the data) requires a transformation of coordinates. For
the symmetry plane SPIV data, the 2-D mapping functions between the G − A and B − = coordinate systems are
given by Eqs. 37 & 38. For this transformation, the rotation angle of the B − = coordinate system, q, relative
to the G − A coordinates, was 14.7◦, defined positively in the clockwise direction.
G = 2>B(q) · B + B8=(q) · = (37)
A = −B8=(q) · B + 2>B(q) · = (38)
The computation of a spatial derivative quantity with respect to the B − = coordinate directions is then
found by expanding the derivatives of that quantity using the chain rule, given by Eqs. 39 & 40. Note that (...)
in Eqs. 39 & 40 represents any arbitrary input scalar quantity. Additionally, the mapping derivative terms in


































Using the relations given in Eqs. 39-41, any arbitrary spatial derivative quantity can be computed
with respect to the B − = coordinate directions, such as was used in the computation of turbulence production
in Sec. 3.4.6. Additionally, the TPIV data for this dissertation work were acquired along a 3-D Cartesian
grid, but various quantities are typically best represented for the current flow field in a cylindrical coordinate
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system. The mapping from G − H − I Cartesian space to the A − \ − G coordinate system only required a
2-D transformation along the polar plane (i.e., a constant G-valued, end-view plane), because the G-direction
unit vector is the same for both coordinate systems. Therefore, computing spatial derivative quantities for
the TPIV data with respect to the polar directions followed the same 2-D derivative mapping scheme of
Eqs. 37-41, only instead using the standard mapping between Cartesian (H − I) and polar (A − \) coordinates,
where the G − H − I Cartesian coordinates were originally defined by Fig. 16.
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APPENDIX F: SPATIAL FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
Instantaneous snapshots from the SPIV symmetry plane-view data were subjected to a spatial
frequency analysis to determine if there exists any consistent spatial coherence between large-scale structures
(particularly hairpin vortices) in the flow. Each instantaneous snapshot is stationary in time, so performing a 2-
D fast Fourier transform (FFT) on the snapshot extracts spatial frequency information. For each instantaneous
snapshot, two separate scalar fields were computed, upon which the FFT was performed. The first is the scalar
field of _28, \ , which identifies azimuthally-rotating turbulent structures, and the second is the scalar field of
+ ′G+
′
A , which was demonstrated in the quadrant analysis of Chapter 3 to act as an identification signature of
the concentrated shearing mechanism of hairpin vortices. The 2-D FFTs of the _28, \ fields for four separate
snapshots are shown in Fig. 110, and the 2-D FFTs of the + ′G+ ′A fields for those same four snapshots are shown
in Fig. 111. Within each figure, the left column represents the G-projection of the 2-D spectrum for each
example, and the right column represents the H-projection of the 2-D spectrum for each example.
The main goal of this analysis was to determine if there exists any spatial consistency between the
hairpin vortex structures. In turbulent boundary layers, it has been well documented that hairpins typically
exist in an organized ‘packet’ structure, wherein many hairpins exist simultaneously to one another, wrapped
around the same low-speed elongated fluid region, and with a consistent spacing between them [103]. From
the results of Chapter 4, this same type of packet superstructure behavior was not observed in the current
flow, but perhaps there does exist some other type of consistent spatial organization to these structures. The
instantaneous snapshots in Figs. 110 & 111 were strategically selected utilizing the POD amplitude coefficient
distribution from mode two in Fig. 76, which was demonstrated in Chapter 5 to identify instantaneous
snapshots with a high prevalence of hairpin structures. One snapshot was selected with a low prevalence of
hairpin structures (example 1 in Figs. 110 & 111), and three snapshots were selected with a high prevalence
of these structures (examples 2 − 4 in Figs. 110 & 111).
The spectrum for each of the four examples in Figs. 110 & 111 displays a DC peak in the FFT
signal at low frequencies, with a decaying amplitude towards higher spatial frequencies. For the G-projection
of all four examples in Fig. 110 (i.e., the FFTs of the _28, \ fields), there is a very weak local peak near
a spatial frequency of approximately G = 0.2 (which corresponds to a physical wavelength of 5 mm, or
0.157'0), but the local peak is very weak in comparison to nearby values, and is unlikely a sign of anything
physical. No consistent peaks occur in the G-projections of the FFTs for the + ′G+ ′A signals in Fig. 111. For the
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H-projections, however, there appears to be a consistent peak near approximately H = 0.1 (corresponding to
a physical wavelength of 10 mm, or 0.315'0) for both sets of signals. This peak is not present in the first
example of Fig. 111(b) (which was the example chosen with a lower prevalence of hairpin structures), but the
peak is present at approximately the same spatial frequency for each of the three subsequent examples in
Figs. 111(d), 111(f), & 111(h) with high prevalence of hairpins. These results could indicate that there is
no spatial consistency between the hairpin structures in the G-direction (which further evidences that this
flow does not exhibit an organized packet structure), but there is possibly a spatial consistency between these
structures in the A-direction, corresponding to a wavelength of approximately 0.315'0. Given that this radial
distance is quite large relative to the shear layer thickness (i.e., the vorticity thickness is approximately 0.34'0
at the reattachment point), it is likely that this peak in the 2-D FFT is related to a correlation of turbulent
motions between the two separate shear layers in this symmetry plane-view SPIV data.
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Fig. 110 2-D FFT performed on four different instantaneous _28, \ fields from the SPIV symmetry plane-view
data. The left column represents the G-projections of the 2-D spatial frequency spectra, and the right column
represents the H-projections of the spectra
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Fig. 111 2-D FFT performed on four different instantaneous+ ′G+ ′A fields from the SPIV symmetry plane-view
data. The left column represents the G-projections of the 2-D spatial frequency spectra, and the right column
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